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FOREWORD 

 The State Council of Educational Research and Training, being the apex 
organization at the state level in the area of School Education is striving for Academic 
Excellence in the areas of School Education as well as Teacher Education.  For the 
academic growth of students, teachers and teacher educators across the state, SCERT 
organizes various activities such as, trainings symposia, conferences, science exhibitions, 
seminars etc., in different subject areas. 

 Every year, we celebrate 28th February as ‘National Science Day’ in 
commemoration of the historic discovery made by Sir. C.V. Raman for which he was 
awarded Nobel Prize in Physics in the year 1930. On this occasion, I am glad, the 
Department of Mathematics and Sciences of SCERT took initiative to organize science 
seminar on “SCHOOL SCIENCE CURRICULUM – NEEDS AND CHALLENGES”. 

 We received papers from enthusiastic teachers and teacher educators. We thank 
each one of those who have sent the papers. A committee was constituted to scrutinize 
the papers, which after scrutiny has selected 26 papers for presentation. We congratulate 
all those whose papers are selected. These papers are compiled in this compendium. We 
thank the members of scrutiny committee who have taken pain to go through each paper 
carefully and made selection of good papers.   

 This compendium is available in our website www.scert.telangana.gov.in.    

 

          

Date : 28-2-2019                Director, SCERT, TS 
Place : Hyderabad 

 

http://www.scert.telangana.gov.in.
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Abstract 
Constructivism is a theory of knowledge that argues that humans generate knowledge 

and meaning from an interaction between their experiences and their ideas. It is important to 
note that constructivism is not a particular pedagogy. In fact, constructivism is a theory 
describing how learning happens, regardless of whether learners are using their experiences 
to understand a lecture or following the instructions. The theory of constructivism suggests 
that learners construct knowledge out of their experiences. However, constructivism is often 
associated with pedagogic approaches that promote active learning, or learning by doing.  

Constructivism is an umbrella term that includes a number of learning theories. 
Despite minor variations, each shares a set of core assumptions. Reasearch has established 
that Constructive learning methods of science teaching have been much more successful than 
the traditional methods.  

Teachers can use various strategies to promote and strengthen the students’ abilities to 
think and think about their thinking. To find out the effectiveness of constructivist instruction 
we have adopted parallel group experimental design. Two equivalent groups were randomly 
selected from IX standard. One group was treated as the control group and the other the 
experimental group. Two groups were taught the content, one group through the conventional 
method and another group Constructivist approach. Pre test and post test for both groups 
were conducted. From the findings of the study it is concluded that the constructivist 
instructional strategy is more effective than the traditional teaching strategy for improving 
achievement levels. Implications of the study are discussed and recommendations were 
given.  

 

Keywords: constructivism, classroom environment, achievement in Science, pedagogic 
approaches. 
Introduction 

Constructivism is a learning strategy that draws on students' existing knowledge, 
beliefs, and skills. With a constructivist approach, students synthesize new understanding 
from prior learning and new information. The constructivist teacher sets up problems and 
monitors student exploration, guides student inquiry, and promotes new patterns of thinking. 
Working mostly with raw data, primary sources, and interactive material, constructivist 
teaching asks students to work with their own data and learn to direct their own explorations. 
Ultimately, students begin to think of learning as accumulated, evolving knowledge. 
Constructivist approaches work well with learners of all ages, including adults. 
Fundamentally, constructivism says that people construct their own understanding and 
knowledge of the world through experiencing things and reflecting on those experiences. 
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Cognitive researches display that most of the people have misunderstandings about 
nature. According to Yeany (1986), Constructivist Learning Model can be used for 
connecting all of the dominant researches in science education (Yager, 1991).  Perkins 
(1999), express that even most of the college students have higher grades, they have 
misunderstandings, teachers are particularly responsible for these misunderstandings. 
Students who only listens the lecture or read the text can not learn the permanent knowledge 
says cognitive psychologists. Permanent knowledge can be formed through applying new 
information and connecting new information with each other. According to Colburn (2000), 
constructivist philosophers propose that individuals structure their own life philosophy and 
knowledge by themselves. At the center of the constructivism lies the idea that the learner 
structures the knowledge and applies it (Perkins, 1999).  

Learning by structuring proposes that human brain is not an empty container that 
waits for filling. The children don’t wait for someone to fill their brains. They structure the 
knowledge actively in their brains and reconstruct it. With another words, constructivist 
learning is learning by individually and with social activities and as a result of these activities 
making conclusions (Brunning et. al., 1999).  
How Constructivism come about?  

Vygotsky (Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky November 17, 1896 – June 11, 1934) 
believed that learning needs to be engaging.  Vygotsky believed that learning takes place as 
children are interacting with each other and exploring their environment. He believed that 
learning is simultaneous to social interaction and exploration. In other words, he did not feel 
as though one was more important than the other.  

Piaget (Jean Piaget 9 August 1896 – 16 September 1980) believed that children learn 
through organization and schemas. He believed that by organizing concepts and ideas, 
children place them into schemas. He believed that children are in control of the knowledge 
that they are provided and move forward in construct their own learning by taking part in 
social activities and exploration 

Maria Montessori believed Children learn through experience, if children are proved 
the tools for their development age level, they will be successful learners. Children learn by 
participating in hands on group activitiesand that children should be free to explore their 
environments. 

Constructivism is an umbrella term that includes a number of learning theories. 
Despite minor variations, each shares a set of core assumptions. Constructivist learning 
environments (Jonassen-1999) provide multiple representations of reality, Emphasize 
knowledge construction inserted of knowledge reproduction, Emphasize authentic tasks in a 
meaningful context rather than abstract instruction out of context, Provide learning 
environments such as real-world settings or case-based learning instead of predetermined 
sequences of instruction, Encourage thoughtful reflection on experience, Enable context- and 
content- dependent knowledge construction, Support collaborative construction of knowledge 
through social negotiation, not competition among learners for recognition and  avoid 
oversimplification and represent the complexity of the real world.  
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Teachers can use various strategies to promote and strengthen the students abilities to 

think and think about their thinking. The Biological Science Curriculum Study (BSCS), has 
developed an instructional model for constructivism, (Roger Bybee) called the ‘Five Es’ 

What is a 5E instructional model? 

This model describes a teaching sequence that can be used for entire programs, 
specific units and individual lessons. Energy4me lesson plans support the 5E constructivist 
learning cycle, helping students build their own understanding from experiences and new 
ideas. The 5Es represent the five stages of a sequence for teaching and learning: Engage, 
Explore, Explain, Elaboration and Evaluate. The 5E model was developed by The Biological 
Science Curriculum Study (BSCS). 

Engage 

Pique students’ interest and get them personally involved in the lesson while pre-
assessing prior understanding. Students are introduced to the instructional task during the 
ENGAGE stage. They make connections between past and present learning experiences and 
think about what they’ll learn during the upcoming activities. Energy4me activities are 
designed to ENGAGE students. Through activities and experiments, the lesson plans 
stimulate students’ curiosity and encourage them to ask their own questions. 

Explore 

Get students involved in the topic so they can develop their own understanding. 
EXPLORATION experiences provide students activities that help them identify and improve 
upon current concepts (i.e., misconceptions), processes and skills. Learners have hands-on 
fun in lab activities that help them use prior knowledge to generate new ideas, explore 
questions and possibilities, and design and conduct a preliminary investigation. The teacher 
acts as a facilitator, providing materials and guiding the students’ focus. 

Explain 

Provide students with an opportunity to communicate what they have learned and 
figure out what it means. During the EXPLAIN stage, students begin to communicate what 
they have learned by demonstrating their conceptual understanding, process skills or 
behaviors. Students share ideas with each other and with their teacher, who provides an 
explanation of the curriculum that is meant to guide them toward a deeper understanding. 
These segments introduce vocabulary in context and correct or redirect misconceptions. 

Eloborate 

Allow students to use their new knowledge and continue to develop a deeper and 
broader understanding.  During the ELABORATION stage, students expand on the concepts 
they have learned, make connections to other related concepts and apply their understandings 
to the world around them through additional activities. Teachers challenge and extend 
students’ conceptual understanding and skills. 
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Evaluate 

Asses how much learning has taken place. The EVALUATION phase helps students 
and teachers assess how much learning and understanding has taken place. It allows teachers 
to evaluate student progress toward achieving the educational objectives. Evaluation and 
assessment can occur at any point during the instructional process.  

To find out the effectiveness of 5E constructivist instruction we have adopted parallel 
group experimental design. Two equivalent groups were randomly selected from IX standard. 
  One group was treated as the control group and the other the experimental group. Two 
groups were taught the content -one through the conventional method and another group 5E 
instructional model. Pre test and post test for both groups were conducted. 
 

Objective of the study 
 

 To find out the relative effectiveness of 5E constructivist instruction and 
conventional instruction in terms of academic achievement of IX standard. 

 

Hypotheses 
 

 There will be no significance difference in the mean gain scores of 
experimental and control group of the students on written pre test and post test 

 There will be no significance difference in the mean gain scores of 
experimental and control group of the students on oral post test 

Sample 
 

The sample of the present study is delimited to IX class students  (two sections) were 
selected randomly. One section consists of 40 students, was treated as control group and 
another section as experimental group. (40 students) of Govt. Practicing High School, 
Hanamkonda. 

 

Tools 
 

The following tools were used  
Pre test and post test (Achievement Tests) 
5 E instructional model in science 
Mean and standard deviation were used for the analysis and interpretation 
Procedure 
 

In this study the investigator adopted parallel group experimental design. Two 
equivalent groups were randomly selected from IX standard. 
  One group was treated as the control group and the other the experimental group. Two 
groups were taught the content -one through the conventional method and the another group 
5E instructional model. Pre test and post test for both groups were conducted. 

The significance of difference between the mean gain scores of experimental group 
and control group on written test was studied through‘t’ test 

The significance of difference between the mean scores of experimental group and 
control group on oral test was studied through‘t’ test 
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Data Analysis  
 

 To find out the relative effectiveness of 5E constructivist instruction and conventional 
instruction in terms of academic achievement of IX standard. 
 

 The effectiveness of the 5E consrtictivist instruction was studied through  
 

(i) Written test  
 

 No. of students 
Mean gain 

score 
‘t’ value 

Level of 
significance 

Control group 40 
 
      25125 

3.63 
0.01 

 
0.05 Experimental group 40 

 
7.435 

 

From the above data it is evedent that the ‘t’ value of 3.63 is greater than the table 
value of 2.64 and 1.99 for 78 dgree of freedom at .01 and 0.5 levels respectively so the null 
hypotheses that there will be no significant difference between the mean gain scores of 
experimental group is significantly greater than the mean gain score of control group. 
This shows that the 5E constructivist instruction has been found effective. 
 

The effectiveness of the 5E consrtictivist instruction was also studied through  
 

(ii) Oral test 
 

Significance of the difference between the post test mean scores of experimental and control 
group has been shown in the table (ii) 
 

 No. of students 
Mean gain 

score 
‘t’ value 

Level of 
significance 

Control group 40 
 

2.55 
7.6 

0.01 
 

0.05 Experimental group 40 
        
        4.07 

 
From the above the computed ‘t’ value of 7.6. is greater than the table t value 2.64 at 

.01 level of 78 DF. So the null hypotheses that there will be no significant difference between 
the mean scores of experimental group and control group is rejected. The mean score of the 
experimental group has been found significantly greater than the mean score of the control 
group. So the experimental group was found to be significantly better than that by the control 
group. 

 

Findings 
 

The mean gain scores of experimental group has been found significantly greater than 
the mean score of control group. 
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The students were found to have favourable reactions towards the 5E  instructional 
model in teaching biological science. 

Constructivism, shifts emphasis from teaching to learning, Individualizes and 
contextualizes students’ learning experiences, Helps students develop processes, skills and 
attitudes, Considers students’ learning styles, Focuses on knowledge construction, not 
reproduction, Uses authentic tasks to engage learners, Provides for meaningful, 
problem‐based thinking, Requires negotiation of meaning, Requires reflection of prior and 
new knowledge, Extends students beyond content presented to them. 

The 5E constructivist instruction method can be used widely in teaching biological 
science in all standards. The constructivist teach, students scored higher both in the post test. 

 

Implications of the study 
 

This strategy is time consuming and teachers require lot of patience and well trained , 
dedicated enough to follow its requirements patiently. As the constructivist model of teaching 
is time consuming, students should be given sufficient time for reflecting group discussion 
etc, so teachers show resistance in adopting constructivist model of teaching. Syllabus cannot 
be completed in time and the teacher is not trained in constructivist methodology. As 
technology play vital role in constructivist approach of teaching, the In-service and pre-
service teacher should be given training and in teacher training institutes constructivist 
methods should be included in teaching science. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The teacher should be trained in developing the lesson plans in 5E instructional model 
and provide necessary resources to use in the class room. In constructivist class room 
students are encouraged to discuss each other and allowed to reciprocal learning. So 
cooperative learning is possible with constructivism, this enhances the interest and motivation 
among the students. 

The teacher helps the learners, acts as fecilitator, guide or mentor, creats the  learning 
environment which facilitates the students thinking and motivates them to explore to arrive at 
his own conclusion.  

Science teachers can follow the below points to move towards constructivist 
approach. Seeking out and using student questions and ideas to guide lessons and whole 
instructional units. Accepting and encouraging students initiation of ideas, Promoting student 
leadership, collaboration, location of information, and taking action as a result of the learning 
process; Using student thinking, experiences, and interests to drive lessons (this means 
frequently altering teachers' plans); Encouraging the use of alternative sources for 
information both from written materials and experts; Using open-ended questions and 
encouraging students to elaborate on their questions and their responses; Encouraging 
students to suggest causes for events and situations, and encouraging them to predict 
consequences; Encouraging students to test their own ideas, i.e., answering their questions, 
their guesses as to causes, and their predictions of certain consequences; Seeking out student 
ideas before presenting teacher ideas or before studying ideas from the textbooks or other 
sources; Encouraging students to challenge each other's conceptualization and ideas; 
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Using cooperative learning strategies that emphasize collaboration, respect individuality, 
and use division of labor tactics; Encouraging adequate time for reflection and analysis; 
respecting and using all ideas that students generate; and Encouraging self-analysis, 
collection of real evidence to support ideas, and reformulation of ideas in light of new 
experiences and evidence. 
  From this study it is concluded that the constuctivist approach is a very effective 
means of science teaching.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

Education is one of the potent instruments to cope with the greatest challenges of the century and 

it is the teacher’s noble mission to reveal the intellectual and creative potential of every pupil as 

for as possible and to make every one competent to meet the present day problem. The 

improvement in the quality of education largely depends on the quality of instruction imparted in 

the classroom. The quality of education has to be enhanced for fostering all round development 

of the individual. To achieve the educational objective in the class room teaching process the 

constructivist teaching-learning process is more significant. The basic idea of constructive is that 

the learner must construct knowledge; the teacher cannot supply it (Bringuier, 1980). The 

Constructivist paradigm is advocated by Jean Piaget (1981) and Burner (1990), stress that 

whatever gets in to the mind has to be constructed by the individual through knowledge 

discovery. 

According to constructivist approach, learning is an instruction between the learner and the 

learning environment. During this interaction, prior knowledge is used as a basic to interpret and 

construct new understanding. In a Constructivist setting, the students have autonomy for their 

own learning, opportunities for peer collaboration and support, occasion for learner – generated 

problems that derive the curriculum, time for self-observations and evaluation and outlets for 

reflections. One of the important models for Constructivist learning is 7-E Learning model.  

8
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2 
 

Many researchers have developed models and strategies derived from the constructivist theory, 

for instance, learning cycle, concepts maps, the V model, constructive analysis model, the 

realistic model, co-operative learning strategy, and teaching strategies based on the constructivist 

thought. 

1.1 Learning Cycle 

The learning cycle is a methodology that provides students with experiences in generating both 

declarative and procedural knowledge and is grounded in Piaget’s theory of Cognitive 

development (Lawson, 1988). The learning cycle rests on constructivism as its theoretical 

foundation. Atkins and Karpius developed a three-stage model. The Science Curriculum Study 

programme uses a five step learning cycle called 5-E model. The modified version of 5-E model 

is 7-E learning cycle. 

1.2 7-E Learning Model 

7-E learning cycle is a template for planning and getting the most out of the enquiry activities. 

The phases in the 7-E learning are Elicit, Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate and 

Extend. The purpose of the first phase, elicit,is to assess student’s knowledge of the content. The 

engage phase is intended to motive students and to capture their interest in the topic. The third 

phase is exploration phase where teacher provides students with opportunities for experience to 

construct their own understanding of the concept. The purpose of the explain phase is to allow 

opportunities for students to verbalizing the concept. The fifth phase is elaboration phase where 

the students can apply the content to other situations. The sixth phase is evaluation phase. The 

purpose of this phase is to assess student’s understanding of the content. The last phase is extend 

phase. This phase challenges student understands to apply what they have learned. 

1.3 Simulations importance  

Simulations have potentials to improve students’ comprehension of abstract concepts and have 

opportunities to vary initial values in experiments.  

1.4 Statement of Problem 

Over the years, the teaching of science and particularly physics has been based on lecture 

method. The results of students in these subject areas as measured by their grades in the 

secondary school certificate examinations have not shown any significant improvement over the 

years. This development in a way indicates an instructional method failure and ineffectiveness. 

Personal interactions of researchers with physical science teachers showed a near empty 
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knowledge of learning cycle and its application in teaching by teachers. The situation therefore 

calls for education of science teachers on the procedures of learning cycle and a demonstration of 

its effectiveness in science teaching and learning. The statement of the problem therefore is, will 

the application of learning cycle in the teaching of concepts in physics improve science teachers 

and students’ knowledge of the procedures involved in its use and demonstrates its superiority 

over the current method used for teaching physics in schools? 

 

1.6 Objectives of the Study  

As an account for the aim of this research paper, there are two objectives of the research 

1. To study and comparative science achievement before and after using 7E learning cycle model 

and simulation of physical science students. 

2. To study and comparative Attitude toward Physics before and after using 7E learning cycle 

model and simulations of   physical science student s. 

1.7 Hypothesis of the Study 

1. Physical Science students who study with 7E learning cycle model and simulation have 

physics achievement posttest score higher than 70% and posttest higher than pretest. 

2. Physical Science student who study with 7E learning cycle model and simulation have 

Attitude toward Physics posttest score higher than 70% and posttest higher than pretest 

2. METHODOLOGY  

 

Research design of the study 

This research was a pre-experimental design. Research design used is one group pretest and 

posttest design. (John & James, 2005) 

 

O1 X O2 
Pre test Treatment Post test 

 
Concepts Achievement Test 
 
 
Attitude Scale Toward Physics 
 

 
 

Instruction based on 
7E Model and simulation 

 
Concepts Achievement Test 
 
 
Attitude Scale Toward Physics 
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2.2 Treatment  

Pretest: Before staring the experimental research, the sample group has been applied a scale of 

physics concept achievement and Attitude Toward physics pretest by the science achievement 

test and the Attitude Scale Toward physics (ASTP) test. 

Experimental: The experimental were taught by lesson plan on static electricity using the 7E 

learning cycle model and simulation. The sample group was informed about the purpose of the 

study then using the 7E learning cycle model process, the interaction between teacher-students 

and students-students; participation and contribution of students into learning environment and 

teacher as well as the physical conditions and material availability of the classroom. Students in 

the sample group were instructed with the 7E learning cycle model. In instruction, teaching and 

learning activities and lessons plans were designed to maximize student’s active involvement in 

the learning process. Teacher only provide questions, suggested approaches, gave feedbacks, and 

assesses understanding. 

Posttest: After finished experimental the sample group have been applied a scale of posttest that 

the test same pretest.  

2.3 Population of the Study 

This study consisted of 47, 10th grade students of a Physical science Course from Zilla Parishad 

High School, kambalapally in the 2018-19 academic year. The data analyzed for this research 

were taken from 47 sample group students participating instruction based on 7E learning cycle 

model and simulation designed physics instruction. 

 

2.4 Variables 

Independent Variables:The independent variable were and Traditional Method of Teaching, 

7E learning cycle model and simulation; instruction based on 7E learning cycle model and 

gender. 

Dependent Variables:The dependent variables were students’ understanding of 

Electromagnetism concepts and their attitudes toward physics as a school subject. 
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2.5 Instruments  

 7E learning cycle model and simulation Lesson plan: Lesson plan on static electricity 

using the 7E learning cycle model and simulation for use in teaching physics students. A physics 

lesson designed with these phases was constructed for static electricity subject of 10th grade 

students. Simulations have potentials to improve students’ comprehension of abstract concepts 

and have opportunities to vary initial values in experiments. Phet simulations which were 

constructed by Colorado University were used in explanation and elaboration phases of learning 

cycle. 

 Concepts Achievement Test (CAT):A Concepts Achievement Test achievement test on 

static electricity, the test was multiple-choice. This test developed by the researcher. The test 

contained 30 multiple choice questions. Each question had one correct answer and four 

distracters. 

 Attitude Scale Toward physics (ASTP): This scale was developed by Geban et al. (1994) 

to measure students ‘attitudes toward physics as a school subject. This instrument consisted of 15 

items in 5 point likert type scale (fully agree, agree undecided, partially agree,fully disagree). 

 

2.6 Data Analysis 

Mean, percentage, and standard deviations of measured quantities were determine and t-test for 

dependent samples and for one samples done for hypothesis testing. 

 

2.7 Limitations: 

1. This study was limited to 10th students of Zilla Parishad  High School. 

2. This study was limited to the unit of Electromagnetism subject. 

3. This study was limited to 10th grade students of Zilla Parishad  High School. 
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3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

 

3.1 RESULTS 

 

Concepts Achievement Test 

Improvement in Concepts Achievement Test after applying 7E learning cycle model and 

simulation, research data of this Concepts Achievement can be summarized in Table 1 below  

TABLE 1: Research data of physics achievement 

N  Test Mean 

Score 

S.D. % t-test p 

 

47 

pretest 33.96  3.45  57.76  25.892** .000 

posttest 48.86  2.03  76.18  

 

 

Table 1 shows that physics achievement pretest mean score obtained by student is 33.96 (57.76 

%). After learning, their posttest means score is 48.86 (76.18 %). This is a comparative that there 

is improvement from pretest to posttest, the result show that the posttest mean score was higher 

than 70% and it was also higher that pretest. 

 

Attitude scale toward Physics 

Improvement in Attitude scale toward Physics after applying 7E learning cycle model, research 

data of this science lesson design ability can be summarized in Table 2 below. 

 

TABLE 2 Research data of science lesson design ability 
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N  Test Mean 

Score 

S.D. % t-test p 

 

47 

pretest 11.89 2.55 49.32 14.495** .000 

posttest 18.08 2.24 71.67 

 

Table 2, shows that Attitude scale toward Physics pretest mean score obtained by the student is 

11.89 (49.32%). After learning, their posttest means score is 18.08 (71.67%). This is a 

comparative that there is improvement from pretest to posttest, the result show that the posttest 

mean score was higher than 70% and it was also higher that pretest. 

 

3.2 CONCLUSION  

Based on the findings obtained in the study, it can be conclude the following points: 

1. The science students who have been learning with the 7E learning cycle model and 

simulations have physics achievement pretest mean score 33.96 (57.76 %). after learning, their 

posttest means score is 48.86 (76.18 %). the result show that the posttest mean score was higher 

than 70% and it was also higher that pretest  

2. The science students who have been learning with the 7E learning cycle model and 

simulations have attitudes towards physics 11.89 (49.32%). after learning, their posttest means 

score is 18.08 (71.67%). the result show that the posttest mean score was higher than 70% and it 

was also higher that pretest. 

The major purpose of this study was to determine the effects of learning cycle as an instructional 

strategy on physics students’ achievement. It was concluded that the method seems an 

appropriate instructional model that could be used to solve the problems of science teaching and 

learning since it facilitates learning, retention and its effectiveness not being limited by sex. 

Based on the results of this study concluded that high school students’ understanding of 

electromagnetism  concepts can be improved through learning 7E models and simulation. A 

national vision of science teaching and learning is being promoted that accentuates the need to 

restructure science education. Several national reform documents illustrate the need to make 

science classrooms across the country active and inquiry based environments. With much 

research to support inquiry-based teaching and learning, many teachers are opting for this non-

traditional teaching approach. The incorporation of learning cycles in the classroom aids teachers 
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in the pursuit of the development of effective inquiry-based science lessons. The 7E Instructional 

Model serves as a flexible learning cycle that assists curriculum developers and classroom 

teachers create science lessons that illustrate constructivist, reform-based, best teaching 

practices.  

 

4.0 SUGGESTIONS  

Of late years, until especially 2000, while curriculum has been renewed in many states of India; 

continuous sweeping changes in India have attracted attention. India is one of the countries 

affected from this development in last fifteen years. Changes made in science curriculum are the 

most striking instance of this. It takes attention that there are a lot of activities prepared 

according to constructivist approach in curriculum renewed in India and other countries. 

Activities prepared according to constructivist approach are implemented in science curriculum 

prepared in India and science books written according to this curriculum. This study is very 

important in this regard, too. Some suggestions inferred thanks to results of research are given 

below.  

According to 7E Model, While teaching a subject, giving examples from real world and wanting 

students to give examples similar to these the teachers given help students both research and link 

between real world and the subject. When the students have active roles in their learning, they 

learn and use the knowledge they have learned in the real world more easily. These make 

students more eager to science lessons to which they are usually reluctant.  

When the subject is taught according to 7E Model, students use technological equipments more 

effectively. Using computer, internet and other technological equipments of students increases 

the effectiveness of this approach. In the implementation of 7E Model, Computers and computer-

aided programs have been used. It is concluded that using computer is very effective for helping 

students understand the subject more perfectly. Using the computer in the learning atmosphere 

help they reach their goals more early.  

Research related to 7E model and results of research show that 7E Model is a model which 

increases desire of researching, satisfies expectation of students, includes activities helping 

students have active roles in their learning. Because of this, Ministry of education should use this 

model in the curriculums which will be prepared.  
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According to result of this research; 7E Model is an approach that students have an active role in 

their learning. Besides, it is taken up seriously by them and it is thought to be an effective 

method. If teachers are trained before they begin to work, they will have an idea about 

characteristics and implementation of this model so they will have opportunities for 

implementing this method in their lessons. 
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ABSTRACT 

Learning science should start with hands on experiences that the child is familiar with and not with 
abstract definitions about what science is. Low cost apparatus from locally available materials 
believed to enrich the capacity to observe, explain and do real science in secondary schools and 
increases the quality of learning. Hence the purpose of this research is to design and produce 
appropriate low cost apparatus from locally available materials that can be used in teaching-
learning science in secondary schools. For this the study aimed to find out the awareness of 
teachers in procuring at the low cost apparatus from locally available material for the teaching of 
science. The descriptive survey method was used in the study. A self constructed check list was used 
to collect the data. Average, percentage was used for data analysis. The study was delimited to the 
science teachers in the Inavolu and Wardhannapet mandals of Warangal Urban district and 
Raghunathpally and Tharigoppula mandals of Jangaon district of Telangana state. The sample 
consisted of 80 teachers. Comparatively the low cost materials offered an alternative solution to do 
science in classrooms under difficult financial constraints. 
Keyword: Science, Laboratory, Science Equipment in Laboratory, Teaching Material. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Indian education commission (1964-66) defined the Education ought to be related to the life, need and 
aspirations of the people and thereby made powerful instrument of social economic and cultural 
transformation. Teacher is a very important part of education. Teacher is the custodian and architect of 
student’s future. In the words of D.S Khotari, The future of every country is in the four walls of 
classroom. According to National Council of Educational Research (NCERT), science has been made 
a compulsory throughout the school stage. Experimentation provides a stimulus for exploration and 
thinking. Children that learn by blending language with experiences, they learn to think. 18
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Science is mainly an experimental, observational and laboratory oriented discipline, thus chemistry 
lessons must be developed to reflect this.  Currently there is an urgent need everywhere in the world to 
have low-cost instruments and low-cost experiments for teaching chemistry. The situation is 
particularly serious in developing countries. In spite of various efforts, shortage of school laboratory 
apparatus continues to be a major problem which should be of serious future concern. There should be 
a gradual shift from importing expensive apparatus to a reliance on low cost apparatus designed and 
manufactures by utilizing locally available resources.  

1.2 USAGE OF LABORATORY IN TEACHING SCIENCE 

Understanding Science is not an easy task because the way it is taught is restricted to only 
conventional practices from the beginning as the teaching makes it as a dull subject. Teaching science 
offers significant challenges, including low level student interests, varying level of student, and a need 
to deal with abstract concept. That’s why, it is an important to use of laboratory in teaching science. 
But, science teaching in schools both at the Primary and Secondary levels suffers from lack of 
laboratory and adequate equipment in that. Most of the teaching is going through books with no 
adequate hands on activities and with no excitement in doing experiments. 

1.3 LOW COST AND NO COST TEACHING EQUIPMENT IN TEACHING SCIENCE 

Low cost and No cost teaching equipment in teaching science refers to aid prepared with simple 
materials with no cost by involving teacher and student. In expensive aid could be prepared easily with 
no money to make learning effective, comprehensive and fascinating. The science teacher with a 
certain amount of skill and enthusiasm can replace many pieces of apparatus by an adequate if 
unconventional, improvised substitutes. No cost teaching aids have an advantage of offering learning 
by doing approach to the teaching learning process. When teachers and students plan, produce or 
create their own educational materials, they invariably manifest pride and pleasure in utilizing them to 
the maximum. Effective science teaching depends on three factors, teacher, experimentation and 
materials. Locally produced low cost and no cost equipment, teaching aids or models can serve the 
needs of the teacher, the student and the curriculum more effectively and is easier to maintain. 

1.4 PROCUREMENT OF LOW COST AND NO COST TEACHING MATERIAL 

Main task of the teacher is to procurement of no cost teaching aids by using locally available materials. 
The science teachers who have real interest in the field prepare their own bag of experimentation 
material with the help of available resources. By sufficient encouragement from the superiors, parents 
and the community, the quality and effectiveness of this bag of laboratory may be improved. 

1.5 ADVANTAGES OF LOW COST AND NO COST TEACHING MATERIAL 

This paper emphasis that, the science experimentation in the class room can be conducted by using no-
cost material that are the things in the school bags of children like scale, pen, pencil, notebook, paper 
etc.  

1) Experiments with resources in the classroom make science doing instead of talking  
2) It promotes pupils maximum participation in the learning process 
3) It helps to have more knowledge and understanding 
4) It provides firsthand experience and manipulation skills in a variety of ways 
5) Develops scientific attitude in children 
6) Cultivates research mindedness in children 
7) Promotes interaction between teachers and students 
8) Promotes interaction and encourages co-operative attitude among students 
9) It accelerates the rate of learning and increases the span of retention 
10) Develops self confidence and self reliance of pupils 
11) Helps the students to make use of their leisure time 
12) It also facilitates the propagation of new curricular ideas 
13) It helps to improve efficiency of pupils as well as science teachers 19



1.6 NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

The study deals with the experimentation in the classroom with the resources available and its 
importance to teach science concepts in the present situation at secondary level. Since most of the 
secondary schools are situated in rural areas, they are not able to procure the needed equipments. 
Another factor is secondary schools suffer for want of adequate funds to procure teaching aids. 
Teachers should realize the present situation and they must encourage the children to college the 
resources available in the immediate environment to prepare the science lab equipment in a school bag 
with the material like, pen, pencil, paper, notebook etc. If the science concepts are taught with the help 
of experimentation, the children remember these concepts for a long time. 

We know the resources in the classroom environment are useful to demonstrate accordingly in 
conceptual understanding. And we can get the material in the school bags like, scale, pen, pencil, 
notebook, paper etc. also helpful for experimentation activity orientation class. And we also can get the 
polythene cover, magnet, syringe, balloons, thread, bottle, glass, plate, straws, electric motor, toys etc. 
in the classroom environment. 

The teacher can prepare a bag for classroom experimentation and to expose the students to 
process skills with which the available material in the classroom. For example, if we use a scale in the 
school bag, the below mentioned concepts can be taught, 

1) To measure lengths, 
2) Can develop concept of least count, 
3) Can measure the radius of a wire, 
4) Can show the concept of friction, 
5) Can identify the gravity point, 
6) Can use as simple balance and types of levers, 
7) Can exemplify the transparent material, 
8) Can use as Prism, 
9) Can find the weight without weighing machine. 

As per the annexure enclosed, many science concepts can be explained by using of school bag 
material. 

2.1 OBJECTIVES  

1. To study the general awareness of the teachers about the laboratory and experimentation.  
2. To study about the school laboratory and its usage in classroom science teaching for 
experimentation. 
3. To evaluate the involvement of teachers in procuring of resources of teaching material in the 
classroom environment and conducting experiments. 
4. To study the school management or school headmaster, whether co-operates in procuring laboratory 
material.  
5. To find out whether there is any significant difference among science teachers on above four 
objectives with respect to students and science teachers classified on the basis of 
i. Gender 
ii. Medium of instruction 
iii. Locality of the students 
iv. Management of the school 

2.2 HYPOTHESES FOR THE STUDY 

1. There is no significant difference between male and female teachers on having general awareness 
about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 
2. There is no significant difference between teachers teaching in English medium and Telugu medium 
on having general awareness about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching 
science. 20



3. There is no significant difference between Urban and Rural teachers on having general awareness 
about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 
4. There is no significant difference between Government and Private teachers on having general 
awareness about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 

3.1 METHODOLOGY 

In this study, the primary aim of the investigator is to study the impact low cost apparatus from locally 
available material for teaching science among science teachers in the Inavolu and Wardhannapet 
mandals of Warangal Urban district and Raghunathpally and Tharigoppula mandals of Jangaon district 
of Telangana state. 
 
3.2 SAMPLES FOR THE STUDY 

Table 1 
Total No of Sample 80 
Locality wise 40 (Urban) 40 (Rural) 
Management wise 20 (Govt) 20 (Private) 20 (Govt) 20 (Private) 
Medium wise 10 (E) 10 (T) 10 (E) 10 (T) 10 (E) 10 (T) 10 (E) 10 (T) 
Gender wise 5 

M 
5 
F 

5 
M 

5 
F 

5 
M 

5 
F 

5 
M 

5 
F 

5 
M 

5 
F 

5 
M 

5 
F 

5 
M 

5 
F 

5 
M 

5 
F 

*E – English and T – Telugu, M – Men and W – Women 

3.2 TOOL OF DATA COLLECTION 

Tools are nothing but the instruments that help the researcher to gather data. For the purpose of data 
collection, a self made questioner is prepared and simple random sampling technique was used to 
analyze the data from the available sample. 

3.3 CONSTRUCTION OF TOOL 

According to my knowledge no standardized tool was available for this study. In order to frame 
relevant items, exploration had done with various sources of information like books, journals, 
magazines, newspapers and internet. Initially 25 items were included in the first draft of the questioner. 
It was then shown to various experts and keeping in view their suggestions some items were deleted as 
well some were modified and even added. Eventually, final draft of the check list was prepared 
comprising of 20 items. 

3.4 ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUESTIONER 

This questioner can be administered individually at various schools. After establishing a good rapport, 
the subject can be asked to respond to anyone alternative of each statement by marking tick mark (√) 
against it under ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ options. There is no time limit for recording the respondents and the 
average time needed to give responses is usually around 20 minutes.  

4.1 DATA ANALYSIS 

1. There is no significant difference between male and female teachers on having general awareness 
about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 
2. There is no significant difference between teachers teaching in English medium and Telugu medium 
on having general awareness about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching 
science. 
3. There is no significant difference between Urban and Rural teachers on having general awareness 
about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 
4. There is significant difference between Government and Private teachers on having general 
awareness about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 
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4.2 RESULTS AND DISSCUTIONS 

1. There is no significant difference between male and female teachers on having general awareness 
about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 53% of male teachers 
are aware of procuring the locally available low cost material and 47% of female teachers are aware of 
procuring the locally available low cost material.  
2. There is no significant difference between teachers teaching in English medium and Telugu medium 
on having general awareness about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching 
science. 45% of teachers teaching in English medium are aware of procuring the locally available low 
cost material and 55% of teachers teaching in Telugu medium are aware of procuring the locally 
available low cost material. 
3. There is no significant difference between Urban and Rural teachers on having general awareness 
about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 42% of urban 
teachers are aware of procuring the locally available low cost material and 58% of rural teachers are 
aware of procuring the locally available low cost material. 
4. There is no significant difference between Government and Private teachers on having general 
awareness about the low cost apparatus from locally available material for teaching science. 83% of 
Government teachers are aware of procuring the locally available low cost material and 27% of Private 
teachers are aware of procuring the locally available low cost material. 

4.3 CONCLUSION 

By utilizing locally available low cost material as a tool for our science teaching, the teacher as well as 
the students can get the experience of science and respect to the material. Particularly the teacher can 
get satisfaction in his teaching learning process if he prepares a bag of material as SCIENCE KIT. 
Also the students can get confidence on their skills and conceptual understanding and mould their 
future fruitfully. 

4.4 SCOPE OF FUTURE WORK 

Much of research work can be done in this field as the teachers and the students can explore the 
science with experimentation with the resources available in the classroom and school environment. It 
is also important to concise the all concepts into simple way to demonstrate with no cost or low cost 
material. Then only the classroom laboratory experimentation can be done with low expenditure in less 
budget allocation countries like India.  
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Title of the topic : An effective methods of learning truths of nature (science) 

Objectives :  I am inculcating the following objectives through my teaching learning 

practice. 

 To makes them to explore the nature around them. 

 To investigates about the invisible bio world . 

 Tries to make videos, captures images,  about  the scientific world. 

 To makes them to practice knowledge  through ICT classes. 

 To develops curiosity about learning  by doing  through experimentation. 

Design of the innovation : I  am actually not following the innoval methods but I strongly 

say that teachers who are not using foldscope and you tube channel but I did. I give my 

students fold scope to explore the invisible world. me and students are running you tube 

channel called science activities and experiments. 

To upload a video in you tube :   plan –pupil collects necessary materials –preparation 

work—do activity/experiment –video shoot by a student in mobile –uploading the video in 

you tube –views, appreciation – pupil go another video making. 

Fold scope : collects matter and materials by pupil – slide preparation – observation –draws 

what they observed – discusses with me about their observation. 

ICT classes : observes – reads – exercise – doing experiments – watches videos, images – 

field visits—discussion – inquires –applies knowledge . 

Experimentation is one the best learning method and field visits gives them direct 

experiences. ask them to prepare a questionnaire and makes to conduct quiz to their peer 

group or to lower classes etc. are good practices in the class room to makes the children most 

enthusiastic towards science learning. 

Description of the innovation : pupil do experiment/activity  in the class room/school and 

explains about it .for example ―structure of lungs‖  video making they fetch the required 

material ,and prepares the explanation and explains to their classmates. one of them shots the 

video .i always checks their work and finally  if I feel is everything ok we will uploads the 

video. Some of the videos which we had uploaded. 
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iii use  

 

My students actively participated in ICT classes for example 9
th

 English medium practiced 

ecosystem module .in that we went to field visit there they asked me more number of 

questions to explore ecosystem. They watched videos and images and discussed with me 

about it .pupil prepared their own ecosystem with help of me. 

 

                                          
when  I take my tenth and ninth students to the  field visit to krushi vignana  kendram 

gaddipally  . they observed the processes there  and tries to apply those methods at home for 

I used to give my students foldscope whenever 

they are free. Pupil prepares slides and observes 

in foldscope. They tries to investigstes 

microbial world around them. They draws the 

diagrams what they had observed. 
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example mokshagna  prepared wormi wash and gopala Krishna did grafting on citron tree 

with lemon. discussed about the processes with the peer .

 

 

My students do the experiments on  their own ,whenever my suggestions required I do. 
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I always makes my students  active participants in all activities.pupil prepares questionnaire 

and conducts quiz program to their peer group and lower classes children too. Questioning 

skill develops in pupil.  

 

 

 

  

Out come :   pupil trying to take videos about the relationship between living and non living 

things ,ecosystem ,whatever the different things occurs around them.   

Finds different microbial things through fold scope in water, soil, on walls etc… 

Makes  enthusiastic  learners. 

Becomes  inquirers. 

Learning by doing and learning by living . 

 

Implications : It  is easy to buy foldscope  for every bioteacher ,available through online,cost 

is less when compared to  compound microscope. 

These methods makes pupil as curious learners even though they have individual differences. 

 

References : science activities and experiments channel run by me and my students. 

Zphs gaddipally, suryapet. 

Foldscope and its uses. 

Krushivignana  kendram  gaddipally 
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 INTRODUCTION: 

Curriculum is a tool in the hands of an artist to mould his material according to his ideas in his 

studio --- 

పరిసరాల విజ్ఞా న బో ధన యొక్క ముఖ్య ఉద్దేశ్ాయలు 

1) పరిసరాల గురిించి తెలుసుకోవడిం(Learning about Environment) 

2) పరిసరాల ద్వారా తెలుసుకోవడిం( Learning through Environment) 

3) పరిసరాల కొరక్ు తెలుసుకోవడిం(Learning for Environment) 

పరిసరాల విజ్ఞా నిం యొక్క ముఖ్య ఉద్దేశ్యిం విద్వయరథు లలో అన్వాష ించటిం, పరశ్నించడిం, పరిక్లపనలు 
చదయడిం, పరయోగాలు చదయటిం, సమాచవర సేక్రణ, నమూన్వల తయారీ వింటి పరకరియాన్ ైపుణవయలను 
ప ింప ింద్ ించడింతో పాటు పరిసరాలతో సింబింధవన్నన ప ింప ింద్ ించదిందుక్ు, పరతయక్ష అనుభవాలను 
ప ింప ింద్ ించడిం. ద్ ింతో పాటు పరాయవరణిం పటల  ఏవిధింగా పరవరితించవలో మరియు విద్వయరథు లను 
బాధయతవయుతమ ైన పౌరథలుగా తీరిిద్ దేటిం. 

 

 

ఎలిమ ింటరీ స్ాు యిలో పాఠశ్ాలలోల  పరయోగశ్ాలల కొరత ఉననిందున ద్వన్నన్న అధ గమించి తరగతి గద్ లో  

విద్వయరథు లలో స ైన్స్ పటల  ఆసకరతన్న క్లిగిించి, వారిలో పరిశీలిించడిం, పరశ్నించటిం, పరిక్లపనలు చదయటిం, 

పరయోగాలు చదయటిం వింటి పరకరయిాన్ ైపుణవయలను ప ింప ింద్ ించదిందుక్ు,  మూఢనమమకాలను వద్ లి శ్ాస్త ీయ 

దృక్పథవన్నన అలవరచుక్ున్వలా, స ైన్స్ అింటే చదవటిం కాదు చదయటిం అన్న తెలపడింతో పాటు, చిననతనిం నుిండద 
స ైన్స్ పటల  ఆసకరతన్న,అభిరథచిన్న ప ింప ింద్ ించి వారథ భావి శ్ాసత ీ వవతతలుగా రూప ింద్దలా పేరరణ ఇవాడవన్నకర స ైన్స్ 

భావనల ైన ప్డనిం, ఉష్ణో గిత, కాింతి ధరామలు వింట ివాటని్న సులభింగా అరుిం చదయిించడవన్నకర, తరగతి గద్ న్న 

పరయోగశ్ాలగా మారిి ఆహ్లల దక్రమ ైన అభయసన వాతవవరణవన్నన క్లిపించద ఉద్దేశ్ింతో పరిసరాల నుిండి లభిించద 
వయరాు ల ైన పాల స ిక్ బాటిల్స్, ఇింజ్క్షన్స బాటిల్స్, స ల ైన్స బాటలి్స్,  ప ైపులు, అటి ముక్కలు సేక్రిించి మరియు 
తక్ుకవ ఖ్రథితో సేక్రిించిన అద్వే లు, బాయటరీలు, కాయిండిల్స్, పాల స ిక్ బాల్స్ వింటి వాటితో Low cost – No cost 

Teaching Learning Material ను తయారథ చదస  ద్ న్నకర SUPER SCIENCE KIT అన్న పేరథ ప టిడిం జ్రిగిింద్ . 
ఎిందుక్ింటే మూఢనమమకాలు తొలగిించి  వాట ి వ నుక్ స ైన్స్( Science Behind the Magic) ఉిందన్న 

తెలియజ్ేయాలన్న ఈ పేరథ ప టిడిం జ్రిగిింద్ . తక్ుకవ ఖ్రథితో ద్వద్వపు 60 కర ప ైగా పరయోగాలు రూప ింద్ ించటిం 
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జ్రిగినద్ . వీట ిద్వారా విజ్ఞా న శ్ాసత  ీపరా థమక్ భావనలను అరుిం చదయిించటింతో పాటు Scienceను Careerగా 
ఎించుకొన్వలా విద్వయరథు లను పణర త్హ ించటమ ైనద్ . విద్వయరథు లక్ు విజ్ఞా న అింశ్ాలను బో ధ ించటిం క్న్వన పరయోగాలు 
చదయుించటిం ద్వారాన్వ సులువుగా అరుిం చదసుక్ుింటున్వనరథ. బో ధన్ోపక్రణవలను ఉపయోగిించి బో ధ ించటిం 

ద్వారా తరగతి గద్  ఆక్రషణీయింగా మారిింద్ .  

 

PROCESS +PRODUCT =SCIENCE 

LIST OF THE  EXPERIMENTS  : 

1) MAGIC MARINE:  ప లలలోల  ఆసకరతన్న ప ింప ింద్ ించి ఆలోచిించదలా చదయటింతో పాటు” ప్డనిం” అన్వ భావనను 
తెలియజే్సతత ,  సముదరింలో నడిచద జ్లాింతరాా మ పన్నతీరథ వివరిించవచుి. ఎలాింటి ఖ్రథి లేక్ుిండవ కేవలిం 

ఒక్ పాల స ిక్ బాటిల్స తీసుక్ున్నద్వన్నలో ఒక్ ప న్స మూత వవస  ద్ న్నన్న తయారథ చదయడిం జ్రిగిింద్ . బాటిల్స ప  ై
ప్డనిం క్లుగజ్ేస నపుడు లోపలి ప నున మూత కరిందక్ు వసుత ింద్ .  వదలగాన్వ ప ైకర వ ళ్త ింద్ . 
 

2) MAGIC COIN BOX : కాింతి పరావరతన ధరామన్నన ప లలలక్ు ఆసకరతగా వివరిించదిందుక్ు ఒక్ అటి ప టటి లో 
అద్వే న్నన 45డిగీిల కోణింలో అమరిి రూప ింద్ ించటిం జ్రిగినద్ . పై నుండి ఇుందులో వేసిన నాణేలు కుందకు 

రాకుుండా అదద ుం వెనక ఉుండిపోతాయి. 
 

3) MAGIC SHOWER : ఒక్ పాల స ిక్ బాటిల్స తీసుక్ున్నద్వన్న కరింద్  భాగాన చుటటి  సతద్ తో సననన్న రింధవర లు చదస  
ప  ైభాగాన ఒక్ రింధరిం చదయాలి. ఇపుపడు బాటిల్స లో నీరథ న్నింప  ప  ైరింధరిం మూయాలి. ప లలలను  స్ాి రి్ట 
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అనమన్న చెప ప ప  ైరింధరిం తెరవాలి. ఇపుపడు నీరథ చుటుి     పక్కల రింధవర ల ద్వారా ఫౌింటటయిన్స లా వసుత ింద్ . 
ద్ న్న ద్వారా నీటి పార్వ ప్డనిం తెలియజ్ేయవచుి. 

 

 

 

 

4)MAGIC FOUNTAIN : ఒక్ బాటిల్స లేద్వ బకటె్ లో నీరథ న్నింప  కొింత ఎతతత న ఉించవలి. ద్వన్నలో ఒక్ ల వలిింగ్ 

ప ైప్ ఉించి చివరన సననన్న ప నున మూత ఉించి నీటిన్న ప్లాిలి.  ఇపుపడు నీరథ ఫౌింటటయిన్స లాగా వసుత ింద్ . 
ద్వన్న ప ైన ఒక్ బింతిన్న ఉించితద అద్  గిరగిరా తిరథగుతతింద్ . ఓవర్ట హెడ్ టాయింక్ుల ఉపయోగాన్నన నీటి 
అధోప్డన్వన్నన వివరిించవచుి. 

 

4) MAGIC BULB: స్ాధవరణింగా బలుు న్నలబెడితద పడిపణ తతింద్ . కానీ ద్వన్నలో కొింత భారాన్నన న్నింపగా అద్  
స ురింగా న్నలబడుతతింద్ . చినన చినన రాళ్ల  మ ైనింతో తయారథ చదస న ద్ ింతో  గురథతా కేిందర భావన 

వివరిించవచుి. 

5) SIMPLE MICROSCOPE : సతక్షమదరి్న్న భావనను పరిచయించదయటింతో పాటు ద్వన్న పన్నతీరథ 
వివరిించడవన్నకర కేవలిం ఒక్ క్ుింభాకార క్టక్ిం కరలప్ ల సహ్లయింతో ఒక్ డబాులో మటిి  న్నింప  ఆధవరింగా ఒక్ 

క్రిముక్క లతో ద్ న్నన్న తయారథ చదస  కరింద ఒక్ గాజు పలక్ ప  ైపూల పుప పడి ఉించితద క్టక్ిం ద్వన్నన ప దేగా 

చదస  చతప సుత ింద్ . 
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6) SMOKE WATER: ధతమపాన నష్ాి లు వివరిించవచుి.  ఒక్ పాల స ిక్ బాటిల్స, ప ైపు,ప నున మూత 

ఉపయోగిించి బాటిల్స మూతక్ు రెిండు రింధవర లు చదస  ఒక్ ద్వన్నలో ప ైపు మరో ద్వన్నలో ప నున మూత ప టిి  
నీరథ న్నింప  బాటిల్స తలకరిందులుగా పటుి కొన్న ప ైపు లో బీడ ీలేద్వ స గరెట్ వ లిగిించవలి. మరో వ ైపు మూత 

ద్వారా నీరథ బయటక్ు వ ళ్లల పణ తూ, స గరెట్ ప గ లోన్నకర వ ళ్లల అక్కడ ఉనన నీటితో క్లిస  రింగు మారథతతింద్ . 
తీవర దురాాసన వసుత ింద్ . 
 

7) FLAME WITH WATER:  స్ాధవరణింగా నీటితో మింటలు ఆరపవచుి. కానీ కాలిషయిం కారెబుడ్ ప  ైనీరథ 
చలలగా ఎస టలీన్స వాయువు విడుదల అవుతతింద్ . ఇద్  దహనశీలి. మూఢనమమకాలు తొలగిించదిందుక్ు ఈ 

పరయోగిం చదయవచుి. 
 

8) NAME WITH WATER: ప లలలక్ు ఆసకరత క్లిగిించదలా నీటి లో సర్ట్ క్లిప  క్షార ద్వర వణిం తయారథ చదస  
పసుపు కాగితింప ై రాయటిం ద్వారా ఎరథపు రింగులోకర మారథతతింద్ . 
 

9) MAGIC BALLOON : స్ాధవరణింగా బెలూన్స ను సతద్ తో గుచిితద పగులుతతింద్ . కానీ ద్వన్నప ై పాల సిర్ట వవస  
గుచిితద పగలదు. పాల సిర్ట బెలూన్స స ుతిసుపక్తను కాపాడుతతింద్ . 
 

10) DIO RAMA: రెిండు దరపణవలను ఎదురెదురథగా ఉించినపుడు అవి అనింత పరతిబింబాలను ఏరపరథస్ాత యి. 

బేక్రీలలో, స లూన్స లలో , వసత ీ దుకాణవలోల  ఈ విధవనిం ద్వారా క్లిగే ఉపయోగాలను వివరిించుటక్ు అటి 

ప టటి లో అద్వే లు ఉించి తయారథ చదయటిం జ్రిగిింద్ . 
 

11) CALEDIOSCOPE : అద్వే లను తిరభుజ్ ఆకారింలో అమరిి మధయలో గాజు ముక్కలు వవస  మూయడిం ద్వారా 
ద్ న్నన తయారథ చదస   పరాపరతన్వన్నన తెలపవచుి. 

12) PERISCOPE  జ్ెడ్ ఆకారింలోన్న న్నరామణింలో రెిండు అద్వే లను 45°ల కోణింలో ఉించి ద్ న్నన్న తయారథచదయటిం 

జ్రిగినద్ . ద్ న్నవలల  యుద్వా లలో బింక్రలలో ద్వగి సముదరిం లోపల ఉిండి ప ైన ఏిం జ్రథగుతతిందో్  

తెలుసుకోవచుి. 

 

13) ANGLE BASED IMAGES : రెిండు దరపణవలను పాల సిర్ట తో అింటిించి వాటిన్న కోణమూన్నన్న ప  ైఉించి వాటి 
మధయ కోణవన్నన మారిడిం ద్వారా కావాలి్న సింఖ్యలో  పరతిబింబాలను ఏరపరథచవచుి. 

  పరతిబింబాల సింఖ్య = (360/కోణిం) -1 

 

14) DENSITY WITH EGGS : రెిండు పాల స ిక్ గాల సులలో ఒక్ ద్వన్నలో మామూలు నీరథ మరొక్ ద్వన్నలో  ఉపుప 

క్లిప న నీటిన్న తీసుక్ున్న వాటిలో కోడిగుడుల  వవయాలి. నీటిలో ఉపుప క్లపడిం ద్వారా నీట ిస్ాిందరత ప రిగి 
ద్వన్నలో ఉించిన కోడ ిగుడుు  ప ైకర తదలుతతింద్ . ఈ పరయోగిం ద్వారా స్ాిందరత భావనతో పాటు మృతతయ 
సముదరింలో తదలడవన్నకర గల కారణవలను వివరిించవచుి. 
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15) HOUSE MODEL: ఇింటిలో వ ింటిలేషన్స ఎింత ముఖ్యమో తెలిప  వవడి గాలి తదలిక్గా మారి ప ైకర వ ళ్లల 
వ ింటిలేటర్ట ద్వారా బయటక్ు వ ళ్లల గద్  చలలగా ఉింటుింద్ . ఒక్ అటి ప టటి క్ు రెిండు రింధవర లు చదస  ద్ న్నన 

తయారథ చదయడిం జ్రిగిింద్ . 

 
 

16) న్ో COST BLUE LITMUS : మింద్వర పూవు తీసుక్ున్న తెలలట ికాగితింప ై పూయగా కాసేపటికర అద్  నీలి 

రింగులోకర మారథతతింద్ . ద్ న్నప  ైఆమాల లను వవస నపుడు అద్  ఎరథపు రింగులోకరమారథతతింద్ . ద్ న్న ద్వారా 
సులభింగా నీటి ఆమల తవాన్నన గురితించవచుి. 

 

17) వాయువుల వాయకోచిం: వవడికర వాయువులు వాయకోచిస్ాత యన్న శ్రీరింలో వవడి ఉింటుిందన్న వవడి గాలి తదలిక్గా 
ఉింటుిందన్న చతపడవన్నకర ఒక్ ఇింజ్క్షన్స బాటిల్స క్ు రీఫ ల్స అమరిి చతపవచుి. 

 

18) THERMO CONDUCTIVITY (ఉషో వహనిం): ఒక్ చెించవ తీసుక్ున్న ద్వన్న  వ నుక్ గాడిలో మ ైనింతో 
గుిండుప నునలు అమరాిలి. చెించవ ఒక్ పక్క వవడి చదయగా ఉషోిం అింతటా పరసరిించి అవి కరింద పడతవయి. 
ద్ న్న ద్వారా ఉషోిం ఒక్ చోట నుించి మరో చోటికర వ ళ్త ిందన్న చతపవచుి. 

 
 

19) BASE INDICATER : తెలల  కాగితింప ై పసుపు రాయగా అద్  సహజ క్షార సతచిక్గా పన్నచదసుత ింద్ . 
 

20) BALLOON ROCKET : ఒక్ ద్వరిం తీసుక్ున్న ద్వన్నకర స్ాి ా  ముక్క తగిలిించి బెలూన్స అింటిించి వదలగా  చరయక్ు 
పరతి చరయ వయతిరేక్ ద్ శ్లో ఉిండటింతో బెలూన్స ముిందుక్ు వ ళ్త ింద్  
 

21) IODINE TEST: అయోడిన్స క్లపడిం ద్వారా ప ిండ ిపద్వరాు లు నీలిరింగులోకర మారథతవయన్న ప ిండ ి

పద్వరాు లను సులభింగా గురితించటిం వివరిించవచుి. 

 

22) RAINBOW WITH MIRROR : పల ల ింలో నీరథ తీసుక్ున్న ద్వన్నలో అదేిం ఉించి ఎిండలో ప టిి నపుడు నీరథ 
పటిక్ింగా మారి అదేిం పరావరతనిం చెింద్ ించటిం ద్వారా ఇిందరధనసు్ ఏరపడుతతింద్ . 
 

23) PHONE WITH TEA CUPS : రెిండు టీ క్పుపలు తీసుక్ున్న వాటిన్న ఒక్ ద్వరింతో క్లపటిం ద్వారా ద్ న్నన 

తయారథ చదయవచుి. ఒక్ క్పుపలో మాటాల డితద తీగ ద్వారా తరింగాలు అవతలి క్పుపలో వినబడతవయి. 

 

24) EYE WORKING MODEL : క్ుింభాకార క్టక్ిం క్నునలాగా పన్నచదసే విషయాన్నన వివరిించవచుి  

25) ELECTRO MAGNET : విదుయత్ ద్వారా ఇనుప క్డీు  అయస్ాకింతింగా మారథతతిందన్న బాయటరీ రాగి తీగ 

గుిండుసతద్  ద్వారా వివరిించవచుి. 

 

26) GLOBE WORKING MODEL : ఒక్ పాల స ిక్ బాటిల్స  మూతక్ు రింధరిం చదస  రబురథ బాయిండ్ ద్వారా కాయిండిల్స 

ముక్క బింతిన్న ఉించితద అద్  గోల బ్ లాగా పన్నచదసుత ింద్ . ద్ ింతో భూభరమణిం భూపరిభరమణిం వివరిించవచుి. 
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27) MAGNETIC LINES : అయస్ాకింతింప ై పేపర్ట ఉించి ఇనుప రజ్ను చలలగా అయస్ాకింత బలరేఖ్లు 
ఏరపడతవయి. ద్ న్న ద్వారా అయస్ాకింత క్షేతరిం తెలపవచుి. 

 

28) TURBINE : జ్లవిదుయత్ ఎలా తయారథ చదస్ాత రో వివరిించవచుి. బాటిల్స కరింద రింధరిం చదస  టరెబున్స ఉించగా 

అద్  నీటి గతిశ్కరతకర తిరథగుతతింద్ . 
 

29)  PRESSURE DEPENDS ON HEIGHT :ఒక్ బాటిల్స ఒక్ వివిధ ఎతతత లలో రింధవర లు చదయగా కరింద ఉనన 

రింధరిం ద్వారా నీరథ వవగింగా ప  ైరింధరిం ద్వారా న్ మమద్ గా వసుత ింద్ . నీటి ప్డన్వన్నకర ఎతతత క్ు సింబింధిం 

ఉింటుిందన్న చతపవచుి. 

 

30) BOTTLE ROTATER : బాటిల్స కరింద భాగింలో ఒక ేవ ైపు రింధవర లు చదయడిం ద్వారా నీటి ప్డన్వన్నకర వయతిరేక్ 

ద్ శ్లో బాటిల్స తిరథగుతతింద్ .  
 

31) TELESCOPE : కుుంభాకార కటకాలన ఒక పా్లసిిక్ డబ్బాలో అమర్చి తయారు చేయటుం జర్చగుంది. దీని ద్వారా 

దూరుంగా ఉనన వస్తు వులన దగ్గ రగా చూడవచ్చి.  

 

 

32)JET MOTOR : ఒక్ ఇింజ్క్షన్స బాటిల్స క్ు రెిండు రింధవర లు చదస  వాటిలో రీఫ ల్స లను ఉించవలి. ఒక్ ద్వన్న నుిండి 

ఊద్ తద మరొక్ ద్వన్న ద్వారా నీరథ బయటక్ు వసుత ింద్ . 

33)LUNGS WORKING MODEL : ఒక్ అటి ముక్కక్ు ఊప రితితతత ల బొ మమ గీస  రెిండు రీఫ ల్స లక్ు బెలూన్స 

లను ఏరాపటు చదస  వాటిన్న  స ల ైన్స బాటలి్స క్ు అనుసింధవన్నించవలి. స ల ైన్స బాటిల్స న్ొకరక ఉఛ్వాసిం న్నఛ్వాసిం 

చతపవచుి. 

 

32) WASH IMPORTANCE: చదతతలు పరిశుభరింగా ఉించుకోక్పణ తద కరిములు ఒక్రి నుిండి ఒక్రికర ఎలా 
వాయప స్ాత యో చదతతలక్ు పసుపు పూసుక్ున్న క్రచవలనిం చదస  క్డిగిన నీటిన్న పరిశీలిించగా ఏరపడుతతింద్ . 

 
 

33) MAGNETIC REPULSIONS : అయస్ాకింతిం ఆక్రషణ విక్రషణలు చినన అయస్ాకింతవల ద్వారా 
వివరిించవచుి. 
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34) BALLOON BLOW( ఊద్ తద ముడుచుక్ున్వ బెలూన్స) : ఒక్ పాల స ిక్ బాటిల్స మూతక్ు రెిండు రింధవర లు చదస  
రెిండు ప నున మూతలు బగిించి లోపలి ద్వన్నకర బెలూన్స క్టిి  మరొక్టి ఖ్ాళీగా ఉించవలి. ఇపుపడు ఖ్ాళీగా 
ఉనన ద్వన్నన్న ఊదగా లోపల ఉనన బెలూన్స ముడుచుకొన్న పణ తతింద్ . గాలి లోన్నకర ప్లిగా బెలూన్స 

న్నిండుతతింద్ . గాలి అలప అధ క్ ప్డన్వలను ద్ న్న ద్వారా వివరిించవచుి. 

 
 

35) DIFFRACTION WITH STAMP : కాింతి వకరిభవన్వన్నన వివరిించడవన్నకర ఒక్ గాజు గాల సు కరింద స్ాి ింపు ఉించి 

గాల సులో నీరథ పణ యగా స్ాి ింపు క్నబడక్ుిండవ పణ తతింద్ . 
36) Optical Fibre:  సింపూరాో ింతర పరాపరతన్వన్నన వివరిించడవన్నకర ద్ న్నన్న వాడుతవము. 

 

37) FUEL SEEDS:  జీడి జ్టరర ఫా ఆముదిం గిింజ్ల ద్వారా  ఎలా ఇింధన్వలు తయారథ చదయవచోి  

వివరిించవచుి. 

 

38) Drip irrigation : నీటి ప దుపు వివరిించడవన్నకర స ల ైన్స బాటలి్స ప ైపుల ద్వారా బిందు సేదయిం గురిించి 

వివరిించవచుి. 

 

39) Mg OXIDATION  :మ గీనష యిం తీగను మిండిించటిం ద్వారా మ గీనష యిం ఆకెబ్డ్ ఏరపడి ద్వన్నకర నీరథ 
క్లుపగా మ గీనష యిం హెైడవర కెబ్డ్ ఏరపడద విధవన్వన్నన ద్వన్న లాభాలు వివరిించవచుి.  

 
 

40) CO2 IN THE AIR: గాలిలో కారున్స డె ైఆకెబ్డ్ ఉింటుిందన్న తలెపడవన్నకర పలక్ప  ైపచిి చవక్ ప్సుతో రాస  గాలి 

ఊదగా అద్  తెలల గా మారథతతింద్ . 
 

41) OXI ACETELINE FLAME: కాలిషయిం కారెబుడ్ నీటితో చరయన్ొింద్  ఎస టలీన్స గాయస్ ఏరపడుతతింద్ . ద్ న్నన 

వ లిుింగ్ లో వాడుతవరథ. బాటలి్స లో కారెబుడ్ తీసుక్ున్న నీరథ క్లిప  స ల ైన్స ప ైపు చివర మింట ద్వారా ఈ 

జ్ఞాలను ఏరపరచవచుి. 

 
 

42) BERNOULI LAW WITH BALLOONS : రెిండు బెలూన్స లను ఊద్  పక్క పక్కన్వ ఉించి మధయలో ఊదగా 
రెిండు దగారక్ు వస్ాత యి. 

 

43) THUFAN : అలప ప్డనిం వివరిించవచుి. 

 

44) SHOE RAY BOX: క్ుింభాకార పుటాకార క్టకాలు దరపణవల ధరామలు సులువుగా వివరిించవచుి. 
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45) CENTRIFUGE:ఒక్ బింతికర రింధరిం చదస   ద్వన్న ద్వారా అపకేిందర బలిం వివరిించవచుి. 

 

46) CONVEX CONCAVE MIRRORS : ఒక్ చెించవ లోపలి భాగాన్నన పుటాకార  వ లుపలి భాగాన్నన క్ుింభాకార 

దరపణింగా వివరిించవచుి  

 

47) ముండుటక్ు గాలి అవసరిం: ఒక్ పేలట్ లో నీరథ తీసుక్ున్న ద్వన్నలో కొవవాతిత  వ లిగిించి ద్వన్నప  ైగాల సు బో రిలించగా ఆ 

నీరథ గాల సు లోకర వస్ాత యి. 

 

OUTCOMES : 

 
1) మా ప్లఠశాల విద్వారి్చ ఉననత ప్లఠశాలకు వెళా్లన తరాాత సైనస్ పటా ఆసకితో అడవుల సుంరక్షణ కొరకు  

వృక్షమితర  అనే పా్లజెకిున రూపుందిుంచి  ఈనాడు హాయ్ బుజీ్జ  ఆధ్ారాుంలో నిరాహుంచిన రాషి్టర సి్థయి 

వైెజా్ఞనిక పాదరశనకు ఎుంపికై పది వేల రూప్లయల బహుమతి అుందుకోవటుం జర్చగుంది. 

 

2) సిదిద పేటలో జర్చగన రాషి్టర సి్థయి వైెజా్ఞనిక పాదరశనలో ఉప్లధ్యాయ బోధ్నోపకరణాల విభాగ్ుంలో 

ప్లల్గగ ని బుంగ్ళూరులోజర్చగన దకిణ భారత వైెజా్ఞనిక పాదరశనకు ఎుంపికై ఉతు మ పాదరశన కనబరచి  

బహుమతి పుందటుం జర్చగుంది. 

 

3) ప్లఠశాలలో వైెజా్ఞనిక పాదరశన ఏరాాటు చేసి విద్వారిుల తలా్లదుండాులన, గాామస్తు లన ఆహాానిుంచగా 

వారు విద్వారిులు పాదర్చశుంచిన పాయోగాలన చూసి పైరవేటు ప్లఠశాలల కనాన ఉతు ముంగా విద్వారిుల 

పాగ్తి ఉుందని వార్చ పిలాలన కూడా పాభుతా ప్లఠశాలకే పుంపిుంచారు. 

 
4) విద్వారిులలో శాస్త్ు రయ దృకాథుం పర్చగుంది.  

 
5) మూఢనమమకాలన నమమకుుండా మాాజిక్ ల వెనక ఉనన సైనస్ న అరిుం చేస్తకుుంటునానరు.  
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Introduction 
 
Kitchen and food gardens are an increasingly popular way for schools to promote 

environmental and sustainability learning and connect students with healthy food and life 
styles. School garden programs are multi-intervention packages incorporating agriculture, 
nutrition and WASH(Water, Sanitation and Hygiene) education, and community outreach to 
improve community food security and nutrition. Good nutrition relies on healthy food 
systems, access to health services and clean environments. A school garden can be regarded 
as a small food system. A healthy garden can include the production of the plant and animal 
food and be designed to address biodiversity, healthy diets and eco-friendly environments. 
These gardens can be used as platforms for environmental education, nutrition, behaviour 
change and communication.  

 
Objectives of the School Garden Project. 

 
 Creative minds Learn through active and hands on experience. 
 Sense of food hygiene and cleanliness of the surroundings. 
 Develop students understanding of vegetable production. 
 Raise Children’s interest in a more varied diet. 
 Giving opportunities for children to consume the vegetables they grow. 
 Respect for and interest in their school environment. 
 To enjoy gardening and have positive attitudes to agriculture. 
 To appreciate healthy foods and to change their own eating habits. 
 Environmental awareness and understanding, respect for nature and natural 

resource management. 
 Encourage children to acquire attitudes of cooperation, responsibility self-

esteem and self-confidence, motivation , enhaced communication and the 
value of the work. 

  
SCHOOL’S KITCHEN GARDEN 

 As a part of “Swatch Bharat -Swatch Patashala” programme the Students realized  to  
keep their classrooms and the corridors clean. But, the region backside of the school which is 
unnoticed and rarely used was dumped with rough papers, plastic bottles and covers etc by  
The students. This place has been identified for the kitchen garden project, VII class Students 
are  chosen for implementing this project initially. Later students from other classes joined 
them. Mr Praveen, Mrs M.B Nirmala and Mrs V Padma Priya have been the incharges for the  
kitchen garden project. 
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THE PROCESS OF TRANSFORMATION 

 
The Students under the guidance of Mr. Praveen, 

Mrs M.B.Nirmala and  Mrs V. Padma Priya and the staff 
members started working on the project. They started 
picking up the waste papers and plastic bottles initially. 
One period in their regular time-table has been allotted for 
the work. 

They started cleaning the place by removing weeds 
and the rocks to level the area. The idea is to engage the 
child on hands on activity. 

The soil of the place was not fertile enough to grow the vegetables, the next task was 
to make it fertile. Center for Sustainable Agriculture(CSA) is an NGO working in this area  
that collaborates with Schools and provide required help. 
 
 

                                                

 

 

A raised-bed for kitchen garden has been constructed with the 
help of CSA representative where the soil has been raised above the 
surrounding soil enclosed by the frame of concrete blocks and the soil 
is enriched with the compost. 
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Panchagavya is a natural manure whose ingredients are milk, 
curd, ghee, dung and urine of cow . With the collaboration of an NGO, 
center for sustainable agriculture (CSA) our students prepared 
panchagavya and used it as natural manure for the plants in their 
kitchen ggarden.                                                                       

                       
 

The Students were so connected with the project that they stated staying back after the 
school hours to work. Collaborative skills developed and they started taking pride and respect 
the hardwork done by each and every student connected with the project. They started 
requesting other students of the school not to throw waste papers and plastic covers in the 
kitchen garden area. 

CSA provided saplings for the kitchen garden, the students, teachers planted the 
saplings following the suggestions given by the CSA representation like how much distance 
to be maintained between the plants, how many and what type of saplings can be planted in 
each row. 
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The Students became so responsible that they prepared a time-table themselves who 
and how to look after the plants. During week long Pongal holidays the students came to the 
school as per their time-table to water the plants. Now, we have a beautiful kitchen garden in 
place of unused and dumped with waste school backyard. 

                 

 

Outcome of the Kitchen Garden Project 
 The School Kitchen garden is an educational tool for students to practice 
knowledge and skills learned in the classroom through hands-on activities, school garden 
programs stimulate learning and behavioural change. It improved in students 

 Appreciation and care for the environment 
 Sense of responsibility, confidence, enhanced communication and well-being. 
 Sense of food hygiene and cleanliness. 
 Attitudes, preferences and willingness to eat diverse foods 
 Healthy dietary habits 
 Physical Activity levels 
 Academic Performance 

References: 

 https://growveg.com 
 https://kithengardenfoundation.org.au 
 www.sbs.com.au/food 
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School Curriculum - Needs And Challenges 

Innovative Science Teaching For Creative Minds 

 

Abstract– Efforts have been made to 

improve science teaching in schools, yet, 

students performance is poor in science 

subject. Many innovative teaching strategies 

have been developed by educators and found 

to impact significantly on students’ 

academic performance when utilized. 

Hence, The purpose of this paper is to 

evaluate the traditional methods of teaching 

and to suggest other useful teaching methods 

that can be attempted in imparting 

knowledge to the students. The use of 

innovative methods in educational 

institutions has the potential not only to 

improve education, but also to empower 

people, strengthen governance and galvanize 

the effort to achieve the human development 

goal for the country. 

I. Introduction 

Schools have numerous responsibilities, 

including teaching the students observation, 

critical thinking, mathematical reasoning, 

communication and problem-solving skills. 

The science curriculum needs to be 

strengthened in, so that it encourages 

students to more actively explore their 

environment. Science when properly taught, 

can help schools fulfill these responsibilities 

because students can apply the knowledge 

and skills learned in their academic subjects 

to solve practical problems in their science 

classes. In particular, developing student's 

conceptual understanding and analytical 

abilities through innovative activities 

enhances student's  self-worth and 

confidence, and consequently improves their 

school-wide academic achievement. 

II. Objectives 

Innovative science teaching requires a lot of 

structured instructional strategies and the 

teachers should be knowledgeable about 

both the scientific context and the innovative 

methods to teach. The following are a few 

techniques of teaching that imparts the best 

learning experience to the students- 

a. Using appropriate just-in-time 

learning stimuli and motivating 

students to develop conceptual 

framework and problem solving 

skills as well 

b. Engaging student's preconceptions 

prior to teaching them new concepts 

c. Providing deep foundational 

knowledge 

d. Helping students make appropriate 

connections within the context of a 

conceptual framework 

e. Organizing knowledge in ways that 

facilitate information retrieval and 

application 

f. Inculcating scientific methods of 

teaching 

g. Involving students actively in their 

own learning and helping them to 

experience science in enjoyable ways 

including group discussions. 
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III. Methodology 

Currently science curricula in middle 

schools are failing because teachers and 

students become discouraged with science 

because of the emphasis on math and 

literacy testing, and science gets pushed 

aside for those content areas. Students’ 

interested to produce innovative things 

related  to what they learned in science but 

teachers are not able to give importance due 

to changing of education system. As a future 

educator, I was interested in looking at 

productive ways of teaching science that 

help the students learn and become 

interested in science. 

Here are a few strategies that can be 

followed- 

a. Live Experimentation 

b. Argue With Science 

c. Group Discussions And Quizzes 

d. Reciprocal Teaching 

 

a. Live Experimentation 

Design of the Innovation- A class room 

live experimentation grabs the student's 

attention towards learning. When the 

theoretical learning and the practical 

learning goes hand-in-hand, It is easy for the 

students to correlate the concept to the real 

world problems that are existing and are 

able to be solved. Each class room includes 

a mini-lab, containing the equipment 

required to explain the concepts. 

Description- Effective teachers of science 

create an environment in which they and 

students work together as active learners. An 

innovative teaching involves differentiating 

the perspective of the students towards the 

objects in the real world. For instance, 

consider determining the volume of a three 

objects of different shape. Ask the students 

to find the object with highest volume. The 

approach of the students is normally to 

determine the volumes mathematically.  the 

effort of an innovative teaching is to teach  

students, determine the volume 

scientifically. yes! correct, use Archimedes 

principle. Consider explaining kinetic and 

potential energies to the students. formula 

K.E=(mv2 )/2 and P.E=(mgh) will never 

allow students to think innovatively, try 

explaining them with few classroom 

experiments. Consider Kinematics, the exact 

definitions in the text book adds grades to 

the students, but not the concept. Teach 

differently and the approach of the students 

to the concepts will change to a great extent. 

These kind of activities create interest for 

the students to learn more. Concepts like Air 

Pressure, Optics, Kinematics, Dynamics, 

Gravitation, Magnetism, Electricity involve 

terminology that makes students feel 

difficult to learn. The aim of an innovative 

teaching method is to formulate them easily 

through the basic experiments. 

Outcomes-Student's perception towards the 

subject would totally change. The gap 

between "What I am learning and Why I am 

learning" is reduced. 

b. Argue With Science 

Design- Debating is a great way to engage 

students with science and help them to get 

grips with the big issues. Teaming up the 

students into different groups and providing 
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them few difficult topics in science to debate 

is always the most innovative technique. 

Description-Debating helps students to 

understand why studying science is relevant 

to their everyday lives, and inspire them to 

do their own research about a topic that they 

find interesting. Plus, a bit of friendly class 

competition never hurts! Besides being fun, 

debating science also helps to meet targets 

set by the National Curriculum for Science. 

For instance, the most popular theory for 

explaining the origin of the Universe is the 

Big Bang theory. But many physicists 

turned to the inflationary theory that covers 

shortcomings of the Big Bang Theory.  

Nevertheless, the debate about the origin 

continues, so ask students to debate over it 

and come up with a list of interest groups 

that would be affected by the topic and write 

it up onto a whiteboard. Divide the class into 

the different interest groups. Tell the 

students to discuss the topic from the point 

of view of their interest group for 10 

minutes and then come up with 2 major 

concerns that they would have about the 

topic. Each group should nominate a 

spokesperson who will have 2 minutes to 

present their group’s point of view in front 

of the whole class. After each group has 

shared their ideas, a classroom discussion 

can take place with all pupils still 

representing their interest group. This should 

culminate in a whole class vote to either 

support or oppose the topic. 

Outcomes- This innovative technique 

improves rigorous higher order and critical 

thinking skills. It enhances the ability to 

understand even a very difficult topic. 

c. Group Discussions and 

Quizzes 

Design-The traditional one-way learning 

may not always create interest to the 

students. Group discussions and quizzes can 

be implemented well at the class room level. 

Description- Consider a topic like Lenz's 

law. Let the students discuss among 

themselves. In the process of discussing, 

students encounter few words like EMF, 

magnetic flux, magnetic field. This group 

discussion helps them to get clear idea of the 

terms that are basic for many of the complex 

topics. Divide the class into 2 or 3 teams and 

conduct quizzes on various topics like 

mechanics, gravitation, light etc. this would 

develop the spirit of learning among the 

students.                            

Outcomes-More interactive teaching and 

learning is involved which help the students 

to well-versed with the subject. All-round 

development of an individual takes place. 

d. Reciprocal Teaching 

Design- Reciprocal teaching refers to an 

instructional activity in which students 

become the teacher in small group reading 

sessions. Teachers model, then help students 

learn to guide group discussions using four 

strategies: summarizing, question 

generating, clarifying, and predicting. Once 

students have learned the strategies, they 

take turns assuming the role of teacher in 

leading a dialogue about what has been read. 

Description- Before Reciprocal Teaching 

can be used successfully by your students, 

they need to have been taught and had time 

to practice the four strategies that are used in 
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reciprocal teaching (summarizing, 

questioning, predicting, clarifying). 

One way to get students prepared to use 

reciprocal teaching: 

a. Put students in groups of four. 

b. Distribute one note card to each 

student representing his 

role(Summarizer, Questioner, 

Clarifier, Predictor). 

c. Have students read a few paragraphs 

of the assigned text selection 

d. At the given stopping point, the 

Summarizer will highlight the key 

ideas up to this point in the reading. 

e. The Questioner will then pose 

questions  

f. The Clarifier will address confusing 

parts and attempt to answer the 

questions that were just posed. 

g. The Predictor can offer predictions 

about what the about the concepts 

h. Throughout the process, the teacher's 

role is to guide and nurture the 

students' ability to use the four 

strategies successfully within the 

small group. The teacher's role is 

lessened as students develop skill. 

Outcomes-It encourages Students to think 

about their own thought process during 

reading, helps them learn to be actively 

involved and monitor their comprehension 

as they read and  teaches students to ask 

questions during reading and helps make the 

text more comprehensible. 

 

IV. Implications 

In these days of technical knowledge and 

scientific advancements, our education 

system is looking at developing the student's 

perspective towards science and technology. 

Science will always be learned in a more 

interactive and innovative way rather than 

the traditional teaching methods. The 

innovative techniques when implemented in 

schools lead to the students progress in those 

areas and helps them to understand the 

concepts better. 

Few other techniques like twinning can also 

be implemented to expand and share the 

knowledge between the students of two 

different schools. 

V. References 

[1]  Dr. Damodharan V. S. ACCA, 

AICWA and Mr. Rengarajan.V 

AICWA.Innovative Methods Of 

Teaching 

[2] https://www.researchgate.net/publica

tion/258023165_role_of_teachers'_in

_curriculum_development_for_teach

er_education 

[3] Dr.S.Candrasekaran M.Sc, M.Ed, 

M.Phil, Ph.D (USA). Productive 

Methods of Teaching Middle School 

Science 

[4] http://www.readingrockets.org/strate

gies/reciprocal_teaching 
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Personal details: 

  Name: Mohammad Abdul Mumeed 

 Address:  Focus High School, H. No. 22-8-321, Darulshifa, Hyderabad-24. 
  Email ID: abdul.mumeed@focushighschool.org 

  Educational Qualifications: M.Sc. Physics [Enrolled for Ph.D.] 

Theme: School Science Curriculum – Needs and challenges. 

Sub-theme: Innovative Science teaching for creative minds. 

Title of the topic: Mastery based learning approach for Physical Science. 

 Objectives of this seminar paper:  

 To explore the ways and means to make the student community in pursuit of 

science as a career. 

 To improve the professional skills among the teaching community.  

 To encourage the students to develop investigation skills. 

 To encourage the students to apply the scientific concepts in real life 

situations and concerned to the environmental issues.  

 

Design of innovation of Mastery based learning (MBL) in Science: MBL is a shift from 

teaching and assessing all learners at the same time to individualizing and personalizing 

education through collaboration and innovation among the learners. 

 

Description of innovation of Mastery based learning (MBL) in Science: Each learning unit is 

broken down into achievable and measurable learning tasks. Each New Learning Task (NLT) is 

checked for gaps before the learning commences. Mapped prerequisites are checked through gap 

tests and gaps are subsequently closed by repeated administration of assessments. After the 

prerequisite learning gaps are closed, the learner must be assigned a new learning task guided by 

the teacher. Evidence of progress and mastery is created through a battery of diverse formative 

assessments. Competent learners are recommended Enrichment Tasks specifically designed to 

develop academic rigour and enable deeper learning. 

 

Outcome of innovation: The learners shift from ‘all-finish-at-the-same-time’ practice that 

leaves them with academic gaps to mastering the concepts and skills at their own developing 

pace. Individualized learning helped young learners achieve more milestones and develop self-

regulated learning skills like metacognition, collaboration and innovation. 

 

Implications: Learners of 21
st
 century are expected to be more independent in learning 

approaches and develop effective communication and collaboration skills for global solutions. 

Personalized learning ecosystems in the context of technology facilitate evolution of holistic 

education with evidence-based academic rigour. 

 

References:  

https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/blooms-taxonomy/ 

 

https://www.teachthought.com/critical-thinking/blooms-digital-taxonomy-verbs-21st-century-

students/ 

 

https://www.teachthought.com/the-future-of-learning/blended-continuous-learning-in-the-21st-

century-classroom/ 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Vice Principal (Curriculum Development) of Focus High School (FHS), Mr. Syed Mustafa 

Hussain, has motivated for all staff members to practice Mastery-based Learning at our School. 

We are implementing the same in our School. 

 

 I have observed that school students are not gaining clear understanding in describing motion 

with classical way of teaching, especially with time constraint.   

 

I was really interested in taking up a challenging task of teaching the students of Class 8  the 

basic concepts of describing motion and plotting graphs to provide foundation for NEET/IIT.  

So, the specific research question was how to teach the C8 students these things when they 

haven't studied concepts of graphs in their previous years - neither in their earlier math class nor 

science class.   

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH CONTEXT 

 

 

In class, I made students analyze motion using Pearson's animation web link.   

https://media.pearsoncmg.com/aw/aw_activphysics/ap/pt1a/Media/DescribingMotion/AnalyMot

UsingDiag/Main.html 

These links helped students understand the difference between positive and negative velocities 

and positive and negative accelerations. The diagrams helped them for checking the signs of 

velocity and acceleration in kinematic problem solving.  

 

In project I made them to estimate and then calculate the time taken to reach TS Central Library 

or City civil court from FHS DS branch using the average speed calculated while walking along 

the corridor. They also used Google map (connection with Social science - MAP reading) to 

locate the destinations and measure distance using scale given in the map.  

I have designed a game. 

 

I also made students to gain understanding of location of different ordered pairs in different 

quadrants of a given grid by making them play a computer program Scratch game.  

X-y coordinates challenge 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/24920597/ 

Coin hunter XY coordinates game 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/173605760/#fullscreen 
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I got these scratch projects when I completed a course of Scratch as part of the Google Code to 

Learn 2018 faculty training program.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ns6ka77WHrmQl3lMT5XgqttlB7Qiy8O2 

  

After building the conceptual understanding of coordinate system or graphs students started 

learning about gradients. I demonstrated slopes (connection to Math graphs) in the class with a 

duster kept on a meter ruler and by giving mnemonics for positive, negative and zero slopes.  

 

In this part of the course students started to interpret graphs by relating them to motion diagrams 

and by observing the graphs  in different cases.   

https://media.pearsoncmg.com/aw/aw_activphysics/ap/pt1a/Media/DescribingMotion/AnalyMot

UsingGraphs/Main.html 

 

After understanding the Describing motion chapter students were encouraged to use either 

bicycle to reach the School from their homes or use public transportation keeping in mind 

solutions of environmental issue of reducing pollution. 

 

Different simulations were shared with students and few were played class.  

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/category/physics 

DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS 

 

This study proved that the group which had MBL teaching strategies got sound conceptual 

understanding than the normal classroom teaching which was done for C9 students for the same 

topics.  

 

FINDINGS/ CONCLUSIONS 

 

This group study finding shows that implementation of teaching strategies of MBL has positive 

impact on learning and applying the basic concepts in real life situations. 

 

 

 This link connects to the article contributed by me and published in our School Fenestra 

Newsletter: 2018-19 based on action research and professional development implementation.  
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2 
 

II) SUB THEME  

 Innovative science teaching for creative minds  

III) TITLE OF THE TOPIC   

 Application of Mathematics tools in Science. 

Introduction:  

A major argument for including different areas & verbal problems at secondary and 

higher secondary level curriculum has always been their potential role for the development 

in students of skills in knowing when & how to use their mathematical knowledge for 

approaching & solving in practical situations. The application of mathematics to solve the 

problem such as in the fields like Physics, Engineering, Chemistry, Biology etc. 

 In general at secondary level or higher-secondary level student will study the 

different concepts of the mathematics, lets us examine few of them as follows: 

1. Concept of perimeter & Areas of different 2D Shapes  

2. Concept of perimeter & Areas of Sectors . 

3. Areas of minor segments  

4. Concept of Trigonometric Ratios. 

5. Concept of Derivatives to be applied in Maxima & Minima. 

Lets us have a brief discussion on the above concepts, which leads to apply to determine 
the flow of the water through the different shaped channels i.e. cannels in the most 
economical manner in the field of the Fluid Mechanics. 

1. Perimeter and Area of the Rectangle :- 
 
Perimeter ( P )  = 2b + 2d  

Area ( A )  =   b X d.  
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2.Perimeter and Area of a Sector of a Circle : - 

Perimeter ( P )  = R    Where 	 	 ℎ 	  

Area ( A )  = 	  

                                        =          ×  

 

3. Area of the Minor Segment: - 

Area of the sector OADBO   =  

×   

     =          . 

Now from the ∆  we have  

     Sin	    =     = BC    = R Sin	  . 

    Cos	 	   =    = OC =   RCos	 . 

Area of the ∆    =   	× Base ×	Height. 

                                   =     ×  AB ×		OC. 

                                    =   ×2BC×OC             (∴ AB = 2BC). 

                                   =   × 2R	Sin	 	 × 2 RCos	  . 

                                   = × 2	Sin	 	 Cos	  . 

           = × × 2            (∴  sin2	 = 2 	 	). 

Area of the Minor Segment ADBA = Area of the sector OADBO – Area of ∆    . 

    =  - × × 2          

    =    ( −	 × 2  ). 
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The above part of Derivation is based on the application of the concept of 

Trigonometrically ratios as we have discussed at 10th class under tangents & secants. 

4.Maxima and Minima : - 

Let  y = p( x ) be a continuous function in x on IR,Then we have  

   	= 	 ʹ (x). 

                                         =  "(	 	). 

For the Minimum & Maximum then = 0 i.e. ʹ (x)  =  0 we get the critical vales of x,Which 

satisfies the equation of ʹ (x)  =   0. 

 

At each value of x, the sign of    will be evaluated i.e.   > 0 ( p(x) is Minimum ). 

                < 0 ( p(x) is Maxima ) . 

This is also called as second derivative test, as it has been discussed at the higher 

secondary level. 

 Let us study that how these basics concepts which have discussed earlier can be 

applied in the field of civil engineering while dealing to determine the discharge of water 

through different channels I.e. annals under the fluid mechanics. 

Most Economical Section of the Channels (Cannals)  

A section of a channel is said to be most economical when the cost of construction 

of the channel is minimum. But the cost of construction of a channel depends upon the 

excavation and the lining.To keep the cost down or minimum, the wetted perimeter, for a 

given discharge should be minimum. This condition is utilized for determining the 

dimensions of a economical sections of different forms of channels. 
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Most of the economical sections is also called the best section or most efficient 

section as discharge, passing through a most economical section of channel for a given 

cross-sectional area (A), Slope of the bed (i) & Resistance of co-efficient is minimum. But 

the discharge “Q” is given by the equation as follows: 

 Discharge = Area X Velocity 

  Q       = A x V. 

Where    “V” = C√       “m” =  

  Q = AC ×     Let “K” = A C√  

  Q = A C√  

  Q =			 √ ×
√

 

  Q =  
√

 

  Q  = K × 	
√

  

From the above equation the discharge “Q” will be maximum when the wetted 

perimeter p is minimum. This condition will be used for determining the best section of a 

channel i.e. best dimension of a channel for a given area. 

The conditions to be economical for the following shapes of the channels will be 
considered: 

1. Rectangular Channel Sections 

2. Circular Channel Sections 

3. Trapezoidal  Channel Sections 
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1. Rectangular Channel Sections:  

The condition for the most economical channel section is that for a given area, the 
perimeter should be minimum. Consider a rectangular channel as given in the figure below: 

 

Let the b = width of the channel, 

 d = Depth of the flow. 

Area of the flow i.e. A = b ×d …………..eq.1 

Wetted perimeter P = d + b + d = b+2d …..eq.2 

From equation 1 we have b =  

By substituting the value of ‘b’ In equation 2,then we have as follows 

 P =  + 2d. 

For the most economical section, P should be minimum for a given area or  = 0. 

  = A ( ) + 2. 

 0 =  2 –( ) 

 ( ) = 2. 

 A = 2 ……………………………. Eq 3 

But the A = b x d 

Substitute equation 3 in the area formula then we have as follows. 

2   = b X d. 
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B  = 2d. 

The Hydraulic Mean depth m =  = ×  

   =	 ×  

                                 = ×       =   

 It is clear that rectangular channel will be most economical when m =   i.e. 

Hydraulic depth is half the depth of the flow. 

2. Most Economical Trapezoidal Channel Section: -  

This channel will be most economical when its wetted perimeter is minimum, 

consider a Trapezoidal section of the channel as given in the figure.  

 

Let  b = Width of the Channel at bottom, 

  D  = depth of the flow. 

Angle made by the sides width with horizontal = . 

Area of the flow (A) =   (BC + AD) × d. 

   =  (b+b+2nd) × d. 

   =  (2b+2nd) × d. 

   =  (b+nd) × d. 

  = (b + nd).d ……………………………………………………….. eq.1. 
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We have     =  b+ nd. 

b  =   - nd …………………………………………………………………………………... eq.2. 

Now the wetted perimeter P = AB+BC+CD 

   P = BC+CD + CD    ( ∴ = ) 

   P = BC+2CD. 

   P = b + 2d√ + 	1	 ………………………………………………eq.3. 

Substituting the value of the b in the equation 3 the we get as follows: 

P =   - nd+2d√ + 	1. 

For the most economical section, the P should be minimum or  = 0. 

 =  -  – n + 2√ + 	1    =  0 

-  – n + 2√ + 	1    = 0. 

 

  + n   = 2√ + 	1 . 

 

Substituting the value of A = ( b + nd) X d in the above equation. 

 
(	 	 	 )	 	 	 + n     = 2√ + 	1 . 

 + n               = 2√ + 	1 . 

   = 2 √ + 	1 . 

    = d√ + 	1. 

Here   is the Half of the top width. 

 
d√ + 	1  = CD  = One of the sloping side. 
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Hydraulic mean depth  m =  

                                               = ( )
( )

  

                     =  

Hence for a trapezoidal section to be most economical hydraulic mean depth must 
be equal to the half of the depth of the flow 

3.Flow through Circular Channel Section: 

The flow of a water through a circular pipe, when the level of water in the pipe is 
below the top of the pipe is classified as an open channel flow. The rate of the flow 
through circular channel is determined from the depth of the flow and angle 
subtended by the liquid surface at the center of the channel. 
 
Let the d = Depth of water, 

 2  = Angle subtended by the water 

surface AB at the center. 

 R = radius of the channel 

 P = Wetted perimeter. 

 
P =  × 2  

   

=  × 2  

 
=2R	  …………………………………………………. Eq 1. 
 
Wetted area ( A ) = Area of the ADBA 
  = Area of the sector OADO – Area of the ∆ ABO. 

  =  × 2  -  x AB x OC       ( ∴ = 2 	). 

 -  X 2BC X OC. 

   
 − RSin	  X RCos	        (∴ = RSin	  ) & (∴ =	RCos	  ). 
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= 	 − 	 	(2 Sin	  RCos	  ). 

= −	
1
2

( 2	 	) 

 

= 	 −
2

2
	  

 
 

Thus the Hydraulic mean depth m =  

 

m = 
	 	

 

 

    = 	 	 − 	 . 

 

As we have discussed the most economical rectangular channel & most economical 

trapezoidal channel conditions, we can discuss in the case of circular channel also. 

IV) CONCLUSION 

The concepts of the mathematical science which we study at the secondary level & 
Higher secondary level can be widely applied in different branches of sciences such as 
Optics, Electricity, Engineering, Biology, Economics. Moreover the learning of Mathematics 
is the part & parcel of the real life world. It is now hard to find a field of study doesn’t  use 
the concepts of mathematical tools. 
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VI. INTRODUCTION:- 







VII. OBJECTIVES:-
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VIII. DESIGN OF THE INNOVATION:-



JOY OF LEARNING  
LOW COST-NO COST 




IX. DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION:-

 Slow Learners Irregular  Students

A1 Grades
Joy of Learning 


 CV Raman “SCIENCE CLUB”
LOW COST-
NO COST 




         Shadows            Intersection of Two Shadows.
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7.

        Clay


8.

             Head Massager   


3.

(Acrylic Mirror Sheet )

5.

Refraction. Convergence Divergence

4.

 Reflection of Plane Surfaces Reflection of Irregular Surfaces.

6.

Optical Fibres  
   Laser Light 
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  C60 



  

 


 








   



  With Pictures
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 NGC, NCSC, INSPIRE, SCIENCE PROJECTS SCIENCE FAIRS 
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INSPIRE, NCSC, SCIENCE FAIR 


X.
Laser light, Plastic boxes, Bottles,

Paper Cups, Pipes, White Paper, Acrylic Mirror, Aluminium Foil (Paper)
Optical FibresHead

Massager,Clay, Bowl, Surf,



XI. Out-Comes:-

1) Science Club 


 SAVE WATER, SAVE ENERGY SRFMATHS &

SCIENCE OLYMPIADSJVV
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 TEACHERS TLM

EXHIBIT 
HINDUSTAN

AERONATICS SPECIAL PRIZE SCERT DIRECTOR, 
 DEO. 

 





XII. IMPLICATIONS:-









XIII. REFERENCES:-

1) Science Orientation & Training Classes

2) Science Video Conferences

3) Self Teaching Experiences. 66
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OBJECTIVES  (\øå±´\T)

` $<ë´s¡Tú\≈£î ôd’Hé‡ <ë«sê ì»yÓTÆq C≤„Hêìï, $\Te\qT n+~+#·&É+ <ë«sê düe÷»+˝À, e´øÏÔ>∑‘·+

>±qT n‘·T´qï‘· uÛ≤<ä́ ‘êj·TT‘· bÂs¡T\T>± r]Ã~<ä›&É+.

` Á|üjÓ÷>∑ ìs¡«Vü≤D\T, ÁbÕC…≈£îº, ø£è‘·́ ìs¡«Vü≤D\ <ë«sê, Ç‘·s¡T\‘√ ø£*dæ yÓT*dæ ñ+&É&É+, Ç‘·s¡T\qT

>ös¡$+#·&É+, ‘√{Ï yê]øÏ düVü‰j·T|ü&̊ \ø£åD+, #̊ùd |üì|ü≥¢ $XÊ«kÕìï ø£*–e⁄+&ç, |üìì Áù|$T+#·&É+

e+{Ï $\Te\qT ô|+bı+~+#·&É+.

` e÷qe J$‘ê\˝À yÓ\T>∑T\T ì+|ü⁄‘·Tqï XÊg, kÕ+πø‹ø£‘·\qT >ös¡$dü÷Ô, n_Ûq+~+#˚̋ ≤ yê{Ïì

dü]jÓÆTq $<Ûëq+˝À ñ|üjÓ÷–+#·Tø=H̊˝≤ r]Ã~<ä›&É+.

` ôd’Hé‡ù|òsY‡,ôd’Hé‡ Á&Üe÷ ô|òdæºe˝Ÿ‡,s√˝Ÿù|` ôd’Hé‡ù|òsY‡,ôd’Hé‡ Á&Üe÷ ô|òdæºe˝Ÿ‡,s√˝Ÿù|` ôd’Hé‡ù|òsY‡,ôd’Hé‡ Á&Üe÷ ô|òdæºe˝Ÿ‡,s√˝Ÿù|` ôd’Hé‡ù|òsY‡,ôd’Hé‡ Á&Üe÷ ô|òdæºe˝Ÿ‡,s√˝Ÿù|` ôd’Hé‡ù|òsY‡,ôd’Hé‡ Á&Üe÷ ô|òdæºe˝Ÿ‡,s√˝Ÿù| ¢¢ ¢¢ ¢,πøåÁ‘·,πøåÁ‘·,πøåÁ‘·,πøåÁ‘·,πøåÁ‘· |üs¡́ ≥q\ <ë«sê $<ë´]ú̋ À K∫Ã‘·‘·«+, ìC≤sTT‹,

e÷qe‘·«+, Á|üø£è‹ì Áù|$T+#·>∑\>∑&É+, Je, »+‘·Te⁄\ |ü≥¢ <äj·T, kÕqTuÛÑ÷‹, nVæ≤+dü, ‘√{Ï

yê]ô|’, ô|<ä›\ô|’ >ös¡yêìï ø£*– e⁄+&É&É+ e+{Ï ñqï‘· $\Te\qT @s¡Œs¡#·>∑\>∑&É+.

` ôd’+{Ï|òæø˘ f…+|üsYqT ô|+#·T≥ <ë«sê yê]˝À <ë– e⁄qï düè»Hê‘·àø£‘·, |ü]o\Hê X¯øÏÔ, dü«j·T+

ìs¡íj·÷\T, rdüTø√>∑\>∑&É+, Ä˝À#·Hê X̄øÏÔì ô|+bı+~+#·Tø√>∑\T>∑T‘·÷ J$‘·+ ô|’ dü¬s’q ne>±Vü≤qqT

ø£*– ñ+≥÷ uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔ̋ À ñ‘·ÔeT bÂs¡T&ÉT>±,<˚XÊìï Áù|$T+#˚̋ ≤ #˚j·T>∑\>∑&É+.
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Design of the Innovation (Ä$wüÿs¡D jÓTTø£ÿ ñ<›̊X¯́ +)

$C≤„q XÊg uÛÀ<äq nq>±H˚ |ü]düsê\ô|’ ì•‘· |ü]o\q, nH˚«wüD, edüTÔùdø£s¡D, }Væ≤+#˚

C≤„q+,Ä•+∫q |òü*‘·+ e#̊Ã es¡≈£î z|æø£>± eTs¡\, eTs¡\ Á|üjÓ÷>±ìï #̊dü÷Ô m<äTs¡T#·÷&É&É+ e+{Ï

\ø£åD≤\T ô|+bı+~+#·&É+ nì eTq≈£î ‘Ó\TdüT M{Ï‘√ bÕ≥T C≤„q$\Te\T, $wüj·T $\Te\T,

#ê]Á‘·ø£eT $\e\T |üsê´es¡D $\Te\, Á|üÁøÏj·÷ $\Te\T, HÓ’‹ø£ $\Te\T, kÕe÷õø£  $\Te\T

$<ë´]ú̋ À @s¡Œs¡T#·T≥≈£î, ô|+bı+~+#·T≥≈£î, ìs¡+‘·s¡ C≤„q düeTTbÕs¡®q #˚ùd≥|ü&ÉT dü+ã+~‘·

n+XÊ\ô|’ $<ë´s¡Tú\ <äèwæº πø+ÁBø£]+#·T≥≈£î H˚qT ø=ìï Á|üÁøÏj·T\qT bÕ{Ï+#êqT yê{Ï̋ À ø=ìï

` Á|üjÓ÷>∑, ø£è‘·́  ìs¡«Vü≤D <ë«sê $C≤„q XÊguÀ<Ûäq <ë«sê n+<äT˝À <ë– e⁄qï $\Te\qT $e]+#·&É+.

` uÀ<ÛäHêuÛÑ́ düq Á|üÁøÏj·T˝À $<ë´s¡Tú\ uÛ≤>∑kÕ«eT´+ m≈£îÿe>± ñ+#·&É+.

` &çõ≥˝Ÿ ø±¢düT\T Áø£eT+ ‘·|üŒ≈£î+&Ü ìs¡«Væ≤+#·&É+, #·÷dæq yÓ+≥H˚ <ëìô|’ #·]Ã+#·&É+.

` s√˝Ÿ ù|¢, Á&Üe÷ ô|òdæºe˝Ÿ e+{Ï ôd’Hé‡ Hê≥ø±\T, u≤\düuÛÑ e+{Ï ø±s¡́ Áø£e÷˝À¢ |æ\¢\qT bÕ˝§ZH˚̋ ≤

Áb˛‘·‡Væ≤+∫ M{Ï <ë«sê $\Te\qT ô|+bı+~+#·&É+.

` #Ó≈£îeTTœ e+{Ï {≤ …̋+{Ÿ f…düTº̋ À |æ\¢\T bÕ˝§ZH̊˝≤ #̊j·T&É+,~q|üÁ‹ø£\T #·~ẙ˝≤ Áb˛‘·‡Væ≤+#·&É+

<ë«sê nìï $wüj·÷\ô|’ ne>±Vü≤q ø£*– e⁄+&˚̋ ≤ #˚j·T>∑\>∑&É+.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION (Ä$wüÿs¡D jÓTTø£ÿ $es¡D)

Á|üjÓ÷>±\T, ø£è‘ê´\T ìs¡«Væ≤dü÷Ô $C≤„q XÊÁkÕÔìï uÀ~Û+#·T≥ <ë«sê yê]˝À ‘√{Ï yê]‘√

ø£*dæ yÓT*dæ ñ+&̊˝≤, ø±e\dæq edüTÔe⁄\qT ùdø£]+#·T≥˝À yê{ÏkÕúq+˝À (Ä$ \uÛÑ́ + ø±ì |üø£å+˝À)

ẙπs edüTÔe⁄\qT ñ|üjÓ÷–+#̊ C≤„Hêìï ô|+bı+~+#·e#·TÃ. ‘·<ë«sê

yê]˝À nìï nedüs¡yÓTÆqy˚ düèwæº̋ À @~ ìs¡÷|üjÓ÷>∑+ ø±<äT nH˚

uÛ≤eqqT @s¡Œs¡#·e#·TÃ. ñ<ëVü≤s¡D≈£î 8e ‘·s¡>∑‹˝À Á<äyê\

$<äT´<ë«Vü≤ø£‘· nH̊ bÕsƒ¡+˝À m\Áø√º ù|¢{Ï+>¥ nH̊ Á|üjÓ÷>∑+˝À sê–

|òü\ø£qT ñ|üjÓ÷–+#·e\dæ e∫Ãq|ü⁄&ÉT $<ë´s¡Tú\T yêπs dü«j·T+>±,

‘êj·T‘·TÔ˝À ñ|üjÓ÷–+#˚ sê–ì, eT]ø=+<äs¡T Ç+{Ï˝Àì bÕ‘·

sê–edüTÔe⁄\ì rdüTø=ì <ëìì düÔs¡D°j·T‘· <ë«sê yÓ&É̋ ≤Œ{Ï |òü\ø£>±

e÷s¡TÃø=ì ñ|üjÓ÷–+#·&É+ »]–+~. n<˚ $<Ûä+>± õ+ø˘ ø=s¡≈£î

bÕ‘· ÄsTT+{ŸyÓT+{Ÿ ≥÷´uŸ\qT ñ|üjÓ÷–+#ês¡T. Bì <ë«sê yê]øÏ Á|ü‹ edüTÔe⁄. $\TyÓ’q<̊, ìs¡T|üjÓ÷>∑

yÓTÆq<ä+≥÷ @~ ñ+&É<äT. ø±ã{Ïº nìï edüTÔe⁄\qT ùdø£]+#ê* <˚ìì e´s¡ú+ #˚j·T≈£L&É<äT. nì

‘Ó\|ü&É+ »]–+~. |òü*‘·+ e#˚Ã es¡≈£î m<äTs¡T#·÷&É&É+, }Væ≤+#·>∑\>∑&É+, ø±˝≤ìï dü~«ìjÓ÷>∑+

#˚düø√e&É+ e+{Ï Jeq HÓ’|ü⁄D≤´\qT ‘Ó*j·TCÒj·T&É+ »]–+~. 9e ‘·s¡>∑‹ $<ë´s¡Tú\≈£î düC≤rj·T,

$C≤rj·T $TÁX¯e÷\ ø£è‘·́   ìs¡«Vü≤D˝À ãTs¡<ä ˙{Ï‘√ ø£*dæb˛e&É+, ÇdüTø£,˙s¡T ø£\eø£ b˛e&É+
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e+{Ï$ |ü]o*+#˚≥|ü&ÉT $<ë´s¡Tú\T dæús¡yÓTÆq eTTK´yÓTÆq ìs¡íj·÷\T rdüTø=H˚≥|ü&ÉT Á|üXÊ+‘·

yê‘êes¡D+ e⁄+&Ü\ì ‘Ó\TdüTø√>∑*>±s¡T.

‘·s¡>∑‹ >∑~ ø£è‘·́  ìs¡«Vü≤D <ë«sê $<ë´]ú n\yê≥¢qT,n_Ûs¡T∫\qT >∑T]Ô+#·>∑\eT. yê]øÏ

ø±e\dæq nuÛÑ́ düq nedüsê\qT >∑T]Ô+∫, bÕõ{Ïyé <äèø£Œ<∏ëìï ô|+bı+~+#·e#·TÃ.  uÀ<ÛäHêuÛÑ́ düq

Á|üÁøÏj·T˝À $<ë´]ú uÛ≤>∑kÕ«e÷´ìï m≈£îÿe>± ñ+&̊˝≤ #̊j·T&É+ <ë«sê $<ë´]úøÏ ÄdüøÏÔì ô|+bı+~+#·e#·TÃ.

n+fÒ eT<ä́ eT<Ûä́ ˝À bÕsƒêìï #·~$+#·&É+ <ë«sê uÛ≤wüô|’, |ü<ë\ô|’ eT+∫ |ü≥Tº edüTÔ+~. Á|ü‹ |ü<ëìï

ns¡ú+ ‘Ó\TdüTø√yê\H˚ õC≤„dü ô|+bı+~#·e#·TÃ. XÊgy˚‘·Ô\ #·]Á‘·\qT ø£<∏ä\ s¡÷|ü+˝À  #Ó|üŒ&É+

<ë«sê ÄdüøÏÔì πs¬ø‹Ô+∫, yê]ì n_Ûq+~+#·&É+, yê]ô|’ >ös¡e uÛ≤yêìï ô|+bı+~+#·e#·TÃ. ‘·<ë«sê

J$‘·+˝À m˝≤+{Ï eT+∫ $wüj·÷HÓ’Hê n_Ûq+~+#·>∑\>∑&É+, ô|<ä›yê] |ü≥¢ >ös¡euÛ≤yêìï ø£*–

e⁄+&˚ $\Te\qT H˚s¡Œe#·TÃ.

8e ‘·s¡>∑‹˝Àì ̇ &É bı&Ée⁄\qT, ~X̄\qT >∑T]Ô+#̊ ø£è‘·́ ìs¡«Vü≤D <ë«sê $<ë´s¡Tú\˝À ÄdüøÏÔì

πsø£‹Ô+#·T≥, |ü]düsê\ô|’ |ü]o\qqT ô|+#·T≥, Á|üø£è‹˝Àì

n+<ë\qT, n<äT“¤‘ê\qT >∑T]Ô+∫ Á|üø£è‹ì Çwüº|ü&̊ ‘·‘ê«ìï

ô|+#·>∑*>±qT. 10e ‘·s¡>∑‹˝Àì <äèwæº ˝ÀbÕ\≈£î

dü+ã+~Û+∫q ÁbÕC…≈£îº <ë«sê düe÷»+˝À Áø=‘·Ô e´≈£îÔ\qT

ø£\e&É+, ô|<ä› yê]ô|’ >ös¡euÛ≤yêìï ø£*– e⁄+&˚˝≤

#̊j·Te#·TÃ  eTè‹Ôø± dü«uÛ≤yêìï >∑T]Ô+#̊ ÄeT¢ øå±s¡ Á|üjÓ÷>∑

ìs¡«Vü≤D <ë«sê eT{Ïº dü«uÛ≤yêìï >∑T]Ô+#·&É+,<ëì˝À

@s¡ø£yÓTÆq |ü+≥\T |ü+&ç+#·>∑\eTT, ‘·<ë«sê |üìì Áù|$T+#·>∑*π> \ø£åD≤\qT ô|+bı+~+#·e#·TÃ.

πøåÁ‘·|üs¡́ ≥q˝À uÛ≤>∑+>± bÕ¢ì{À]j·T+ e+{Ï

Á|ü<̊XÊ\≈£î rdüTø£b˛e&É+ <ë«sê n+‘·]ø£å $X‚cÕ\qT

‘ Ó\Td ü Tø=qT≥˝À #ê˝≤ Äd üø Ï Ôì,

ô|+bı+~+#·Tø√>∑*>±s¡T. »+‘·TÁ|ü<äs¡ÙqXÊ\≈£î

rdüT≈£îyÓfīfl&É+ <ë«sê Je, »+‘·Te⁄\ |ü≥¢ <äj·T,Áù|eT

$\Te\qT ô|+bı+~+#· e#·TÃ.  eT÷´õj·T+ ̋ ≤+{Ï

Á|ü<˚XÊ\≈£î rdüTø£ yÓ[flq|ü⁄&ÉT |ü⁄sê‘·q edüTÔe⁄\qT,

#·]Á‘·\qT ‘Ó\TdüTø√e&É+, yês¡T ñ|üjÓ÷–+∫q

edüTÔe⁄\qT yÓTT<ä\>∑T yê{Ïì >∑T]Ô+∫ yê]|ü≥¢

>ös¡yêìï @s¡Œs¡#·Tø=ì n_Ûq+~+#·>∑\s¡T.

&çõ≥˝Ÿ ø±¢dt\qT #·÷|ü&É+ <ë«sê ‘·sê«‘· <ëìô|’ #·s¡Ã, nø£ÿ&É Ç∫Ãq Ç+{Ï |üì, ÁbÕC…≈£îº

ìs¡«Vü≤D #˚sTT+#·&É+ <ë«sê Áø£eT+ ‘·|üŒ≈£î+&Ü düeTj·TbÕ\q bÕ{Ï+#˚̋ ≤ H˚s¡Œe#·TÃ. n|üŒ–+∫q

|üìì yÓ+≥H˚ |üP]Ô#˚ùd˝≤ ‘·<ë«sê yê]øÏ ôd˝ŸŒ¤ ø±ìŒ¤&ÓHé‡qT &Óe\|t #˚sTT+#·e#·TÃ.
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Ç+ø± n‹eTTK´yÓTÆq n+X¯+ |æ\¢\≈£î ÄdüøÏÔì πs¬ø‹Ô+∫, <äèwæº |üø£ÿ≈£î eTs¡\≈£î+&Ü ñ+&˚≥≥T¢

#̊j·T&ÜìøÏ NCERT yê]#̊ ìs¡«Væ≤+#·ã&̊ s√ Ÿ̋ù|¢, Á&Üe÷ô|òdæºe Ÿ̋̋ À bÕ˝§ZH̊˝≤ Áb˛‘·‡Væ≤+#êqT. á

dü+e‘·‡s¡eTT e÷ bÕsƒ¡XÊ\ $<ë´s¡Tú\T Á&Üe÷

ô|òdæºe Ÿ̋̋ À eTs¡T>∑T<=&É¢ ̀  ÁbÕeTTK´‘· nH˚ n+X¯+ô|’

Hê≥ø£+ Á|ü<ä]Ù+∫ õ˝≤¢kÕúsTT˝À ãVüQeT‹ì

bı+<ä&É+ »]–+~.  n<̊ $<Ûä+>± s√ Ÿ̋ ù|¢ $uÛ≤>∑+˝À

ªªøöe÷s¡ <äX̄` düyêfīóflµµ nH̊ n+X̄+ô|’ C≤rj·T kÕúsTTøÏ

ôd …̋≈£îº nsTT NCERT- NEW DELHI ̋ À Á|ü<äs¡Ùq

Çe«&É+ »]–+~. Ç≥Te+{Ï yê{Ï̋ À |æ\¢\T m+‘√

ÄdüøÏ Ôì ø£qãs¡TkÕÔs¡T. ø±ã{Ï º yê]øÏ @<Ó ’Hê

H˚s¡Œ<ä\#·Tø=+fÒ á e÷s¡Z+ dü]jÓÆTq~>± H˚qT

uÛ≤$düTÔHêïqT. Ç˝≤+{Ï Á|ü<äs¡Ùq\˝À bÕ˝§ZH̊≥|ü&ÉT

‘√{Ï $<ë´s¡Tú\‘√ ùdïVü≤|üPs¡«ø£+>± yÓT\>∑&É+ Áø=‘·Ô ÁbÕ+‘ê\≈£î yÓ[flq|ü⁄&ÉT nø£ÿ&ç dü+düÿ è‹,

kÕ+Á|ü<ëj·÷\qT ‘Ó\TdüTø√e&É+, Áø=‘·Ô yê]‘√

ø£*dæb˛sTT yê] ẙwü<ës¡D— uÛ≤wü\qT yê] n\yê≥¢qT

>∑T]Ô+#·&É+, ô|<ä› ẙ~ø£\ô|’ Á|ü<äs¡Ùq\T Çe«&É+ <ë«sê

yê]˝À uÛÑj·÷ìï b˛>=≥º&É+, yê]ô|’ yê]øÏ qeTàø£+

ø£*π>˝≤ #˚j·Te#·TÃ. Ç~ yê]øÏ J$‘·+˝À ñqï‘·

kÕúsTTøÏ yÓfi‚fl˝≤, mø£ÿ&Ó’Hê ìj·TeT, ìã+<Ûääq\T

n‹Áø£$T+#·≈£î+&Ü dü¬s’q |ü<ä›‹ì ne\+_+#˚

\ø£åD≤\qT ô|+bı+~düTÔ+~. düe÷»+ |ü≥¢ >ös¡e+,

Áø=‘·Ô Á|ü<˚XÊ\ >∑T]+∫ ‘Ó\TdüTø√H˚̋ ≤ #˚j·Te#·TÃ.

~q|üÁ‹ø£\T #·~$+#·&É+ yê{Ï˝À ôd’Hé‡≈£î

dü+ã+~Û+∫q n+XÊ\qT #·~y˚≥≥T¢ Áb˛‘·‡Væ≤+#·&É+ <ë«sê düe÷C≤ìøÏ ôd’Hé‡ m+‘·>±

ñ|üjÓ÷>∑|ü&ÉT‘·T+~,m+‘· kÕ+πø‹ø£ n_Ûeè~∆ì kÕ+~Û+∫+~, e÷qyê[øÏ m+‘·̋ ≤ düVü‰j·T+ #̊düTÔ+~

e+{Ï n+XÊ\T ‘Ó\TkÕÔsTT. ‘·<ë«sê ôd’Hé‡qT >ös¡$dü÷Ô

d üe÷C≤ìø Ï @<√ # ˚j ·÷\qï ‘ · èw ü í  yê]˝À

ô|+bı+~+#·e#·TÃ. n+‘·]ø£å |ü]XÀ<Ûäq\ >∑T]+∫

‘Ó*j·TCÒj·T&É+ <ë«sê m+‘√ ñqï‘· C≤„Hêìï n+<äTø=ì,

yê‘êes¡D |ü]dæú‘·T\qT >∑T]Ô+∫ Á|üø£è‹ì Áù|$Tdü÷Ô,düVü≤»

eqs¡T\qT e´s¡ú+ ø±≈£î+&Ü ø±bÕ&˚̋ ≤ ‘·]–b˛ì X¯øÏÔ

eqs¡T\qT |üP]Ô>± ñ|üjÓ÷–+#·Tø=H˚̋ ≤ e÷s¡Ãe#·TÃ.
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ôd’Hé‡ {≤´ …̋+{Ÿ f…düTº\T #Ó≈£îeTTøÏ,C≤rj·T XÀ<Ûäq |üØø£å\˝À  $<ë´s¡Tú\qT bÕ˝§ZH̊˝≤ #̊j·T&É+.

<ë«sê yê]˝À Ä‘·à$XÊ«dü+ ø£*– uÛÑ$wǘ ‘·TÔ̋ À ñqï‘· kÕúsTTøÏ  y˚fi‚fl+<äT≈£î düVü≤ø£]düTÔ+~.

OUT COMES & IMPLICATIONS Ä$wüÿs¡D jÓTTø£ÿ |òü*‘·eTT\T

Á|üjÓ÷>∑, ø£è‘·́  ìs¡«Vü≤D\ <ë«sê yê]˝À Ä•+∫q $\Te\T Ç‘·s¡T\‘√ ø£*dæ yÓT\dæ

ñ+&É&É+, ì•‘· |ü]o\q, }Vü‰‘·àø£‘·, z|æø£‘√ y˚∫ e⁄+&É&É+, düè»Hê‘·àø£‘·, K∫‘·‘·«+ e+{Ï$.

Ä•+∫q |òü*‘·+ bı+~q|ü&ÉT Ä‘·à$XÊ«dü+ @s¡Œ&ç, #̊ùd |üì|ü≥¢ qeTàø£+, >ös¡e+ e+{Ï $\Te\T

ô|+bı+<ësTT. uÀ<ÛäHêuÛÑ́ düq˝À uÛ≤>∑kÕ«eTT\qT #̊j·T&É+ <ë«sê ÄdüøÏÔ,Áø=‘·Ô $wüj·÷\qT H̊s¡TÃø√yê*,

‘Ó\TdüTø√yê\H˚ ‘·|üq, XÊgy˚‘·Ô\qT yê] Á|üjÓ÷>±\qT n_Ûq+~+#˚ ‘·‘·«+, ô|<ä›\qT,>∑Ts¡Te⁄\qT

>ös¡$+#˚ \ø£åD+. uÛ≤cÕ C≤„Hêìï ô|+bı+~+#·Tø=H˚ $\Te\qT @s¡Œs¡T#·Tø=Hêïs¡T.

&çõ≥˝Ÿ ø±¢düT\ <ë«sê düeTj·TbÕ\q, Áø=‘·Ô $wüj·÷\qT n+XÊ\qT ‘Ó\TdüTø=qT≥Te\q

J$‘·+˝À @ |üìHÓ’Hê  dü¬s’q düeTj·T+˝À |üP]Ô #˚j·÷\H˚ $wüj·÷ìï ‘Ó\TdüTø√>∑*>±s¡T. s√˝Ÿ ù|¢,

Hê≥ø±\ <ë«sê n+<ä]‘√ ø£*dæyÓT\dæ ñ+&É≥+,Áø=‘·Ô $wüj·÷\T,n+XÊ\ |ü≥¢ ÄdüøÏÔì ø£*– e⁄+&É&É+,

me]‘√HÓ’Hê ø£*dæ b˛sTT, eTsê´<ä>± Á|üe]Ô+#·>∑\>∑&É+, düe÷»+ |ü≥¢ Çwüº |üPs¡«ø£+>±, dü+|òüT+˝À

uÛ≤>∑+>± e⁄+&É>∑\>∑&É+ dü¬s’q HÓ’‹ø£ $\Te\T ‘√{Ï JeC≤‘·T\ô|’ Áù|eT‘√ ñ+&É&É+ e+{Ï$ H̊s¡TÃø√>∑*>±s¡T.

{≤´ …̋+{Ÿ f…düTº\˝À bÕ˝§Zq&É+, ~q|üÁ‹ø£\T #·<äe&É+ e\¢ düe÷»+ô|’ >ös¡yêìï, Ä‘·à$XÊ«kÕìï

@s¡Œs¡#·Tø=ì, Á|üø£è‹ì Áù|$T+#·>∑*–, düe÷C≤ìøÏ ñ|üjÓ÷>∑|ü&˚ e´øÏÔ‘ê«ìï ô|+bı+~+#·Tø=ì uÛ≤$

uÛ≤s¡‘· ñqï‘· bÂs¡T\T>± e÷s¡T‘ês¡T nq&É+˝À n‹X¯jÓ÷øÏÔ̋ Ò<äT.

dü+Á|ü~+∫q Á>∑+<∏ë\T/eqs¡T\T

SECRT Science Text books (6 to 10th)
Self Experience
sêeTø£èwüí Á|üuÛÑ e÷dü|üÁ‹ø£
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ONE DAY STATE LEVEL SCIENCE SEMINARON28-02-2019 

S.C.E.R.T., TELANGANA. 

Theme: School Science Curriculum-Needs and Challenges.  

Sub Theme: Development of values through science teaching 

 

Personal Details 

Name :P.PadmaKumari 

School Assistant-biology. 

Address :Z.P.S.S.,Manchukonda, 

RaghunadhapalemMandalam,  

Khammam District. 

Totalservice :33 years 

Phone Number:9491378969  

E mail ID :padmaparupalli@gmail.com 

 

Title of the Topic :Development of values through scienceteaching 

Objectives : 

* ర లల  ౖ క ల వలను ం ం ంచటం .  
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*ప    ఉన  ం ే హక ను గ ంచడం ా సమస వ ా  పట 

ానుభ  పవ ం ేటట  చూడటం.                                           

* ర లక  డ  మనం అనుభ సున  ౖజ క ఆ ష రణల నుక 

ఉన  ాస తల శమ, పట దల, కృ ,ి అం త వం ె యజయడం ా 

ా  కృత ల ా ఉం ేటట  ేయడం. 

*పకృ  పట, జంత వ ల పట దయ, సు తత ం గల వ క ల ా 

దటం .  

*సమ జం ల  ధ వృత ల ా  క ా , శమ ల వను గ ం  , 

ర ం ే ర ల ా మలచటం .  

* ాస ాలను అం క సూ, మం  అ నం ం , ల ప -ఓటమ లను 

సమ నం ా ీ క ం ే మనస  ం ం ంచటం .  

*మ నవ చర ల వల ప ా వరణ  క   గ ం  , బ ధ త  

వ వహ ం ేల  చూడటం . 

Description : 

      ను ౖ  మ య  వ ాస బ ధనల   ఈ ంద న  అం ాలక  

ా న త ఇవ డం ా ర లల  ల వల  ం ం ం ే పయత ం 

ేసు ను. ఈ సందర ం ా 7వ తరగ  ామ న ాస ాఠ ప సకంల  
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S.C.E.R.T. ై క మ  . ష క మ  ార  ె ి న “మ ందుమ ట” ల  

ం  ా ా ల  క  ఎప డూ సూ యకం ా ఉంట . 

   “తరగ  గదులల  ర ప దుక ంట న  పట త ా  ౖ  ర డమంట 

సూ ల , ి ం ల , ప ాలను ప చయం ేయడం మ త  

ాదు.పకృ  చూ  ిస ం ం ే మనసున  మనుష ల ా . వ 

ౖ  ా ాడడం తమ కరవ ం ా ం ే వ క ల ా ర ప . ౖ  

ర వడమంట సమ జ  ర వడమ ,మ నవ 

సం మ ాం ంచడమ  ెల సు ల  ేయ .” 

1. ాఠ ప స ాలక  సంబం ం   

* అభ స  ర గ పరచుక ం ం ల  అం ాల   

* ఆల ంచం -చ ంచం  ల  అం ాల   

* సూక ల  

2. ధ సంద ా లల  చ ం ే ఇతర అం ాల   

మ ందు ా ాఠ ప స ాలను గ ం  చూ ినట ే – 

    నూతన ాఠ ప స ాల  ర ల  ల వలను ం ం ం ే ధం ా 

ఉండటం, ల వల  ాటంచ  ఒక పమ ణం ా సు వడం 
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ఎంత  అ నంద యం. ఆయ  షయ లక  త నంత ా న తను 

ఇవ డం ా ర లల  ల వలను ం ం ంచవచు . 

   ా ా ం ాలల ను మ య  “అభ స ర గ పరచుక ం ం”ల ను 

ఇవ బడ “ అ నం ంచం , పశం ించం , ౖ ే ఏం ే ావ ?” వంట 

అం ాలను క బ  షయ ల ా ాక ం  ర ల మనసుక  

హత క ల  వ ంచడం ా ా ల  సు త , ల వలను 

ం ం ంచవచు . ఉ హరణక ...  

 ర లక  ప ాల ,కృ లల గం ా ఇవ బడసూచనలల  –

అనవసరం ా క లను ీకవదు,ప లన సం క ం న 

జంత వ లను  ాట  క ం న ప శేంల  వ యం - వంట 

సూచనలను ాటంపజయడం ా వ లపట స న ౖఖ  ఏర , 

వ ౖ ధ ం ా ాడ ర .  

 7వ తరగ  ౖ  ప సకం ల  “ ర  ఉన ే ంచం- వృ  ేయకం ” 

ాఠం ా ట ల వను ె యజప డం ా  

దు గం ేయక ం ,మ ందు త ాలక  అం ం లన  ఆల చన 

ం ం ంచవచు . 

 8వ తరగ  వ ాస ప సకం ల  ల వల ంప దలక  

ోహదప ే అం ాల . 
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  ా  ట ామందు కను న  జ  ా  , ౖ టం  

సు క ం ట ాను అంద  ఉ తం ా అం ం లనుక న  అత  

ఉన త న ఆల చనను పశం ించడం ా ర ల  ాస తలపట 

కృతజ  ా  ం ం ంచవచు . 

 ఎడ  జన , ల  ాశ ,  ా , అల ాండ  

ం ,ఎల పగడ సుబ ావ  వంట ఎంద  ాస తల కృ  ి వల  

డ  మనం ఎ  ా ధుల బ  నుం  ర ంచబ మ . ా  శమను, 

పట దలను, అం త ా  ర ల  ేగ ంప జయ . 

 వ ౖ ధ ం గ ం , క లను, జంత వ లను ా ాడ ా న 

ఆవశ కతను ె యజప డం ా వ లపట ానుక ల ౖఖ  

ఏర , పకృ  ా ాడ ర .  

 8వ తరగ  వ ాసం నుక అట ౖ ఇ న “పకృ  ారన” ను ారంల  

ఒక  ార  సమ శంల  ెప టం వల ర ల ఆల చ  

నంల  మ ర ను గమ ాం.  

 “ దట పంట మం  త ల ” అ  షయం చ ం ేటప డ  పసుతం 

ిచు కలక   ష  ప వం వల క  , ాట సంఖ  

గణ యం ా త వటం వ ంచడం వల ిచు కలపట, ప లపట 

మ ను ా ాల  ం ందు . 

 “ర ాయ క ప శమల  వ  జనర  జ  ా ఉంట ా , ర  

కల ితం ాక ం  ఏ చర ల  సుక ంట వ ?” వంట 
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పశ ల చ ంచడం ా ర ల  ామ క బ ధ త, అవ ాహన 

ం ందు .  

 9వ తరగ  వ ాస ాఠ ప సకంల  అం ాల .  

 రక వ ాల  కను  సమయంల  రక న ఆవశ కతను 

ె యజయడం ా అవసర సమయంల  ే  రక నం మ క  

ాణ లను ా ాడ త ంద  గ ం , భ ష త ల  రక నం ేయ  

ానుక లం ా ఆల ార .  

 10వ తరగ ల  అవయవ నం ే ిన వ క ల సమ రం 

క ంచ ాజ  ప ా ఇవ డం ా అవయ ాల సం 

ఎదుర చూసున  ా పట జ , దయ క , మ నవత ప  ల వల  

ం ందు .  

 సూక ల  :  

 6,7తరగత ల ామ న ాస ాఠ ప స ాలల  ఇవ బ న స ంఆ , 

ఎం.ఎ . ా ధ ,ర ంద  ాగ , అమర  వంట 

మహ య ల సూక ల  వ ంచడం ా ర ల  మ న య 

ణం ఆ ష ంచబడ త ం .  

 2. ధ సంద ా లల  చ ం ే ఇతర అం ాల  

 ాఠ ప స ాలల  అం ాల  ాట  సమ ా న ామ క అం ాలను 

క  చ ంచడం అవసరం. మనం వలం జ న ాస ఫల లను 
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అనుభ ంచడ  ాదు, ాట ఆ ష రణల నుక ఉన  చ తలను 

క  ర లక  ె యజ ా . వల శమ ల వను గ ం ే 

వ క ల ా ర ందు ర .  

 ౖ  ే సందర ం ా ాస తల త చ తల ౖ బ  

 
ర ం , జతలక  అ    ప స ాలను బహ మత ల ా  ఇవ డం 

జ ం .  

 OUTCOMES : 
 ౖన న  అం ాలను ను అనుస ంచడం వల ర ల ౖఖ ల  

మ ర ను గమ ం ను.  

 వ ల పట దయ, జ  ం ం . వ ౖ  

ా ాడ త ర . తరగ  గ  మ లన ఉన  ంగ ప ర గ  గ డ ను 

ి య  7వ తరగ  ిలల  అం క ంచలదు. అ  త ద ా 

మ , బయటక  ావడం చూ ి ల  ఆనం ం ర . ఆ త ా త 

మ త  ాట గ ళ  ల ం ర . 
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 ాదం ప లన సం మ  క ం న నతను, చల  

ప ంచడం సం ె న ేపలను ాట ాట ా లల  వద  

వ ర .                                          

 
 ాస తల త చ తల   చదవ  ఆస  చూప త ర . 

ెల గ ల  ప సక స  ాయ  ాట  ఎంచుక ంట ర .  

 ప ా వరణం పట బ ధ త  వ వహ సు ర . మట గణప  

ప సు ర . హ , 

సం ాం  రంగ ల  ాడట  

మ ఖత చూప త ర .  
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 సు తత ం ం . ట ా  పట సంయమనం  

వ వహ సు ర .  

 ల ప , ఓటమ లను సమ నం ా ీ క ంచగల గ త ర .  

 చుట పక ల జ  షయ లను జ న ాస ణంల  ఆల ం , 

మ ఢనమ ాలను ల ం ే పయత ం ేసు ర .  

    ఇప డ న  ౖ  ాఠ  ప స ాలను సమరవంతం ా 

ంచు గ ే ర ల  చక  ౖ క ల వలను 

ం ం ంచవచు . 
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Science is a beautiful gift to humanity we should not distort it - Albert Einstein
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Title of the Topic :  Games to teach life skills as a part of adolescent education 

Objectives  1. To imbibe the life skills to adolescents through joyful classroom games  

2.  To make adolescent education more effective 

   3. Making high school students more focused on studies in their adolescent period  

4. Developing personal, social, emotional values among adolescents 

Design of the Innovation : I have molded some of the simple and well known games to teach 
life skills among the adolescents who undergo lot of confusions and disturbances emotionally 
due to physiological changes in their age. These games will be no-cost games and can be played 
individual and group within the classroom 

Description of the innovation :  

As a high school teacher I have been observing changes in the mindset of students once they 
enter into adolescent age making them to be deviated from their academic goals as well as 
ruining their character there by their career and life. These games help them to sow a thought of 
being good for themselves 

Some of the games are as follows 

1. BLINDFOLD : The student will be tied with a blindfold at one side of a room who 
should walk and reach to an object kept at the other side in the room. Obstacles like 
benches, tables will be placed in the way of the player. A team of his friends will guide 
him by giving directions where as an opponent team will misguide him.  

Implications : The student will learn that there will be obstacles and misguiding persons in 
reaching his goals or a good life style. He should take a right decision at every step 
irrespective of the attracting bad things. 

2. SNAKES AND LADDERS : It’s a board game can be played on a table or by placing the 
big printed chart on the black board. The several boxes containing snakes are written with 
bad habit titles like Smoking, Drug addiction, Alcoholic, Rash bike driving, unnecessary 
sexual pleasures etc. The boxes containing Ladders are written with good habits like Self 
control, Focusing on studies, denying the bad proposals from others, good diet, physical; 
exercise, aiming higher studies, developing  skills etc. 

         Implications : The students will come to know and sow a thought in mind that good habits 
like  above make them to move forward in life with prosperity  and the bad habits will ruin their 
life. 
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3. SAY ’NO’ : Saying ‘No’ plays a major role in adolescents life to escape from many 
attracting bad things at initial stages. In this game a special situation is given to each and 
every player where they will say ‘No’ 
 
Implications : Students  will habituate to say No when it is needed 
 

4. CONSTRUCTION&DESTRUCTION : In this game players are given time to construct a 
pyramid or building shaped structures with cards. And the one who build the structure for 
about 15 to 20 min is asked to destruct it.  
 
Implications : The student first feel sorrow to destruct the building which he built with lot 
of patience, skills and time. And he comes to know the construction of anything takes 
much efforts where as destruction takes no time. So as the character , career and life of 
him. 
 
Conclusion : I have ideas of some other games which can inculcate  life skills and values 
among adolescent children. I will demonstrate them with required material on the day of 
seminar presentation 
 
References:  My personal ideas 
 
 
                                      **************** 
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DEVELOPMENT OF VALUES THROUGH SCIENCE TEACHING 
 

Author : K.Sreekanth,  

faculty at Govt. College of Teacher Education, Mahabubnagar,  

Telengana State, India, email id : ksamudramk@gmail.com  

Cell Phone No.9701125399,  

ABSTRACT: 

Values are the guiding principles of our lives. They are essential for positive human 

behaviour and actions in our daily lives. They are formed on the basis of interest, choices, 

need, desire and preferences. They have played important role in not only sociology, but also 

psychology, anthropology and related disciplines.  

Development of values is pivotal which shape human personality. Which provide 

identify of an individual in the society and in the surroundings.  

Core values are thoroughly imparted to the students through science teaching which 

shape students personality. It is equally important to ensure that the youth are equipped with 

core values needed to live as responsible citizens in complex democratic societies. 

Under the lust of greediness, the people in the world became self-centered and 

exploited their associates causing flux in world fiscal and public order .To come out of this 

confusion and strengthen the social fabric, are following all types of values which are 

common world over and are basic and relevant for all times through science teaching. 

The need for value education has been stressed by all the commissions set up for 

educational development viz., Radha Krishna commission (1948), Sri prakasa committee on 

religious and moral instructions , Kothari commission (1964-66),National policy on 

education(1986).The programme of Action (1992) emphasized, value education as an integral 

part of school curriculum. 
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According to Plato the outstanding eternal values are Truth, Goodness and Beauty. 

These values are three areas of education .All these three aspects if practiced would make 

students value conscious. 

The parliamentary standing committee on human resource development in its 81st 

report on the value based education (1999) has highlighted that Truth, Righteous 

conduct,peace, love and non-violence as the core universal values ,which need to be 

identified as the foundation stone on which the value based education programme can be built 

up .so this paper discusses the need of value education, how science infuses the values in the 

students.   

Various activities those help to inculcate each value in students are also discussed 

.Among the science lessons selected, emphasis was given to environment related topics , 

keeping in view, the position given to environmental values and sustainable development in 

human values education. 

The main aim of the paper is to illustrate how development of values through science 

teaching.  

INTRODUCTION: 

Value education is an interdisciplinary field of study with rich content. Value education 

removes impurities in mind which is essential for character development with absence of 

pride and free from hypocrisy. The philosophy about value is that, value should help anyone 

to seek the real knowledge and goal of life in a righteous manner. It is equally important to 

ensure that the youth are equipped with core values needed to live as responsible citizens in 

complex democratic societies. The responsibility of making tomorrows citizens equip with 

core values is on the shoulders of architects of nation, the teachers and also educational 

institutions. 
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S. H. Schwartz, defined 'values' as "conceptions of the desirable that influence the way 

people select action and evaluate events"He hypothesized that universal values would relate 

to three different types of human need:  

1. Biological needs,  

2. Social co-ordination needs, and  

3. Needs related to the welfare and survival of groups.  

Schwartz's suggest fifty-six specific universal values and ten types of universal value. 

Schwartz's ten types of universal value are: power, achievement, hedonism, stimulation, self-

direction, universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity, and security. Below is each of the 

value types, with the specific related values alongside: 

Teaching of science signifies progress, rational thinking and true knowledge. Similarly, a 

social sign is given to science teaching.  

Few good qualities of science teacher is that the teacher has to engages students at a high 

level, understands students learning styles to remediate with the new knowledge, brings 

science lessons to life with real-world applications connected students initially to the 

immediate environment, also understand student sensitivities and differences, one of the 

professional who Is committed to continual professional improvement and adjusts science 

lesson plans based on students’ assessment evaluations.  

 

The true values the science teaching inculcates in the students are given bellow. 

They are  

1. The power and authority by giving empirical knowledge of the world world and also 

the world of values which bridges with the social values of leadership. 
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2. Through the science teaching the teacher can inculcate the values of achievement 

which is prerequisite for the further development. That is the success in the subject 

matter and the intelligence brings self-respect to him or her. 

3. Hedonism: the sciences drives the pleasure factor as the students involve in the 

learning of science subject or experiment if it is successfully done student got 

pleasures where direct the students to enjoying life as he involves in it. 

4. Stimulating : one concept of science learning has direct effect on learning of other 

concept which agreeable mode. One learning of science concepts works as stimulating 

agent to pursue other knowledge in the science. It displayed the varied life and do 

daring activities in the science experiments which exciting the life. 

5. Self-direction: once the learning of science provides greater opportunity to interact 

with the real life situation in and around the surroundings through creativity it 

generate the curiosity of the student and got freedom to take decisions and manipulate 

on his / her own,  which make them independent person in decision making and 

choose own goals in future. 

6. Universalism : is another great quality through science teaching one can generate. The 

students develop to thing in a broadmindedness to acquire greater wisdom, understand 

the means of social justice by participate and conduct the experiment in the social set 

up. Knows the values of equality among the living being keep efforts for making the 

world at peace by making unity with nature. Take steps to protect the environment 

and make inner harmony. 

7. Benevolence: Through science teaching teacher can inculcate the value of 

helpfulness, honesty, forgiveness, loyalty, responsibility and on the whole the 

friendship with the friends. 
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8. Tradition: it is the basic acquisition of knowledge where we accept one’s portion in 

life, Humanity is basic element in it and respect for the tradition also one of the main 

factor with the hope of moderation in the tradition according to the acceptance of the 

society and present day technological advancement.   

 Conformity: science teaching shows great value of conformity by acquiring self-

discipline, obedience towards the nature. 

 Security, cleanliness: science teaching advocates cleanliness is next to Godliness in a 

thorough manner by inculcate the knowledge to the pupils who to be secure in the day 

today world where human should live securely by not harming natures resources and to 

live healthily in harmony with the nature. It inculcate how to struggle for family security 

and importantly the national security, fight for the stability of social order, fight against 

the reciprocation of favors, have consciousness towards the health and generate sense of 

belongingness.  

The values are needed as we encounter several circumstances every day which test our 

patience, our character and peace of mind. We have to make tough decisions each day. 

Whatguide us in these circumstances are our values. Our values serve as markers to tell if life 

is heading in the right direction. 

Teaching of science generate the values to self-direct our self in right path, provides to learn 

the importance of certainty, goodness and beauty of life which provided by the nature, give 

direction to life and bring joy to the lives. Teaching of science will bring the knowledge of 

how to learn satisfaction towards life though practice. Science teaching development how to 

attain peace in life and how to develop character, one of the greater virtues of teaching of 

science is that it preserves our culture and heritage. Also provides greater opportunities to 

bring changes in behavior towards positive thoughts and promote the peace and harmony in 

the society.   
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The science teachers have to take interest in the development of personality of students as 

most of the students are indulged in activities which are not acceptable in a healthy society. 

The curriculum driven value education has given broad scope for the science teachers to 

teach the value education through the science. But in the present day scenario the educational 

institutions are engulfed by materialistic values ignoring the development of Childs 

personality. Under the desire of materialism, the people in the world became selfish and 

exploited their members causing imbalance in world economic and social edict .To come out 

of this disorder and support the social fabric, is following all types of values which are 

common world over and are basic and relevant for all times. Values which lead to plain living 

and high thinking are considered out dated (R.T.Deopurkar) but values can only put ceiling 

on desires which is a solution. John C. Maxwell the greatEducationistexpressed strongly in 

favour of values to strengthen the social fabric of the society by saying that “when values,  

thoughts, feelings and actions are in alignment, a person become focused and character is 

strengthened.”National policy on education (1986): “The growing concern over the erosion of 

essential values and an increasing cynicism in society has brought to focus the Need for 

readjustments in the Curriculum in order to make education a forceful tool for the civilization 

of social and moral values.” According to Plato the eternal values are Truth, Goodness and 

Beauty. They are exactly similar to the attributes of God as expressed by the sages and seers 

of ancient India in the words, Sathyam, Shivam and Sundaram. These values are three areas 

of education .All these three aspects if practiced would make students value conscious.  

The parliamentary standing committee on human resource development in its 81st report on 

the value based education (1999) has highlighted that Truth, Righteous conduct , peace , love 

and non-violence as the core universal values ,which need to be identified as the foundation 

stone on which the value based education programme can be built up. Through teaching of 

science the teacher can inculcate the value of the truth in the children and said that how the 
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righteous conduct will beneficiary in the life in a student to progress in positive direction to 

make his life comfort and generate confidence in them. 

In the  

Let us take an example topic “matter around us.” Will give the information how the small and 

big particles are associated in harmony with one another and some particles which are very 

tiny and beyond imagination are intertwined with one another without confusion said about 

the value of hedonism that speaks about pleasure and enjoying life by being in various 

situations.   

In another topic of 7th class science topic “Food components” if the student explains the 

experiment through authority he got the confidence in him, and if he gathered the absentees 

students and teacher them he got special quality called as leadership quality which will 

inculcated by the science teacher.   

The science teacher can inculcate the idea of self-respect by giving proper stimulus at the 

time of the proper response when teacher ask in the classroom situation so the student got the 

honour of achievement that is success in front of the his own classroom. Teacher will 

appreciate the capacity and intelligence of the students so he is not disappointed by his 

teacher’sbehaviors and encourage the students to provide various opportunities to do 

experimentation by making modification in the subject matter. 

In the color changing observation experiment if the teacher properly encouraged the students 

he stimulates properly and dare to do many activates. 

If the science teacher give freedom to the children to manipulate the experiment to by given 

proper feedback they got confidence and they have grown into self-directed, creative student. 

If the teacher the lesson of 7th class Physical science of “Animal Fibre” students can 

understand how many types of the animal fibres and developed a wisdom of not using the 

animal fibre for not effecting their extinction and they feel world at peace, a world of beauty 
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and unity with nature where every tiny part of the universe if important and should be 

protected. 

Through the topic of physical science of class seventh third topic if one student does not 

know how to connect the wires and prepare the circuit to create own cell. The science teacher 

asks the student to help their classmates to get the result. That makes them how to cooperate 

with the students and how helpfulness help the students to generate honesty, forgiveness, 

loyalty, responsibility, friendship where in this experiment we can observe. 

In the physical science lesson 16 “Forest our Life” the science teacher can instill the 

conformity of the forest with the human life and they are not separable and having thick 

relation. This development of conformity is very essential that one should have to show the 

obedience with other living being whether it is moveable or immovable.  

Value of cleanliness is one of the great values where the physical science teacher specifically 

will generate in the students so it should reflect on the health of the nation.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Students given freedom to take responsibility of showing accountability of the event 

conducted at the school level.  

2. A special period will be engaged to the student assign the job and see the things are 

going to be finished up by the students with the guidance of the peer students on the 

basis of developing a concept of association of responses to the students.  

3. Every teacher of the institution will shoulder the responsibility to modify unsocial 

behavior of the students and take the chance whenever it is possible. 

4. Government will have to come with the project works like working in public private 

partnership in true sense of developing wellbeing in the students. 
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5. There is a need to understand what the means of values is first for that it is better if 

the education officials provide good integrated in-service program which infuses the 

true sense of values in the teachers through practical exposure. 

6. Practice before preach is vital quote where it is needed for all human being so be like 

a model is an idle quote for every teacher who proclaimed true values through the 

deeds. 

CONCLUSION:even if government come with the revolutionaryrevamp in the syllabus 

which encourages for the humans to be wellbeing we are not follow them properly in true 

sense of achievement even if we have seen that human values help to lead peaceful and value 

oriented life. Values to be inculcated may not be in school syllabus but it is the responsibility 

of the any subject teacher to inculcate values through the lessons taught by them. Especially a 

science teacher can use some of the time allocated for practicals in inculcating values. So 

Inculcation of values through curriculum may help tomorrow’s citizens to lead value based 

lives in the society in better harmony of the world.  
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IF YOU TRULY BELIEVE IN THE VALUE OF LIFE, YOU CARE ABOUT ALL OF THE 
WEEKEST AND MOST VULNERABLE MEMBERS OF SOCIETY,FOR ME, THE VALUE 
OF LIFE ABSOLUTE,WITH NO CONCESSIONS.IT’S NOT NEGOTIABLE. 

Introduction:  

During my school days I usually observe my teachers, not only their class room teaching but also 
their behaviour towards their colleagues, In my school (Fatima Girls High school)along with Main 
subjects we had vocational and Ethics classes weekly twice, we usually await for those classes 
and even today I remember the Moral values which we  learnt in Ethics class, they was that much 
effective, Now as a teacher I realized the need of value education but today’s learner’s needs are 
much more different from our time, Once a student teacher of B.Ed(who came to my school /work 
place for teaching practice) in her lesson plan (topic: Diffusion) at the values column she didn’t 
wrote anything (kept blank), when I asked her reason, she said how could  we explain values 
through diffusion, it is just a physical process, That’s the starting point of my experimentation, 
decided to experiment with teaching values through the usual Science lessons since that time I 
worked to inculcate values in science teaching ,for that I spare 5 to 10 minutes of time and must 
explain the hidden values of the topic during my class room teaching. 
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Objectives 

The objectives in teaching values through science are: 

1) to provide a realistic and broad-based understanding of  human values and to educate students 
to become responsible citizens in their personal and social lives; 

2) to develop and promote among students, values such as truth, humility, honesty, perseverance, 
cooperation, love, compassion, peace, non-violence, courage, equality, duty, morality, kindness, 
piety and righteousness, dignity of labour, concern for others and a small family norm; 

3) to enable students to understand, appreciate, uphold, protect and promote the sovereignty, unity 
and integrity of India and the national goals of egalitarianism, socialism secularism and 
democracy besides imbibing values enshrined in the Indian Constitution; 

4) to protect, preserve and conserve the natural and cultural environment and to make judicious 
use of natural resources; 

5) to develop scientific temper and spirit of scientific inquiry and capacity for independent and 
original thinking; 

6) to understand, appreciate, promote and use knowledge of Science and Technology for 
enhancing productivity and human happiness; 

7) to safeguard public property, remove social barriers and renounce the practice of violence, 
cheating, corruption and destructive tendencies; 

8) to sharpen the intellect, build character and self-discipline essential for creative pursuits in 
science and technology; 

9) to offer science education conducive to the development of physical, intellectual, moral, social, 
spiritual and economic aspects of life; and 

10) to enable students to distinguish between good and bad, right and wrong and acquire 
intellectual wisdom and disposition to do what is ethically correct and good. 

 
Design of innovation:   

Two basic approaches followed to achieve my goal, which is development of values through 
science teaching, the revised text books supported me in my work, The importance of science 
clubs, exhibitions, museums, quiz programmes, field trips etc. are stressed. Commitment, 
availability of instructional materials, community involvement made me success. I Used multiple 
strategies through multimedia approaches. Whatever the topic ,I discover the hidden values in it 
and prepare a special taglines to explain hidden values of the topic.  
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Description of innovation:  

Value education is taught frequently as a separate subject even today 

“If every teacher is equipped with such a value system and can infuse values in every lesson,  
values-centric education will become integrated in their lives and not as a separate subject.” 

Eg:1) Diffusion:  Through this process we can explain the equality ,Broad mindedness, helping 
nature, kindness, 

2)Photosynthesis: Sustainability, Cooperation, love,Concern for others, environmental protection 
etc.  

3) During our schooling in all text book examples few repeated names we observed( Ramu,Raju), 
but in revised textbooks  we can see girl names and the names reflect all religions , through these 
examples I explained the gender equality, Secularism and democratic values. 

4) All the parts of our body teaches us Harmony , Coordination, Cooperation, discipline , 
selflessness, dedication.  

5) Excretion topic teaches the relation between health and hygiene, Cleanliness of surroundings. 
Also explain us concern towards others like mother because of overburden kidneys may fail. 

6) Ecosystem: Inter dependency, Biodiversity, Concern towards Environment. 

7) Apiculture: Dignity of Labour, Harmony, Cooperation, Aesthetic sense, Concern towards 
others, Appreciation, Self discipline. 

8) Silk: Appreciation, Aesthetic sense 

9) Symbiosis: Unity, concern towards others, Self respect, Self reliance.  

10) Each and every life process explain us cooperation, Discipline. 

            As per my experience students learn democratic values through observation of teacher’s 
behaviour but not through classroom teaching. 

There is, however a growing trend to regard all teachers as teachers of Value Oriented Education 
and all school subjects and activities as lending themselves to the formation of values. The 
correlation of values with science teaching has been attempted to an appreciable extent. However, 
Value Oriented Science Education requires much more intensive efforts. 

Outcomes of the innovation:  

Evaluation has to be continuous, comprehensive and improvement oriented. Evaluation of 
cognitive components is easier than non-cognitive ones. The affective qualities are general and 
not content, class/grade or age specific. The use of teachers' ratings, developmental values profiles 
of pupils, recording of observations of pupil participation in science activities and maintenance of 
cumulative records, peer ratings, pupils' self-appraisal, parent reports etc. for evaluating values 
have been emphasised. 
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Conclusion: 

Practical results are emphasized. The results of value teaching will be indicated by the behaviour 
of the students. Teachers always set some demands on the students' behaviour. The evaluation 
itself can cultivate good habits of action among the students. 
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I. INTRODUCTION:- 
 

School is the place where the formal education is implemented through well-defined 
curriculum. Curriculum enlists subjects to be taught, practical to be conducted as well as 
co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. The National curriculum frame work for 
school education (2005) brought to focus the erosion of human values and suggested the 
integration of values in the curriculum. The philosophy about value is that value should 
help anyone to seek the real knowledge and goal of life in a righteous manner. The need 
for value education has been stressed by all the commissions set up for educational 
development from time to time especially Radha Krishnan commission (1948) and 
Kothari commission (1964-66). EINSTEIN The greatest scientist expressed in favour of 
values to strengthen the social fabric of the society. As educators we know how important 
it is to teach values in our schools. 

 Biology is one of the important subjects in the curriculum. It also reflects some values 
such as Love with nature, Environmental awareness, respect to biodiversity, animal 
protection, scientific attitude, non-violence, aesthetic view, integrity, sensation with 
nature, co-operation and Human Health. Values integration is carefully planned and 
woven in the subject without sacrificing the content of the subject prepared for the day’s 
lesson. The aim of the present paper is to know how the biological science teaching 
learning activities are inculcating the values among the students. 

 

II. OBJECTIVES: 
 

1. To develop the habit of working hard and appreciate the contributions of science and 
scientists for human happiness. 

2. To protect, preserve and conserve the natural environment and to make judicious use 
of natural resources. 

3. To develop scientific temper and spirit of scientific inquiry and capacity for 
independent and original thinking. 

4. To develop the habit of observing and reporting results of experiments and 
measurements honestly and truthfully. 

5. To develop pupil’s skills in solving everyday problems by means of scientific 
knowledge. 

6. To inculcate eco-friendly behavior. 
7. To provide a realistic and broad – based understanding of human values and to 

educate students to become responsible citizens in their personal and social lives. 
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III. DESIGN OF THE INNOVATION: 

Values cannot be taught but they have to be caught. Various strategies and activities could be 
used for inculcating values in the content of biological science. Among the strategies are:- 

1. Role plays 
2. Discussions 
3. Field trips and project works 
4. Lab Activities (practical) 
5. Poster Presentations (Scientists) 
6. Nature Prayer 
7. Haritha Haaram 

 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION: 
 

1) Role Plays:  
 

a) After explaining the story “The animals Law suit against Humanity”, which is 
related to Biodiversity lesson of class VIII. It could be converted into Role-play by 
giving characters to the students then they performed role-play. Student participated 
in it with immense enthusiasm besides they learnt the concept easily and sent a 
message. 

Outcomes: - By performing this role-play, students understood the importance of 
biodiversity to survive in this world. They have learned that they ought not to rule the 
animals but to serve them Love, Kindness towards fellow creatures are inculcated among 
the young minds, which reflects Live and let live.  

b) While teaching the lesson Reproduction for class-X two role-play were conducted on 
child marriages and female foeticide. 

Outcomes: By performing the role-play on child marriages girl students come to know that 
the problems which are occurred with child marriages and they swore that they won’t get 
marriage early and let not to be others get marriages early as well. Whereas boys realized that 
the importance of girl child in the society after performing the role-play on female foeticide” 
Boys strongly decided to carry forward the message which is given by Prime Minister Sri. 
Narendra Modiji that is Beti Bachao – Beti Padao. 

The achievement of our ZPHS Rammandir, Armoor students in this academic year is  

 We got 2nd prize in Nizamabad District Level Role Play competition which is on 
Drug Abuse.  
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II. Lab Activity (Practical):-  

a) I did dissection of Goat’s heart and kidney and explained about its internal structure 
and functions.  

Outcomes: Students came to know that all animals and human body is also a complicated 
structure than it appears and it is a wonderful machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) I have conducted several experiments like transpiration Root pressure, Hydrilla 
experiment and Black paper experiment etc. 

Outcomes:Students observed above experiments keenly. Honesty and truthfulness are 
inculcated among the students while reporting the results of experiments and measurements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Poster Presentation: 

I prepared poster presentation activity on eminent scientists like Dr. Yellapragada 
Subbarao, sir Ronald Ross, Louis Pasturem, Prof. J. Kurion and M.S. Swaminathanetc. 
students came forward and explained about scientists and their contributions to the society by 
using the poster. 
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Outcomes: Students appreciated the scientists and their invaluable inventions to enhance 
productivity to human welfare and also they appreciated the scientists and their contributions 
for the human happiness.   

IV. DISCUSSIONS:  

1) While teaching the chapter “Adaptations in different Eco- Systems” of Class-IX 
conducted discussion on Aquatic Eco-system and Desert Eco-system with students.  

Outcomes: Students understood that how organisms adjusting in diverse conditions of their 
environment for better survival by adaptations. They also came to know that adjusting in 
different conditions physically and psychologically is very important for better survival. 

2) I conducted discussion on Renewable and Non-Renewable resources during the 
discussion students rose 2 vital points i.e. by indiscriminate usage of resources they 
may not be available to next generation and indiscriminate usage leads to pollution 
causing Global Warming. 

Outcomes: Students realized how the resources are used judiciously for sustainable 
development. This helps the students to listen conscious and even suggests others towards 
righteous attitude.  

 

V. PROJECT WORKS: 

As project work is one of the tools of Formative Assessment in the CCE method. We are 
giving project works on different current issues which are related to our text books to the 
students to gather information in a group.  

Outcomes: while collecting and gathering information (In a Group) in project work Co-
ordination, Co-operation and convergence are inculcated among the students. 
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In this academic year (2018-19) we conducted a project on CLEAN ARMOOR – 
ERADICATING OPEN DEFECATION for National Children Science Congress (NCSC-
2018) and it is selected as District Level Best project and we received award from our DEO 
Sri. Durga Prasad Garu. In this project students conducted a survey and we came to know 
that 46 families were not using Toilets though they have usable toilets. Students brought 
changes in behavior and attitude of the people towards open defecation and achieved ODF. 
We felt glad that we did our duty as a responsible citizens in the part of SWACHH 
BHARAT ABHIYAAN. 

FIELD TRIPS:  

We have visited a Handloom in our Armoor with 6th and 7th Class Students as a part of field 
trip. 

Outcomes: By observing weavers and weaving process students realized that how the man 
power and skill is required to weave cloth and they recognized their hard work to prepare 
cloth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OTHER ACTIVITIES: 

 

 

We conducted the following activities to inculcate Eco-friendly behavior among the students.  

1. Clay idols of Lord Ganesh which are prepared by the students. 
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2. Haritha Haram Programme: As a part of this programme in the name of Swachh 

Patashala–Haritha Patashala we planted plants in our school and conducted rallies. 

I have adopted plants to each students to look after it. With students involvement 

100% survival rate is recorded and appreciated by the educational and forest officers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Nature Prayer: On every Friday during morning assembly our students take nature 

prayer pledge we are inculcating Eco-friendly attitudes, Aesthetic sense and scientific 

attitude to protect the nature by conducting this Nature prayer pledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. We are also conducting world environment day, population day, world ozone day and 

national science day to develop positive attitude and values towards science and 

nature. 
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IMPLICATIONS: 

1. By conducting these activities Effective Domain of the pupils can be developed to 

lead value based life.  

2. These teaching learning activities can be conducted in an integrated approach by not 

separating the content and values.  

3. These strategies and activities are helpful in science teaching to foster values among 

the students.  

4. Eco-friendly behavior can be nurtured through above activities among young minds.  

CONCLUSION:  

We have seen that human values help to lead peaceful and value oriented life. Values may 
not be included directly in the syllabus but embedded in the syllabus indirectly in all subjects. 
It is the responsibilities of the any teacher to inculcate values through the lessons taught by 
them. So inculcation of values through curriculum may help tomorrow’s citizens to lead 
value based lives in the society. Hence it is the responsibility of all teachers to mould children 
into becoming good citizens 

References: 

1. Text Books of Biological Science 6th to 10thClasses of T. S Govt.  

2. 9th and 10th Class Environmental Education Books. 

3. My own experiences in class room, Science Lab and at field level 

4. Various web articles about value education 

5. Books on methods of Teaching Biological Science. 

 

Children should realize that the food in his plate is the 
result of Hard Work and efforts of many.  

-Giju Bhai Bhageka 
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 Title of the topic – “ Promoting Value Based education through Hands-on Science 

Experiments” 
 Objectives –  

 To allow students learn the physical science concepts in an unsurpassable way 

through “learning by doing” methodology. 

 To establish critical thinking as a precursor to scientific thinking. 

 To utilize the science curriculum in imbibing students with human values. 

 To utilize values as analogies for better understanding of complicated science 

concepts. 

 To promote value-centered education through all the school curriculum 

subjects. 

 Design of innovation –  

 

Imbibing moral values in students through dedicated “Moral/ethical education” courses 

have a tendency of creating least impact due to a couple of reasons. These courses lack 

the effectiveness as most of them are implemented as ‘Extra-curricular’. The other reason 

is the lack of a controlled environment to apply as well as to review the values learned in 

the courses. Overcoming these two factors is crucial in successful implementation of a 

Moral education curriculum. 

 

Teachers can play a key role in character building of students by following innovative 

methods for delivering moral values. These methods will make students think, apply and 

introspect the values for their personal as well as the growth of the society. 

 

We are proposing a novel method of using science experiments as a tool to promote 

values. We will use values as analogies and so this method will in turn helps the students 

in understanding the science concepts with the aid of values. The methodology will make 

sure the value fits perfectly with the results of the experiment. Furthermore, to get the 

student completely involved in the process, we plan to discuss the values after the student 
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experience the science concept through Hands-on work rather than just a demonstration 

performed by their science teacher. 

Finally a review will be taken from the students to access the effectiveness of this 

method.  

 

 Description of the innovation –  

While science is the study of nature, values build the character of a person and a society 

can thrive with the help of people with moral values. As nature/surroundings can be 

analyzed with science, the changes occurring in nature can be examined and linked with 

the changes in human behavior. Rectification of human behavior to cater the needs of 

society is crucial and the moral/ethical values are designed for the same purpose. 

With a strong belief that moral values need to be delivered with the help of every subject    

teacher, we have prepared modules for science teachers in an uncompromising way so as 

to deliver the science concepts along with values. Upon successful implementation, a 

similar process would be used to add values to all other subjects content. 

Our innovation is to promote human values by integrating the values with the results of 

science experiments performed by students through ‘Hands-on’ exposure to science 

equipment. We have worked on modules which include the regular content pertaining to 

any science experiment such as the procedure, analysis and Introduction. In the last 

section of the experiment document, we added a moral value that goes hand in hand with 

the concept of the experiment. We believe the students will find synergy between the 

experiment content and the derived moral value. 

To find the effectiveness of this integration we plan to review the students understanding 

of the values and also the science concepts through either or all of the following 

strategies. 

Strategy 1: Self realization 

Students would be guided in detail with the science experiment procedure and after they 

perform the experiment by ‘Learning by doing’ methodology, detailed discussion of 

results will be undertaken. A moral value with synergetic link with the experiment will be 

explained. 

For the next experiment that immediately follows the first and after the results are 

analyzed, the students will be asked to think about a value that fits with the science 

concept learnt by them in the second experiment. 

In our opinion, this is a very powerful strategy as the student himself gives a human value 

and there will be no resistance within himself to implement his derived value in his 

everyday situations. On the other hand, a value given by a teacher or any other person 

often meets with resistance in terms of understanding and also with the implementation. 
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Strategy 2: Values helping understanding the science concepts. 

Two sample groups of students will be selected. Both the groups will be utilizing the 

same apparatus and procedure for understanding the science concepts. The first group 

will be provided with a moral value and its link with the experiment will be explored in 

detail. The second group will not be given any moral values to accompany with the 

experiment. 

A review set of same questions will be provided to both the control groups and the results 

will be analyzed to see if using a moral value as analogy for explain the science concept 

has made it more comprehensible.  

This strategy will help us in obtaining good data to explore the possibility of using moral 

values as analogies to explain science. 

 Outcome of the innovation –    

This innovation was implemented at the following venues.  

Venue 1: Dayanand Anglo Vedic School, Nagarjuna Sagar, Nalgonda District, 

Telangana. 

Venue 2: Kriya children festival, JNTU Kakinada, East Godavari District, 

Andhra Pradesh.  

During these workshops we have observed some of the following outcomes 

and the rest of the outcomes are expected after a long term involvement with 

the students implementing this concept. 

a) We expect the individual to have increased affection towards his parents, 

his country, world and environment. 

b) An increased empathy towards other humans and animals is expected. 

c) Teachers will move from a theory centered approach to experiment based 

teaching approach. 

d) Students will understand the concepts along with applications. They will 

not rely on rote learning. Additionally, the fear towards learning science 

can be substantially reduced by implementing experiments driven by 

value education. 

e) Students will learn Science in a unique way and at the same time learn 

values. This integrated knowledge will help them to be more patriotic 

towards the country and would make them better human beings.  
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 Implication –  

 

The innovation explores the implementation of values into the main stream curriculum 

there by a possibility of reducing the constraints posed from finances and time. 

 

Interlinking science with values could make the students better human beings and a 

possibility of becoming an ethically sound science professional. With considerable 

research, the project can be implemented in every school and intermediate colleges to 

guide the students in constructing a happy and productive life. 

 

 References –  
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Objectives :  

1) To enable the Information &Communication Technology (ICT) which include both 
hardware and software’s necessary for delivering of voice, audio, video, data. 

2) ICT holds out the opportunity to revolutionaries pedagogical methods, expand access to 
quality education and improve the management of education in schools and colleges. 

3) ICT, is regarded as a critical tool for preparing and educating students with the required 
skills for the global work place.  

4) ICT is a diverse set of technological tools and resources used to communicate, and 
manage information. 

Using ICT in SCIENCE TEACHING in schools 

• The continuous development of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) has 
created new opportunities for teachers.  

• During classes, a modern science teacher should be able to integrate ICT with various 
teaching methods.   

Using ICT by science teachers can be divided into three major areas  
1) The general use of computers, operating system, office applications and Internet. 
2) Use of the measuring equipment and its integration with a computer, applications for 

data collecting and processing. 

                     White board projectors 
images 

SUB THEME : ICT-SCIENCE TEACHING 
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3) Visualization of the lessons’ content with the use of modern didactic tools, modelling, 

use of videos and animations, interactive presentations and assessment, virtual 
laboratories. 

A great CHALLENGE for the Educators  
➢ We should keep in mind that the use of ICT tools is not an easy task for many teachers. 
➢ Training is essential to the teachers for using various ICT hardware and software tools.  
➢ The extremely fast development of IT in the recent years can be seen as an additional 

difficulty.  
➢ Therefore, it is a great challenge for the educators to create ICT courses that prepare 

teachers for complex, reasonable and effective usage of modern didactic tools in their 
courses. 

Issues to be addressed 
• The current level of use of ICTs at schools is not satisfactory.  
• Funding constraints. 
• The great challenge for educators is to prepare teachers for casual,conscious and free use 

of the latest technology in their classes.  
• The need to prepare science teachers for general computer and Internet usage, 

especially in the aspect of lifelong learning. 
Some progress in teachers 
✓ A teacher tends to use ICT largely to support, enhances and complement existing 

classroom practice rather than re-shaping subject contents, goals and pedagogy. 
✓ However, teacher’s motivation and commitment are high and practice is gradually 

changing.  
✓ Training teachers in using ICT in the classroom appears to have  more success in science 

than in other subjects.  
✓ Teachers are now beginning to develop and trial new strategies which successfully  

overcomes the distractions of the technology and focus attention instead of their intended 
learning objectives. 

ICT  Hardware Equipment for Science 
teaching 

• PC / Laptop with Speakers, Mic 

• iPads, Tablets, Smart Phones 

• Multimedia Projector with USB, Wireless 

• Flat LCD/LED Screen (32” / 42”) 

• Portable Sound Systems (Small , Medium, 
Large), Wireless Mic 

• Visualizer / Document Projector 

• Cameras (Video and Still) 

• WEB  Cameras,  Scanners, Printers 

• Interactive Pad 
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• Interactive Board 

• Virtual Reality gadgets 

• Slide presenter 

• Overhead Projector 

• Voice Recorders / MP3 players / DVD players / 
Head phones 

• Portable storage devices ( HDDs, Pen drives, card readers) 

ICT Software tools 
• MS Office suite / Open office Suite 

• Adobe suite  

• Animation (flash) players 

• Java software 

• Internet Browsers 

• Audio / Video players, conversion packages 

• Movie maker tools 

• You-tube videos download 

ICT Media types 
• Documents ( pdf / WORD etc.,) 
• Power Point Presentations , Audio clips 
• Images / Graphics , Videos / Movies 
• Spread sheets (Work sheets / Tables) 
• Flash animations.  

2D & 3D Visualizations in Science Teaching 
 The role of visualization in science education cannot be underestimated, especially in 

chemistry education. 

 One of the most difficult problems in teaching introductory chemistry is conveying the 
three dimensional structure and dynamic interactions of molecules to students.  

 That can be easily achieved with the use of animations, simple modelling applications and 
didactic movies.  

 The only equipment necessary for such visualization is a PC and a multimedia projector. 
 Such a setup can be connected to a digital camera or to a web camera, which gives the 

possibility of presenting experiments in both mini and micro-scale.  

 The other improvement for the PC and the multimedia projector, which settled in 
classrooms, is the so-called Interactive Learning Environment.  

 A standard equipment of such a classroom is usually an Interactive Whiteboard, 
interactive screens, Tablets and Electronic Assessment Systems (also called Personal 
Response Systems or PRS). 
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 The use of PRS is not only allows the teacher to control the progress of the students , but it 
also helps them to teach classes with the use of problem based methods.  

 In the near future we can expect further development of ICT technologies and new 
solutions introduced to classrooms, i.e. 3D visualization systems combined with elements 
of a virtual reality .  

What are the Steps to be followed ? 
I. K-Yan projector : 

. The projector is of the highest quality in terms  

of brightness (lumens) and it allows the students  

to view content even in an open and bright classrooms.  

K-Yan remains a compact teaching aid designed  

to enable a teacher to focus on teaching rather 

 than technology. At the touch of a button the  

teacher can toggle between multiple media 

 like PC, TV and Internet to bring about an  

immersive classroom experience to the students. 

II.Basics of presentation  
✓ Rules of the transfer of information aided by multimedia tools. 
✓ Use various techniques of visualization;  
✓ Design an arrangement of contents (colors, spacing, graphics etc.). 

III.The use of the overhead projector 
• Familiarize students with the techniques of visualization based on the overhead projector.  
• Using a single layer and complex transparencies. 
• Conducting experiment demonstrations on the overhead projector’s plate. 

IV. The use of the multimedia projector  
             Learn how to: 
✓ Create attractive and eye-catching multimedia presentations,   
✓ Operate graphics, sound and video files, 
✓ Use the digital camera and multimedia projector setup for the presentation of 

experiments at the micro level.  
V.Interactive learning environment  

✓ Familiarize  with the techniques of teaching with the use of the interactive 
whiteboard, electronic assessment systems and tablets.  

✓ Specification, composition and advantages of various Learning Environments. 
✓ Using PRS Personal Response System for assessment. 

V. Mind and Concept maps 
        Application of the Mind Mapping and Conceptual Mapping techniques supported by chosen 
software. Teaching classes with the use of activation techniques. 

 

K-YAN projector 
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Significance of Animations 

✓ Animation teaches using the visual aids , It is a very strong proven way of learning  , It 
brings a topic to life , It gains the attention of the viewer , It can be fun to watch. 

✓ The educational games and quizzes allow the visitor to interact and learn and it helps to 
explain and illustrate more complex concepts and persons of any age can easily engross. 

✓ Research says, children or adults are more tend to learn with the tools that are exciting or 
interactive. Animation has this magical quality to which learner’s ability can be 

significantly enhanced. 
✓ Animation helps explore and develop ideas to implement them in reality.                        

The animation process fosters students’ positive attitude and creative thinking.  
✓ Creating  virtual models of products and machines and showing their activities through 

animation  has vast impact . 
✓ In science for example, the computer animation might be used to show how our solar 

system works, and in math, a computer animation might show a student how one can 
algebraically manipulate specific equation.  

✓ Other subjects such as English, foreign language, music, and art can also be thought by 
using animation. 
Flash Animations 

 Why use animations?  
➢ Computer generated animations can illustrate concepts that would otherwise be difficult.  
➢ Processes occurring at the molecular level  e.g dissolving or melting  
➢ Processes that occur over very short or very long time periods  e.g. continental drift  
➢ The impact of a wide range of variables very quickly e.g. effect on image of changing 

lens focal length  
➢ Processes that we cannot directly experience e.g. nuclear fusion, star formation.  
✓ They can also include 3-D concepts e.g. shapes of molecules, eclipses, retrograde motion.  
✓ They can be used to visually compare and contrast e.g meiosis vs mitosis  
✓ They can be used to introduce a concept or as revision or catch up of a topic already 

covered.  
✓ They are better than movies because they do not have to be delivered in a linear fashion 

and can be interactive with the user changing variables etc.  
✓ Students who have grown up used to special effects and flash technology can relate to 

them.  

How to use animations 
• Teachers most commonly use these animations by incorporating them into their teaching 

periods as illustrations of concepts etc.  
• The animations can be displayed via a computer output onto a large screen TV or 

monitor or displayed on a screen via a data projector (for those fortunate enough to be 
able to access one).  

• However, because of their ability to be used by most common web browsers, these 
animations can also be used by students directly using any internet capable browser.  

• This can be set as class or individual work, at school or as homework and can be 
targeted towards students who missed some work or need some revision. 
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Recommendations:  
Outline below are some recommendations on the way ICT can be used to enhance science 
education. 

✓ ICT education should be made compulsory in all schools. 

✓ Serving science education teachers should be given the opportunity to be ICT literate 
through in service education. 

✓ Government should ensure provision of ICT facilities in schools. 

✓ Every school should have an ICT coordinator 

✓ Modern computer laboratories should be provided in schools. 

✓ Government should ensure the provision of Internet connectivity to every school.  

Conclusion: The role of ICT in education is not homogeneous ; ICT currently provides 
growing range of tools manipulate digital data as well as vast range and variety of content 
which underpins the information age , only some of which is designed to support learning.  

Implication:-“Education prepares students for the use of ICT in education, future 
occupation and social life ….ICT as a medium for teaching and learning. This refers ICT as a 

tool for teaching and learning itself, the medium through which teacher can teach and 
learners can learn” 

References : 
➢ Wikipedia 
➢ Google search for images and education technology tools. 
➢ Websites of science and technology. 
➢ Youtube videos 
➢ My class room practices 

                                                                                                     Thank you 

                                                                                                  Manchikatla Srinivas 
                                                                                                                                              

msreeneevas123@gmail.com 
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OBJECTIVES 
Many research studies on Indian Education and performance of the children in schools 

present days clearly indicated that children learning levels are not good that means according to 
their age and class they are not having proper knowledge levels .In school they are not having 
teaching learning materials ,lack of laboratories especially in science subject . They are very poor 
in science learning even the school administration and management and teachers are also not 
providing such environment of science learning classroom for that reason recently government 
has decided to improve learning levels of the children with introducing digital class room with 
ICT technology in class room 
 

First object technologies LTD, is a software company provided first e school is an 
education initiative and it approached the topics with an optimum mix of technology ,quality 
content ,pedagogy ,educational psychology ,mnemonics and guide for better performance in 
examinations. The content is prepared under the guidance of eminent academicians. It covers pre 
primary to higher secondary education under CBSE/ICSE and state boards in English and all 
leading languages under the banner of “First e school”. 
 

In our school nearly 600 students are studying in that nearly 350 students are residing in 
government BC, SC,ST hostels .Government supplied first e school software to the hostels and 
provided CPU and Digital screen. The children will see daily digital content of science subject of 
class 6th to 10th as tutor for the hostels I am showing digital content to all the students they are 
understanding subject very well. Experiments and activities are provided with animations 
compare to non hostel students their performance is increased rapidly. I am also learning very 
well in subject and explaining in school as well. So first e school software is giving very good 
subject and skills for our students. 
 

In this paper I am clearly indicating the difference of hostel students and non hostel 
students in their examinations performance. 
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DESIGN OF THE INNOVATION 
 

 
In our school nearly 600 students are studying from 6th to 10th class .They are very poor 

family back ground and parents are uneducated coming from very remote areas. Nearly350 
students are living in BC, SC,ST welfare hostels. I am teaching 8th class to 10th class science. In 
our school no lab facilities, no teaching learning material available. Recently our new school 
building completed and we shifted there from old building. Last few years onwards our children 
are very poor in learning and very much absenteeism among the students and they are not able to 
understanding the scientific concepts .I am also working as tutor for the hostel children every day 
evening I will take classes in the hostel, but I am not able to show experiments and activities 
.The learning levels are the children’s are not good .As much as I tried to teach for the children 
but not able to transfer complete concepts to their minds mainly lack of experiments ,lab works, 
projects ,no TLM . I was very sad from last 4 years. But from this academic year government 
provided digital software “first e school” by first object Technologies Company they supplied 
CPU and digital screen with software installation.    

DESIGN OF THE INNOVATION 
FEATURES OF FIRST e SCHOOL 

 
A) EASY INSTALATION: First e school is very easy to install it happens in flip of second. 

 
B) CONTENT COVERAGE: The content of the courses are prepared strictly as per the 

syllabus. 
 

C) LESSON PLANS: The detailed lesson plans help the teachers in delivering the sessions 
in an organized way. 

 
D) ONE STOPS SOLUTION: The course is designed the content is developed in such a 

way that entire student community is benefitted irrespective of their performance level. 
 

E) INTERACTIVE: The e white board is an interactive tool. 
 

F) SUPERIOR CLARITY: Best quality images and animations are used to provide easy 
understanding of the content. 

 
G) EASY TO UNDERSTAND: 2D and3D animation with detailed step by step 

explanations. 
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H) EXPERIMENTS AND ACTIVITIES: Pure theory without practical knowledge is mere 
waste .Lab experiments and activities are provides as video and animated clippings.  

 
I) EXAM FOCUS: Equal importance and emphasis is given to develop conceptual 

understanding the students for the exams. 
  

J) MOCK TESTS: Content covers interactive mock tests. 
 

K) ILLUSTRATIONS AND SOLVED EXAMPLES: It covers all numerous illustrations 
covering all the model questions at end of each chapter are solved. 

 
L) ADDITIONAL CONTENT COVERAGE: Solved questions and concepts from CBSE, 

ICSE and state boards which are not available in the current curriculum. 
 

M) BENEFITS: The benefits of using first e school solutions are multifold and offers equal 
benefits to all the stake holders i.e. students and teachers and educational institutions 

  
 

METHODOLOGY 
DISCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION 

 
 
I decided that with the help of first e school digital software to teach hostel students of class 8th 
to 10th .From June first onwards I am using this digital content everyday in hostel I  am 
explaining all science concepts according to our syllabus. 
 
In the morning I am teaching without digital content in the school like this nearly three months I 
completed my teaching .I am observing the performance of the hostel and non hostel students 
.Hostel students are learning more and understanding capacity with the help of digital content 
very much increased than non hostel students. To do this project I selected 46 students of 10th 
class in which 29 students of hostel as experimental group and 17 students of non hostel students 
are controlled group. 
 

OUT COME OF THE INNOVATION 
I conducted two formative assessment tests to all the students’ hostel students’ marks are more 
compared to non hostel students. 
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DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS 
 
The help of digital content the students of hostel performance is more compared to the non hostel 
students who are not having digital class  
 
The average marks in FA1+FA2 of hostel students are   8.42  
 
The average marks in FA1+FA2 of non hostel students are   6.11 
 
As above results clearly indicating that digital classroom will increase children’s understanding 
and performance levels. 
 
IMPLICATIONS:- 
 
This type of digital class will give very good results for the students and teachers also. I will try 
to continue in all classes with digital classroom try to bring non hostel students to the hostel to 
learn more and I will improve my teaching ability. 
 
REFERENCES:- 
 
1. First Object Technologies Ltd 
 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:- 
 
I am very thankful to hostel wardens to give opportunity to work as tutor and I thankful to my 
school headmaster to conduct this study and I thankful to 10th class students to participate in this 
project. 
ANNEXURE:- 
 
10th class students FA1 AND FA2 marks lists of hostels and non hostel students 
 

 
 
 
 

HOSTEL STUDENTS MARKS LIST 
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SLNO Name of the student FA1 Marks FA2 Marks 
1 D Akash 8 8 
2 M Akhil 6 9 
3 Syed Ameer 10 10 
4 MD Arfath 9 8 
5 CH Bhanuprasad 8 7 
6 V Chakinder 8 6 
7 V Dattatri 9 8 
8 A Gnaneshwar 10 9 
9 Y Hariprasd 9 10 
10 B Henanth  8 7 
11 P Joginath 7 9 
12 N Kanikesh 9 8 
13 K Krishna 8 7 
14 J Laxman 7 8 
15 K Laxminarayana 6 9 
16 K Mahesh 8 7 
17 G Prasad 7 8 
18 B Nandulal 10 9 
19 S Pavankalyan 9 10 
20 M Rajesh 9 9 
21 CH Ramesh  8 9 
22 B Sai  kumar 9 8 
23 S Saketh 9 7 
24 T Sangameshwar 9 8 
25 J Santhosh 10 10 
26 V Sardhar 9 8 
27 K Sathish 8 10 
28 K Raju 9 8 
29 K Satwik 10 9 
 TOTAL 246 243 
 AVERAGE 8.48 8.37 

 
 
 

TOTAL AVERAGE     =8.48+8.37                =16.82/2           =8.42 
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NON HOSTEL STUDENTS MARKS LIST 

 
 

SLNO Name of the student FA1 Marks FA2 Marks 
1 M Shadulla 7 6 
2 A Shanker 4 7 
3 G Shivakumar 6 7 
4 CH Sreeman 7 5 
5 B Teja 4 4 
6 B Uday 6 3 
7 N Venkat 9 7 
8 P Venugopal 6 7 
9 D Achyutkumar 5 5 
10 M Vishnu 8 4 
11 M Anil 7 7 
12 MD Ajmeer 6 6 
13 K Dasharath 5 5 
14 S Karunakar 8 8 
15 M Laxman 7 6 
16 D Mahesh 8 6 
17 N Murali 7 5 

 TOTAL 110 98 
 AVERAGE 6.47 5.76 
 
 TOTAL AVERAGE          =6.47+5.76               =12.23/2               =6.11 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THANK YOU 
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Personal Details:

Name of the teacher :   Mitti Bala chandar 

Qualification : M.Sc (organic chemistry),  B.Ed 

Designation  : School Assistant (physical science) 

 Name of the school : Government Boys High School,Sultan Bazar,  koti,Hyderabad. 

Mobile number :  9959 067 656 

E-mail ID :  mbaluu143@gmail.com

 Residential address   :  H.No:-1-8-E.W.S/52,Bagh Lingampally, Hyderabad.500044.

Theme: School science curriculum Needs and challenges.

Sub-theme : ICT - Science teaching.

Objectives: 

 To develop Scientific temper among the students i.e scientific attitude / aptitude .

 To attract the students by attractive teaching learning material to learn science by joyful 

 Building the scientific concept among the students

 Encourage the student to apply the scientific concepts in real life situations and 

concerned to the environmental issues 

 To reduce dropouts and irregular students

 Help the students to understand the concrete and abstract concept by the ICT

 To improve Conceptual mapping By ICT 

 To motivate the students To choose Science as career

 To construct the game based teaching and learning 

 To develop experimental skill By ICT and online Labs 

 To achieve the academic standards which are decided in Science subject

Such as
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         1. Conceptual understanding

         2. Asking questions and making hypothesis 

         3. Experimentation and field investigation

         4. Information skills and projects 

         5. Communication through drawing and model making 

         6. Appreciation and aesthetic sense, values

         7. Application to daily life concern to biodiversity

 To make the teachers to teach science effectively using ICT and digital technology.

Design of the innovation:

Introduction

          The world is changing rapidly towards Digital technology and the present generation 
students still more interested in digital technology and ICT. Not only students but also everyone 
aware of technology and using of this technology from cell phone to Notepad or laptop. Even 
remote village people also aware of usage of cell phone. They also using many Apps for their 
utilization. For them Google became "Grandma" (అమమమమ Everyone asking their problem and 
question For Google only. In olden days we use to ask Grandparents).

                     In teaching and learning process to reach this generation student the old methods of 
teaching and learning process on blackboard will not be fruitful as much as they required. We 
have to think for them  latest technology upgraded methods to teach and include them in our 
teaching learning process to get our learning outcomes. 

                   Our  Physical science textbook has been designed with more number of activities in 
each lesson the teacher had a challenging task. To overcome all the activities in the specific time 
table experience and observations help the students to understand a phenomena and make a 
prediction about the world.

Description of the innovation:

             I selected the following method to teach some topics science.

                           Conducting experiment with the students by their own hands and making it as 
video and it is uploaded in YouTube channel. When I said the student they are very enthusiasm in
video preparing and they are very happy to see them in YouTube. First I give topic to them and 
ask to prepare and come who ever explain very well “I am going to take the video of them”. 
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             Surprisingly, Even slow learner also came with well prepared and explained well 
manner. Here I prepared activity video which is performed by two to three students. I prepared 
some videos Such as, 

 Newton's law of motions for 9th class

 

               Youtube id in English:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cx8EDwjgbqQ

               Youtube id in Telugu: https://www.youtube.com/watch?   
v=wa_nYW0J8TI&t=1s 

 Mass effect on surface area for 8th class 

              Youtube link:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6PuGA5N5zw

 Removing water of crystallization for 10th class

 Youtube link:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-r5nPPOrnSE

              With the help of students,  for next academic year I am planning to give a project on 
video-based that means student has to prepare their own video about the project topic.

                          I am also using Kyan to show some of experiment and topics which we 
cannot perform in Labs. Such as our solar system in 8th class. Here I used “Stellarium” to
show the universe and our solar system.

      Stellarium is a wonderful application to know more about Universe. In it we can travel in 
time that means we can observe Celestial objects of fast ,Present and future Like, previous  year 
solar eclipse and lunar eclipses,and also future Eclipses. Not only eclipses but also the positions 
of planets at different times. Student enjoyed much with the help of its.

Activity done by Bhanu prakash

Activity done by mallesh, kranthi kumar and yashwanth

WATCHING THE VIDEO DISCUSSING WITH OTHER STUDENTS
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 I took them to past that is February 16th, 1980. before my
birthday to show full solar eclipse. Here I made two videos, step by
step  how to use stellarium in Telugu and it is the first video of Telugu

explanation in world.(No other videos are available for stellarium in
Telugu).

                 “Google Earth” is  also an application to show the
surface of moon in 3D. And I am also using VR and AR boxes to show the planets. I purchased  
AR (Augmented reality) periodic table which is help to visualize the atoms and its electronic 
configuration.With it student can able see the atom and how the electrons are revolving around 
the nucleus with in their own orbits. Some more apps like physics lite, periodic table, phet 
simulations ect.

Problem faced by the teachers

                   If you want to show any video about science topic we usually search in YouTube. 
But we get a plenty number of videos among them we have to choose the best and suitable to our
topic. And it is time taking process. If we start searching  in our classroom it is time consuming 
process.For this I came with two solutions,           

   One is selecting best videos and Place them at one place. I did it. I searched
some of videos and place them in “4guru.weebly.com”.

          Second one is I am also able to link my videos with some QR codes with the help
of these QR Codes need to enter any link address or website address in search
box. We have to just scan the QR code with our mobile to get that video which
saves lot of time. (not to wast time in front of students)

Here I am submitting one activity prepared and linked with a QR code. Just we have to
scan the code we get the video.  And also I am running a YouTube channel so that it helps to

Teacher and as well as Students too.

Outcome Of the Innovation:

Students so much interest to attend the class. 

The confidence level of the students are very remarkable. Student understanding level 
increased. 

Below average student is also interest in learning and expressing the activity in their own 
hands.

Student can understand and easily they never forget the content.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAfFBRk3v8c

Removing water of crystallization

Formation of chlorine
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Their level of understanding will be increased.

 The scientific temper of the student and teacher will be increased.

If we create this type of quality videos in teaching learning process students will 
definitely attracts towards the government schools and government schools will be 
strengthened.

It is a heavy work to create this type of teaching learning videos.

 Government also already making videos with the help of Teacher. If we Include students 
It will be Easy to understand Peer group learning. 

                                                         Here I am very thankful to SCERT  for they given me 
training about UBUNTU  software and how to make videos with the help of kdenlive(for 
Bhumaiah sir), open shot video editor, screen recording tools, Which are more help full to me in 
making videos. Once again I am heart full thanks to all.

ICT – students in Computer class

(GHS,Kavadiguda, Hyderabad)

GROUP ACTIVITY

With out Science exhibition there is no science teaching and  learning process

GROUP ACTIVITY
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Attended various science training

 (A lightning candle can light more candle)

Implications:

Here I would like to say something,

      That every School must and should have their own youtube channel and they have to
upload all the activities like Jan 26, June 2, Aug 15 programs etc, and also other activities

performed by all subject teachers. It will not only help to future generations but also
channel provides revenue to school (if it has 1000 subscribes and 4000 watch hours).

References:

1.8,9,10 physical science text books

2.ICT training module

3.Internet/troer site

4.Self experiences
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Activity which is linked with QR code

Learning Outcomes/Aim

To know about the relation between force, mass and acceleration. Newton’s
Second Law of Motion.

Materials Required:

Wooden block and spring balance of 5 N.

Precautions:

1. A suitable spring balance to pull the block must be used.

2. The spring balance should be brought in elastic mode before doing the experiment.

3. The reading of the spring balance should be taken without any parallax error.

4. A smooth table or surface must be used.

Procedure in a real lab:

1. A wooden block with a hook is placed on a table.

2. Note down the least count of the spring balance.

3. The spring balance is attached to the hook.

4. Hold the spring in such a way that the reading displayed in the spring balance can be
noted down without any parallax error.

5. The applied force on the spring balance is gradually increased until it just starts to
move.

6. The reading of the spring balance is noted.

Procedure using simulator:

1. From the combo box, select Environment, where the experiment to be carried out.

2. Note down the least count of the spring balance.

3. The user can increase  the mass of  the block by changing the slider  ‘mass of  the
block’.
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4. The user can also change the roughness of the table by changing the ‘Roughness of
the table’ slider.

5. Apply force on the spring balance by changing the ‘Apply force in Newton’ slider.

6. The ‘Reset’ button can be used to reset the experiment to its initial state.

Observation:

Least count of the spring balance = value of 1 small division = …….g.wt

Trial No; Mass of the block, M (kg) Force required, F (N)

As the mass of the block increases the force required to move the block is also increases.

Result:

Force applied to just move the block is directly proportional to the mass of the block.

ie, F  M∝

 

https://youtu.be/1srdDxmWe34
https://youtu.be/XmNQ2iMcB_U
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Theme: School Science curriculum – Needs and challenges.  

Sub-theme: ICT – Science Teaching 

Title of the Paper: MOOC model Pedagogy in School Education.   

Objectives:  

 To create awareness on the positive use of social media.  

 Utilize the Attraction of the social media on the students.  

 Utilize ICT. 

 Enhance the result percentage of X class students.  

Introduction: Under various articles of the Indian Constitution free 

and compulsory education is provided as a fundamental right to 

children between the ages of 6 and 14. As per those articles and Acts 

all the school aged children must be in the school and they must 

achieve their age level and class level competencies. My School Zilla 

Parishad High School Mucherla Jastipally is located in the agency area of 

Khammam District of Telangana state. As we know that Education in India is 

provided by the public sector with control of funding from three levels: 

Central, State and Local. My school comes under Local bodies. Class level, 

age level and subject specified competencies are fixed by the TS SCERT and 

according to that new text books are also prepared as per the guidelines of the 

NCERT from time to time. According to this class and subject wise Academic 

standards and Learning Outcomes are prepared. According to the RTE-2009 

the Learning outcomes are to be developed. National Curriculum Framework-

2005 and State Curriculum Frame work-2011 stated that Learning is a 

continuous process. And the National Achievement Survey results showed that 

the majority of students are not in a position to achieve the prescribed 

academic standards or Learning out comes.  

What are the existing solutions: we are in progress for Access to Education, 

100% Enrolment, Retention and Transition to higher classes. Appointment of 

subject teachers, in-service trainings for the teachers, and infrastructural 

facilities are not only the solutions to achieve the students in their academic 

subjects.  

What are the alternative solutions: change in the pedagogy, change in the 

mind set of the teachers, parents and change in the mindset of students are 

some solutions and more over capturing the digital opportunities in the field 

of Education is the one of the solution. Use of ICT in the field of Science is 

enhances the grasping power of the students and finally it increases the result 

percentage also.  

My solution: Use of digital technology and social media in teaching learning 

process is my alternative solution for the proper achievement of the learning outcomes by the 

students.   
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Title of The Topic: MOOC model Pedagogy in School Education.  

Importance of the Topic: Nowadays the role of Information 

and Communication Technology (ICT), in the education sector plays 

an important role, especially in the process of empowering the 

technology into the educational activities. ... “ICT plays a 

catalytic role in enhancing learning in classroom and beyond. Social 

media helps to enhance student academic performance and increase 

their knowledge through data and information gathering. When students 

are been given an assignment in school, they go through 

various online platforms to gather information so as to find solutions 

to their assignment. In a small observation I found that most of the 

students are using social media for their academic excellence with the 

permission of their parents. It leads me a conclusion that why don’t I 

use the social media and internet for enhancement of Science 

learning in the students.  

Design of the innovation: Now a day’s using the social media is 

very common in the college students and gradually started in school 

age children also. To capture the attraction of social media I 

introduced the MOOC model pedagogy in my school. MOOC 

(Massive Open Online Courses) are free online courses available for anyone to enroll. MOOC 

provides an affordable and flexible way to learn new skills, advance our career and deliver 

quality educational experiences at scale.  

In addition to traditional course materials such as filmed lectures, readings, and problem 

sets, many MOOCs provide interactive courses with user forums to support community 

interactions among students, professors, and teaching assistants as well as immediate feedback to 

quick quizzes and assignments. MOOCs are a recent and widely researched development in 

Distance Education.  Which were first introduced in 2006 and emerged as a popular mode of 

learning in 2012.  

Early MOOCs often emphasized open-access features, such as open licensing of content, 

structure and learning goals, to promote the reuse and remixing of resources.  It is a type of 

Online-based or Web-based distance learning, does not have limitation in terms of participants 

there is creativity and openness, Allows the participant to share readings, videos and activities.  

As a teacher, I am trying to implement MOOC model pedagogy in my school, by creating 

whats app broadcast group for X class students, and running a broadcast channel by whats app. 

Subject related matters are posted in this group and the students are advised to make use of them 

with the co-operation of their parents. I advised the parents to install the Telegram app to for 

easy access to the science videos from me. I am also doing one more thing that I am running my 

channel through you tube.  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCk2nvH_Qja0Pe_9RvC5vrug?view_as=subscriber .  
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By this I am uploading some videos related to science, awareness 

programmes and student related posts which are created by me. I felt 

that, this is also web based distance learning and does not have 

limitations in terms of participants and there is a chance to creative and 

openness also. My Goal is to reach all the Students who are studying in 

the Government schools by this type of pedagogy and enhance their 

science learning and results percentage. For this I adopted a Method 

that preparing the videos according to the needs of the students of their 

level/standard/class.   

Description of the Innovation (Methodology): we knew that ICT and 

the internet are powerful resources and play a key role when we apply 

within education. As such, creating a safe and Secure ICT environment 

is provided in our school. When we show the digital videos and even 

though we explained in detailed manner, students having some doubts 

and they want to see the video once again. This leads to a conclusion 

that is it possible to give the video to the student’s home. Then we think 

about the solutions and we thought that why don’t we take the help of 

social media. As a Biological Science teacher dealing 10
th
 class English 

medium, I started my work with the permission of my Head of the 

Institution (Headmaster). In the part of the Parent Teacher Association 

(PTA) meetings I collected the mobile number of the parents who 

attended to the PTA meeting. From the both the media parents I 

collected only the parents of EM students as my sample. I requested and 

instructed the parents to allow their children to use their mobile phones 

for educational purpose for their learning enhancement. Some of the 

parents suspected that the use of mobile phone usage by the students 

leads to some other complications, and with the help of my colleagues I 

explained the purpose in detail. After a long discussion finally all the 

parents agreed to give their mobile phones to their children and allow 

using them strictly for academic purpose.  

 By the gathered mobile numbers I created a whats app broadcast group 

named as X students Distance Education. I started sending science related 

material which is useful to the students and which will enhance the science 

learning. Students are receiving the same by the co operation of the parents. In 

the similar manner my you tube channel address is also given to the students to 

access the videos or the content easily. Kidney dissection, heart dissection, vriksha raksha 

bhandan, Haritha haram videos and some other science related videos are uploaded in to you 

tube and disseminated to the students through this platform. “They are writing something even 

though they are engaged with mobile phones,” comments from the parents. I am doing this 

process every year for the 10
th
 class English medium students. 10

th
 class student’s data was 

collected and analyzed.  
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Analysis:  

Sl. No Year 
appeared No. 

in TM 

Passed No.  

in TM 

appeared No. 

in EM 

Passed No.  

in EM 
Remarks 

1 2016-17 72 68 38 38 EM % high 

2 2017-18 61 45 54 49 EM % high 

 

Outcomes (Results and Findings) of the Innovation:  

When we analyzed and compared the our school TM students results with the 

EM students there is a lot of variation in the pass percentage and huge variation 

is also seen in the Grades also. EM students getting good results when compared 

with the results of TM students. 

What is the main limitation: Of course there is a limitation. In government 

schools, most of the student parents are below poverty line and in particularly 

rural and agency areas economically weaker sections prefer the Government 

schools. Access of mobile/smart phones to the students with the co operation of 

parents is the main limitation. 

What is my hope to achieve: A digital culture is developing rural areas to 

purchase the mobile phones and particularly smart phones, and for the operating 

purpose they are depending on their children. So automatically students got the 

access for the mobile phones. 

I achieved what I had set: Awareness on Education is also increased in the 

society. So they are accepting their children to use the phones for the educational 

purpose. With the co-operation of the parents students are able to access the 

mobile phones and following the instructions, guidelines and video lectures of the 

teachers and they are learning at their respective homes easily. I hope and observed that their 

Science learning and results percentage are enhancing year by year. But the number of students 

in the group is less than the number of students in the class room. This is a barrier for me.  

Conclusion: The role of ICT in education currently provides a growing range of tools to 

manipulate digital data, as well as access to the vast range and variety of content only some of 

which is designed to support learning particularly in Science teaching. In order to harness the 

power of these technologies to serve science education it is necessary first to identify the precise 

objectives of that education and then to match appropriate use of the technologies to the 

achievement of those objectives. I am using the ICT tools like computer and projector based 

video lessons, TV based     T-Sat vidya live digital lessons and self made videos for the better 

understanding of the students. As a digital lesson presenter I am learning day by day that how to 

implement the ICT in the field of Science Education. For this I appeared an orientation on ICT in 

education in Mysore also.  By the utilization of the ICT tools and using the social media as a tool 

for my MOOC model pedagogy was giving me the fruitful results.    
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Sub-Theme
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Title of the Topic

A Comparitive Study on Impact of ICT in Teaching Learning Process among 8 th Class
Students of  ZPHS Addagudur, Addagudur Mandal, Yadadri-Bhongir  District. 

Objectives

 To study whether ICT based learning improves students learning or not.
 To  study  whether  ICT  based  learning  applicable  to  Science  subjects  like  Physical

sciences.
Design of the innovation

I wish to know the impact of ICT in Teaching learning process, specially in Science Subjects like
Physical Sciences.
So, I selected 8th Class Students in my school (ZPHS Addagudur). the strength of 8 th class Students
in my school is 38. From them, I have selected 32 students in stratified sampling method and
divided the students into two groups, viz Group A, and Group B. in both groups A grade, B grade
and C-grade D grade and E Grade Students are present. And same number of  Girls and Boys
(Boys -16 and Girls - 16 )

Here Group A is Control group and Group B is Experimental Group.

Means Group B students are exposed to ICT Based Learning along with Regular Classes where as
Group A Students are Exposed to only regular classes. In the time of Group B ICT classes, Group
A is instructed to learning/ revise their Topics separately.

Description of groups

Group
Name

Type Quantity
of

students

A grade
Students

B Grade
students 

C Grade
students

D & E
Grade

Students

Boys Girls

Group A Control group 16 03 05 05 03 08 08

Group B Experimental
Group

16 03 05 05 03 08 08
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Outcome of the innovation

the formative assessment- 4 of  the groups are came as followed.

Group Type of
group

A Grade
Students

B Grade
Students

C Grade
Students

D & E
Grade

Students

Boys Girls

Group A Control 03 05 05 03 08 08

Group B Experimental 05 05 03 03 08 08

Results in Formative Assessment :

The analysis of Formative Assessments 3 & 4 of 8th Class Students in Physical Science Students.

From  the  Chart  we
can Conclude that ICT enabled
(Experimental  group)  shows
increase in their learnings.

From the Chart we can Conclude
that  Non  ICT  enabled   (Control)
group  shows  no  increase    in  their
learnings.

Implications
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Students at  all  grade levels ( A,B,C,D & E ) need Individual differences in learning

science.  And  It  can  be  possible  with  ICT  Learning.  While  it  is  important  for   conceptual

understanding to be based in concrete experiences, school students will learn it by ICT based Teaching

learning process.

Experimental group students are good in Formative assessment because they are exposed

to ICT bases Learning than Control group students(Non ICT Bases learning). 

Some Implications are..

 Students With ICT based Learning showed Good Performance than Non-ICT based learning.
 Because ICT based Learning  uses Audio-Visual content, Simulation and Virtual Laboratories. 
 ICT based leaning group shows much impact on B and C grade students. They are improved

their learning.
 ICT based Learning is shown less impact on A grade and E grade students. 
 In experimental group, C grade students increased their learning and got B grade and Some B

grade students increased to A grade.
 ICT based learning is Very useful to Rural Area Students.
 Motivates Backlog ( C Grade ) Students in Science.
 Information Technology skills also Increases.

References :

 SCERT, UNICEF and SIET Digital Content.

 UBUNTU software, Internet and Youtube 

 ZPHS Addagudur, Addagudur (Mdl)Yadadri-Bhongir District.

 ICT Work Shops For Teachers Conducted by RMSA-Telangana Sate.
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 Abstract 

The central and state governments are taking tremendous efforts to implement the computer 

application in the process of teaching and learning and Govt. has introduced computer course in high 

schools by providing and establishing computer labs in high schools with suitable software. In the present 

study, an attempt has been made   to study the knowledge of computers and attitude of teachers towards 

computers.  

The present study aims at finding the levels of use of computers, its knowledge and attitude towards 

computers among high school teachers. 100 teachers were randomly selected from high schools as sample. 

A test was conducted to measure the knowledge and attitude towards computers among teachers. 

 Majority of the teachers working in the high schools, have low level of computer knowledge and 

also they have a relatively favorable attitude towards computer.  This reveals that the computer knowledge 

of the teachers needs to be improved and the Education department should take necessary steps to train and 

use the computers in teaching learning process.  

Keywords: Knowledge, attitude, teaching, learning computers. 

Introduction  

The teaching and learning process has been altered by the convergence of a variety of technological, 

instructional, and pedagogical developments in recent times. Technology is challenging the boundaries of 

the educational structures that have traditionally facilitated learning. The development in various aspects of 

computer technology has reached beyond our imagination and expectations. It is very useful and helpful in 

the teaching and learning process. Therefore, computer literacy is very much needed for teachers as well as 

learners. The computers have created a revolution in the content of education and in the nature of learning 

process.  

Main function of secondary education is to prepare the young to live effectively and properly as 

adults in the society. It will also help to develop intellectual powers of the young and transmit the 

knowledge and wisdom of the society to the new generation. Now a days the world is changing rapidly with 

the technological advancement. So students must cater with the needs of the society.  
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Computers have a great impact upon our educational system. Computer knowledge may be stated as 

“knowing about the various fundamental aspects of computers and the basic skills involved in the operations 

of computers”. It also includes the applications of computer in teaching and learning process. E- 

Learning helps the learner to know about the subject he/she wants to learn with the help of the latest 

technology, the computer.  Favourable attitude towards computer plays a very important role in making one 

really interested in it. Unless the teachers possess a favourable attitude towards computer, they may not be 

interested in it, which in turn will affect their knowledge of computer and also they will find teaching with 

help of computer difficult, which in turn will affect students learning.  Therefore, if the teachers have 

favorable attitude towards computer, then there may be a chance for them to be motivated in acquiring 

knowledge of computer, as it is clear that the computer knowledge is very much needed for teachers.  

The central and state governments are taking tremendous efforts to implement the computer 

application in the process of teaching and learning.  The state government has introduced computer course in 

the high schools and in other classes also. The government has started supplying computers with suitable 

software and has started providing facilities to develop computer laboratory. At this juncture, we felt that 

there is a need to know the knowledge of the computers and the attitudes of teachers and an attempt has been 

made to study the teachers’ computer knowledge and their attitude towards computer.  

The computer knowledge possessed by the teachers will be very useful to them for their future 

development, effective teaching and for their academic growth.  

Objectives  of the study 

1) To find out the level of computer knowledge of teachers  

2) To study the teachers’ attitude towards computer  

3) To study the significance of the difference between the sub-samples of the teachers in respect of their 

computer knowledge and their attitude towards it.  

4) To study the nature of the relationship existing between the teachers’ computer knowledge and their 

attitude towards computer.  

HYPOTHESES 

1. Teachers working in government schools have a significant difference in the computer knowledge 

between: Male and female teachers; urban and rural school teachers 

2. There is significant difference in the attitude towards computer between the Male and female 

teachers; Teachers working in urban and rural schools 

3. There is significant relationship between the computer knowledge of teachers and their attitude 

towards computer. 

PROCEDURE 

Tools used were: 
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Constructed and validated the Attitude towards Computer Scales. 

A Questionnaire to Test the Computer Knowledge was prepared containing 20 multiple choice questions for 

20 marks and the person one who scores above 15 is said to have high level, score 14 and below is said to 

have low level of computer knowledge.   

Sample: The present study was conducted in Warangal district of Telangana, India.  100 teachers were 

randomly selected from 10 Government High Schools.   Out of these 5 schools from urban and remaining 5 

were from rural areas. This sample of 100 teachers working in the High Schools is found to have the 

following sub-samples: 

 (i) Male (N=70),                  (ii) Female (N=30),  

(iii) Teachers’ working in urban schools (N=60),  

(iv) Teachers’ working in rural schools (N=40). 

Statistical Treatment of the Data 

The means and standard deviations of the computer knowledge scores and Attitude towards computer scores 

were computed. 

The test of significance was used (‘t’ test) in order to study if there was any significant difference between 

each selected  pair of sub-samples in respect of their computer knowledge and their attitude towards 

computer.  

Statistical Treatment of the Data  

The percentages of computer knowledge of Male and Female, Rural and Urban teachers and also the attitude 

towards computers also were computed directly.  

Variable Total Category N 

Gender 100 
Male 60 

Female 40 

Location 100 
Urban 65 

Rural 35 
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High level of computer knowledge 16.70% 

Low level of computer knowledge 83.3% 

Favourable Attitude towards computers 60.40% 

Un favourable Attitude towards computers 39.60% 

              

                    

Computer knowledge 
Female is better than males 

Urban is better than rural 

Attitude towards computer 
No significant difference in males and females 

Urban is more positive attitude than rural 

 

FINDINGS 

The results showed that there was;  

In respect of the entire sample of teachers, only 16.70% of them belonged to the high level of 

computer knowledge and as much as 83.30% of them belonged to the low level of computer knowledge. 

This trend is seen in respect of the sub- samples, too. These findings reveal that the teachers are weak in 

their computer knowledge. 

As much as 60.40% of the teachers had relatively a favourable attitude towards computer and only 

39.60% of them had relatively an unfavourable attitude towards computer. This trend is seen in respect of 

the sub samples, too. 
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There was a significant difference in computer knowledge between the male teachers and female 

teachers. Moreover, the female teachers were better than their male counterparts in their computer 

knowledge. 

There was significant difference in computer knowledge between the teachers working in the urban 

and rural schools. Moreover, the teachers working in urban schools were better than their rural counterparts 

in respect of their computer knowledge. 

There was no significant difference in attitude towards computer between male and female teachers. 

There was significant difference in attitude towards computer between the teachers working in the 

urban and rural schools. Urban teachers have more positive attitude towards computers. 

There is a significant and positive relationship between the computer knowledge and the attitude 

towards computer of the high school teachers. 

CONCLUSION 

The study served as an eye opener regarding the use of computer knowledge and their attitude 

towards computer of high school teachers. It is a very unique study conducted to study the high school 

teachers’ on computer knowledge and their attitude towards computer. People are living in a society with 

numerous applications of computer technology; hence, achieving the goal of computer literacy is currently 

implemented in schools at various levels. In general, computer literacy includes basic knowledge and skills 

of computer technology (computer achievement), computer attitudes. This study viewed teachers' computer 

knowledge and their attitude towards computer s.  

The present study has revealed many interesting findings. The majority of teachers working in the 

high schools belong to the low level of computer knowledge and majority of teachers have a relatively 

favorable attitude towards computer.  This reveals that the computer knowledge of the teachers needs to be 

improved. 
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50 students undergone Summer Camp organized by National Institute of 

Technology, Warangal from 1st – 31st May, 2018.

Basani Arthi Reddy 10th class, St. Gabrial High 

school, Khajipet, Warangal (U). Won 3rd prize 

in National Science Seminar “Industrial 

Revolution (IR) 4.0: Are We Prepared?” 

awarded cash prize Rs.12,000/- 

PROMISING ACHIEVERS PROMISING ACHIEVERS

In INSPIRE Awards – MANAK, 7th NLEPC, 5 projects from Telangana were found 

place among top 60 projects at National Level. The top 60 projects are selected 

for National Awards and will be showcased at the Annual Festival of Innovation 

at Rashtrapathi Bhavan, New Delhi. 

1. M. Abhishek, ZPHS Hanmajipet, Rajannasiricilla

2. Md. Zaki Ahmed, Sri Chaitanya School, Jagityal

3. K. Srija, Krinaveni Talent School Ramagundam

4. K. Sravani, ZPHS Bibinagar, Yadadri Bongiri

5. Keesari Naveen Kumar, ZPSS Nennel, Mancherial

Students Performing lab activities at NIT, Warangal  



STATE COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH & TRAINING
TELANGANA, HYDERABAD

STATE COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH & TRAINING
TELANGANA, HYDERABAD

STATE LEVEL SCIENCE SEMINAR 

“SCHOOL SCIENCE 
CURRICULUM – NEEDS 

AND CHALLENGES”
Date : 28th February, 2019

Venue : 
Godavari Auditorium,

SCERT, Telangana State, Hyderabad

3 students from Telangana visited Japan during 20-26 May, 2018 

under SAKURA Japan Exchange Programme implemented by 

Government of Japan.

1.  M. Lavanya, MPUPS Chandippa, Shankarpalli, R.R. Dist.

2.  Z. Ramgopal, Triveni High School, Alwal, R.R. Dist.

3. B. Sreeyanshu, Alphores High School, Karimnagar.

In 7th NLEPC INSPIRE Awards – MANAK 
M. Abhishek, ZPHS HANMAJIPET, Rajanna Siricilla bagged 3rd 

National prize and received Rs.10,000/- Cash prize, one Laptop and 

Memento.

PROMISING ACHIEVERS
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